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Editorial
Enrico Ille, Gamal M. Hamid and Salah Mahmoud Osman

While there has long been debate on the relationship between theory and practice, the relationship between research and policy has recently gained greater prominence in urban literature. This follows calls for concrete evidence to support and challenge the process of decision
and policymaking, especially when measuring impact. The traditional view regards scientific
knowledge as a cumulative process and policymaking as a linear, straightforward process,
wherein policymakers can resort to research according to their needs and in the time they
want.
The problem with this concept is that it does not provide the right piece of information
to policymakers at the right time. The complexity of urban issues, the everyday changes in
human–environment relations, and the intricate interplay of causes and effects defy both the
cumulative process of scientific knowledge and the linear process of decision making. This situation pushes urban research to explore the subject in greater depth, to highlight evidencebased approaches, and to widen the scope of studies to more than what is achievable by the
traditional cumulative process.
The incorporation of a myriad of stakeholders is a sine qua non. Urban research accompanies academics, decision makers, community-based organisations, civil society and the like,
in order to address urban problems and to reinterpret the relationship between the city and
its residents, or, as it is conceptualised here, the urban land nexus. In this way, the gap between research and decision making can be pursued to be narrowed.
While there is a considerable production of research in Sudan pertaining to urban issues, there is a prominent gap between the milieus of research and policymaking. This gap is
augmented by a lack of provision for research in official budgets of both the government and
academic institutions, mainly because the sector’s relevance is not appreciated and it cannot
thus compete with other vital sectors for the meagre resources available.
This volume intends to illustrate the relevance of research for urban planning and policymaking by analysing recent trends of urbanisation in Khartoum State. The articles in this
volume are some of the outputs from the data collection stage of the research project ‘The
urban land nexus and inclusive urbanisation in Dar es Salaam, Mwanza and Khartoum’. The
studies build on the project’s first outputs – a city-wide GIS analysis leading to dynamic maps
on the capital’s development over past decades, and a compilation of statistical and other
information leading to a comprehensive profile. They furthermore benefit from the project
survey where 700 plots in five neighbourhoods were visited and residents interviewed.1 Together with qualitative fieldwork in these five areas and in five additional neighbourhoods
(Ḥillat Ḥamad, Al-Khōjalāb, Al-Manshiyyah East, Umbadda, Al-Kalāklah Al-QatꜤiyyah), these
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Five areas were covered: Burrī Daraysah (99 plots), Al-Fatḥ 1 (215 plots, 13 found empty), Al-Shuhadā’ (102
plots), Al-Jirayf West (130 plots), Sōba West (154 plots). Interviews were conducted between 29 October and
5 November 2018; data entry was from 6 November to 17 December 2018. The questionnaire yielded 310
variables from mostly closed questions, covering data on the socioeconomic profile of households, education
and work, residential history and present situation, land ownership, tenancy arrangements, and gender relations.
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formed the basis of ten case studies, seven of which are presented in this volume (see details
in Annexe B).2
All articles, while following rules of academic argumentation, offer themselves to debates on Khartoum’s future among residents, policymakers, administrators, civil society, academics and others. Their conclusions and recommendations thus adhere to the spirit of an
inclusive policy dialogue where decisions are arrived at through an open discussion on what
kind of city people want to live in. The authors weigh in with their own expertise to make a
distinct contribution to such a dialogue.
One of the articles’ main messages concerns a different understanding of how to arrive
at the most cost-effective and qualitatively best method of urban development. Policies and
strategies need to be derived from a realistic reflection on past performance, including distortion or stagnation caused by policy decisions taken in the past. The articles ultimately argue
that those who work within the policymaking milieu need to pay far more attention to the
impacts and repercussions of their decisions, considering not just the content of their decisions but the humanistic, social and economic impacts of these decisions, especially for disadvantaged groups. This also implies giving enough space for critical analysis and synthesis using
conceptual frameworks, including those provided by research.
Background to the project
The project ‘The urban land nexus and inclusive urbanisation in Dar es Salaam, Mwanza and
Khartoum’ has been funded by the UK Department for International Development (DFID) and
led by the Institute of Development Studies (IDS) of Sussex University, UK, in partnership with
Ardhi University, Tanzania; University of Khartoum, Sudan; Centre for Community Initiatives
(CCI), Tanzania; Commonwealth Local Government Forum (CLGF); Estidama, Khartoum; International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED); and Utrecht University, Netherlands.
The project approaches cities as an integrated system where formulating and implementing policies should be politically feasible but also lead towards more welfare-enhancing
and inclusive urban development. The concept ‘urban land nexus’ was used to analyse and
highlight the political economy of cities that regulate, facilitate and limit movement of people
into, out of and around urban lands, thereby creating inclusion and exclusion. The dimensions
covered by such an analysis include gender and class, residence and migration, formal–
informal relations, land governance, infrastructure and the operation of markets. These reveal intricate dynamics, such as infrastructural expansion and deterioration, densification and
fragmentation, informality and regularisation, voluntary migration and forced displacement,
centralisation and peri-urban development.
On this basis, the following broad and interlinked research questions were formulated:
• Where, how and through what formal and informal processes are the growing number of urban residents, and the infrastructures, ecosystem services and markets they
depend on, being accommodated in the urban land nexus?
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The fieldwork encompassed unstructured and semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions with
various stakeholders (residents, administrators, policymakers etc.), life-trajectory interviews, additional
small-scale surveys and community mapping.
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• How does the sorting of different people and groups across the urban land nexus relate to access to livelihoods (formal and informal), basic services (e.g. water and sanitation) and goods (e.g. healthy food)?
• What politically feasible shifts in urban land nexus governance could make the urban
transition more inclusive (e.g. through increased community mobilisation or improvements in market systems), with respect to different economic classes, and also
across other axes of vulnerability (e.g. migratory status and gender)?
The concept of the urban land nexus, which frames this research, not only queries the city
system’s political economy but also facilitates a look at the situation of vulnerable groups.
Their integration in the city, or lack thereof, speaks of the extent to which the land nexus is
organised towards inclusivity, a core element of socially and economically successful cities.
With rapid urbanisation and population growth, it becomes more complicated to strike a balance between regulating entry to the city and providing for citizens who are entitled to free
choice of residence, especially in the national capital. The case studies of the project therefore not only targeted the core processes of urban development in different neighbourhoods
but also assessed overlapping vulnerabilities, such as low income, precarious tenancy, irregular administrative status or female-headed households without social safety nets.
Furthermore, the project design arranged for early stakeholder involvement, especially
the potential users of research results. In Khartoum, these were specifically local decision
makers from the Ministry of Physical Planning and the Khartoum State Ministry of Infrastructure and Transportation, who not only participated in research design and debates on results
but seconded staff to participate in the field teams, together with researchers from the universities of Khartoum and Rabat. This fostered new insights and considerations among civil
servants from these executive bodies.
The research process highlighted the importance of regular visits to administered areas
and the value of moving planning and policies beyond the technical aspects towards a sociospatial analysis of urban development. In future, this kind of cooperation can bring forward
innovative brokers in bridging research and practice, and in negotiating urban policies that
strive to make Khartoum a more welfare-providing, inclusive city.
A policy dialogue with grass-roots involvement at the end of the project will make sure
that results are shared and discussed with local community representatives who were central
facilitators for the research. Civil society initiatives such as Istidama, another partner in the
project, and Sudan NextGen will also be key to steer new directions of urban policies in society.
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Policies proposed by the study
‘The urban land nexus and sustainable urbanisation in Khartoum’
Gamal M. Hamid

This paper synthesises the proposed policy interventions derived from the study ‘The urban
land nexus and sustainable urbanisation in Khartoum’. The study included a theoretical exploration of the nature and modes of urbanisation and urban development in Khartoum, supported by field research in ten residential areas: Al-Fatḥ, Al-Shuhadā’, and Umbadda, located
in the city of Omdurman; Ḥillat Ḥamad and Al-Khōjalāb, located in the city of Khartoum North;
Burrī, Al-Jirayf West, Al-Kalāklah, and Sōba Al-Ḥilla, located in the city of Khartoum; and AlManshiyyah East, which is located in East Nile Locality.
The recommendations presented here are for policies to be made in Khartoum State
and have been classified into six themes. The first two themes pertain to land use, the land
nexus, and to urban planning and housing policies in general; the other four themes closely
follow the logic for selection of the case studies so as to be representative of the various urban development models observed in Khartoum State. These include recommendations related to spontaneously developed old inner-city areas; new areas on the outskirts of the city;
re-planning and resettlement areas, and finally with regard to old villages that have been incorporated into the city.
These recommendations are introduced according to the proposed six themes.
1. Land use and land nexus







State authorities should demonstrate greater commitment to sustained use of
land for agricultural purposes as one of the recognised urban land uses, similar to
residential, industrial, and other purposes, instead of being considered as reserve
residential land waiting for transformation.
There is an urgent need to maintain most of the agricultural projects surrounding
Greater Khartoum to ensure food security for its population, and to achieve a delicate balance between that goal and the demand for land for urban purposes. The
actual demand for land can be estimated using standards and equations together
with land management tools to curb the rapid pace of transforming agricultural
lands into residential purposes.
In order to curb land speculation and its escalating prices, a mechanism for setting
realistic prices for land transactions, especially for parcels located on the outskirts
of the city should be established. The stock exchange is a model to emulate.
State authorities should stop direct subsidies embedded in the price of land and
services provided through sites and services schemes that benefit all segments of
the population (including those with high incomes), and replace them with indirect
subsidies targeting vulnerable groups and people with low and medium incomes.
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2. General urban planning and housing policies














Mixed land uses (e.g. in Umbadda) that increase the vitality of residential and
commercial areas should be encouraged; however, the planning requirements for
set-backs, the provision of adequate parking, public toilets, and other services
must be adhered to.
The state should expand access to land for housing purposes for all segments of
society through various channels commensurate with different economic levels,
and not limit them to government housing plans based on sites and services.
There is an urgent need to review the duties and obligations of real estate developers, and to adjust the contracts signed by the state with them, so that they can
play an active role in real estate development as one of the effective alternatives
in the provision of land and housing units.
It is more appropriate for the state to play a supervisory and facilitatory role in real
estate development projects rather than joining them as a profit-making partner.
Since the points system used in the state housing plans does not give sufficient
and fair points to those born outside Greater Khartoum and to new immigrants
,housing alternatives should be provided to those segments of the community –
such as social housing or housing units on a long-term and affordable rental basis
– otherwise they will resort to informal settlements to satisfy their housing needs.
Since the formal housing mechanisms do not provide enough land and housing
units commensurate with the accelerated demand for them, it is necessary to provide other alternatives such as social housing, rental units, etc. through public–
private partnerships.
The urban planning policies currently adopted, without timely extension of the
necessary services and infrastructure networks, lead to negligible development of
new residential areas, which makes them vulnerable to the expansion of informal
housing.
As an alternative to the expansion of Greater Khartoum in the form of concentric
rings, other forms of planning, such as multiple centres, satellite towns, etc. should
be tried.

3. Spontaneously developed old inner-city areas (e.g. Al-Shuhadā’, Ḥillat Ḥamad, Burrī)





Promote mixed land uses (commercial, residential, service) and real estate developments in these areas in which original landowners can join as shareholders
based on their land holdings.
The involvement of original owners in the re-planning and reconstruction decisions is necessary.
Revise land ownership laws in these areas to permit ownership of small plots resulting from the land inheritance system and to allow for transfer of ownership between the land heirs.
Encourage investment in multistorey car parks and circular transport routes, and
oblige developers and landlords to provide enough parking in residential, commercial, and service buildings.
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Preserve the urban heritage in these areas by revitalising and reusing significant
old buildings, and promoting cultural events associated with distinctive buildings
such as the Alumni Club, renowned long-established coffee shops, and others.
Treat these areas as special historic zones and preserve their old urban patterns
without resorting to widening streets. Also renew their infrastructure (electricity,
water, telecommunications, sanitation, and surface drainage) networks, and pave
the streets for use by pedestrians and cyclists only, with adequate car parking
provided on the outskirts of these neighbourhoods.
Develop the riverfront west and south of Ḥillat Ḥamad as a tourist attraction zone
that would contribute to the rejuvenation of the area.
Improve the local environment in these areas, and increase attention to the quality of services and efficient infrastructure networks.

4. New residential areas on the outskirts of the city (e.g. Al-Khōjalāb, Al-Manshiyyah East)



There is an urgent need to provide new residential areas with water, electricity,
and surface drainage networks, as a minimum requirement, in conjunction with
the allocation of residential land in order to expedite their development.
Compel real estate developers to fulfil their obligations to provide infrastructure
and social services before selling land and housing units.

5. Re-planning and resettlement areas (e.g. Al-Fatḥ, Umbadda)











Revise administrative procedures and decisions regarding the entitlement of residential land in these areas in order to reduce manipulation and corruption in land
allocation .For example, shorten the time span between the social surveys and
identification of beneficiaries, on one hand, and the granting of land titles to beneficiaries on the other.
Ensure that land titles are granted to a married couple, or to the whole family, instead of to the head of the family only.
In order to promote social peace, ensure that residential neighbourhoods are inhabited by a mixture of community members who are ethnically and economically
heterogeneous rather than allowing segregation along ethnic, tribal, or economic
lines. The system of random allocation of residential plots (by lottery) adopted in
the housing plans has contributed to achieving this heterogeneity.
There is a need to enforce the laws in order to limit the proliferation of squatter
settlements and to stop their legalisation, whatever the justifications might be.
This will help to curb land grabbing and unlimited urban sprawl.
There is an urgent need to enforce the Urban Planning and Land Disposal Act,
1994, which criminalises unlawful infringement and possession of unplanned government land, i.e. ‘white lands’ .
In rapidly growing areas introduce new housing plans (e.g. sites and services
schemes), after revising and rationalising the criteria for land use therein and ensuring that the subsidies provided through them are limited to the needy sectors
of society.
Give attention to education, health, and social services in these areas in order to
achieve greater social stability.
6






Provide job opportunities in remote, newly established residential areas – for example, within industrial areas, markets, artisanal yards, and workshops – in order
to contribute to raising the economic levels in them without the need to commute
daily to the centres of the three cities.
Establish a proper recycling plant on a scientific basis in the area north of Al-Fatḥ
and utilise it to provide energy and job opportunities for the population.
Connect remote residential areas with ring roads to increase their connectivity.

6. Old villages incorporated within the city (e.g. Al-Jirayf West, Sōba West, Al-Kalāklah)







There is a need to grant long-term migrants and non-Sudanese people who were
born in Sudan (such as some migrants in Al-Jirayf West, Al-Kalāklah and AlManshiyyah East) some legal rights, such as long-term land registration and representation in popular committees and other community organisations, and to distinguish them from recent migrants and those in transit.
Real estate developers should be granted some incentives and tax breaks to encourage them to invest in infrastructure (particularly sewage networks) and rental
housing units in those areas. Also, encourage wealthy migrants to enter into partnerships with local real estate developers.
Regulate the rental market in such areas and require that all landlords contract
formally with migrants, and other tenants, in accordance with rents and annual increases consistent with their counterparts in similar areas.
Encourage social integration between immigrants and citizens, and between immigrants of different origins, by organising social, cultural, and sport activities that
foster greater social cohesion.

We hope that these evidence-based recommendations will form a solid basis for consultation
and dialogue between the various groups concerned with urban development, land relations,
and sustainable development in Greater Khartoum – including officials, residents, local leaders, professionals, and researchers – in order to formulate effective and realistic policies that
will contribute to the advancement of the city’s sustainable urban development. It is hoped
that the new policies will result in Greater Khartoum becoming a model for other cities in Sudan.
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Case study 1
Urban development challenges in spontaneous settlements of Khartoum:
Al-Shuhadā’, Omdurman
Khadiga Mohamed Osman, Salah Mahmoud Osman and Amani Hassan M. Elshaikh
1. Introduction3
Spontaneous developments are the old neighbourhoods located at or near the centres of
Khartoum, Omdurman and Khartoum North cities. These are places where the original population resided at the confluence of the White Nile and the Blue Nile before the rule of the
Mahdists (1885–98) and the beginning of British rule in Sudan (1899). Such settlements were
established along the Nile (examples of these are Al-Mawradah and Abu Rūf in Omdurman;
Ḥillat Ḥamad and Ḥillat Khōjalī in Khartoum North; Tuti and Al-Jirayf West in Khartoum City).
The residents lived on farming, fishing and craft industries. Al-Mawradah and Abu Rūf were
known for special craft-making and boat-manufacturing.
Almost all old spontaneous sites are characterised by irregular patterns associated with
strong social networks, a common culture, high building/population density, and compound
dwellings (ḥōsh) inhabited by extended families who acquired the land through inheritance.
Spontaneous settlements can be categorised into two types: first are the old neighbourhoods
near the city centre; second are the old historical villages either near the centre or within the
existing urban fabric. The project focused on the case studies of Al-Shuhadā’ and Ḥillat Ḥamad
as examples of the first category; and Burrī and Al-Jirayf West for the second category.
Table 1: Types of settlements observed in Khartoum
Town / City
Omdurman
Khartoum
Khartoum North

Formal (%)
30.6
47.4
64.0

Spontaneous (%)
53.1
35.1
20.0

Informal/Village (%)
16.3
17.5
16.0

Source: Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

Of the three towns that constitute Greater Khartoum, Omdurman has the fewest formal residential extensions, but the most spontaneous settlements. Khartoum North has the largest
number of formal developments and fewest spontaneous developments. Khartoum is characterised by half formal and half spontaneous and village-like development.

3
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Table 2: Distribution of old spontaneous settlements
Omdurman

Category

Khartoum

Category

Al-Shuhadā’
Al-Rikābiyyah
Al-QalꜤah
Wad Nūbāwī
Abū Rūf
Bayt al-Māl
Al-Mawradah
Al-Masālmah
Ḥayy alꜤArab
Al-Kabajāb
Wad alBashīr
Al-Fitīḥāb
Abū SiꜤid

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Tuti
Al-Muqran
Al-Jirayf West
Burrī al-Sharīf
Al-Rimaylah
Al-ꜤUzūbab
Al-Shajarah

1
1
2
2
2
2
2

Khartoum
North
Ḥillat Ḥamad
Ḥillat Khōjalī
Ḥillat Kūkū
Al-Ḥāj Yūssif
Al-Mayqōmah
Shambāt
Al-Ḥalfāyah

1
1
2
2
Source: Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team
Categories: 1 – Old neighbourhoods; 2 – Historic villages

Figure 1: Spontaneous settlements 1965

Source: El Bushra 1976: 52 (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team
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Category
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

Almost all spontaneous neighbourhoods in Omdurman are around the city centre, while those
in Khartoum are all beyond the city centre. As Khartoum North was historically formulated of
scattered villages, the urban fabric there is also a combination of spontaneous and formal settlements. Spontaneous settlements in Khartoum and Khartoum North expanded freely on the
adjacent lands creating various types of land nexus. Those in Omdurman were circumscribed
by more recent formal settlements and the market area. This situation led spontaneous settlers there to find an extension for their settlements away from the city centre, in a so-called
phenomenon of new spontaneous settlements that has been increasing since the 1960s (see
Figure 1).
Subsequent new spontaneous areas were characterised by large plots, low density,
availability of services and owner-occupied plots. In these areas, residents were able to develop their plots following the traditional compound types, similar to the patterns used in the
old areas, or as in multi-storey building systems or villas, where extended family members
could be housed. This phenomenon simulated the trends of development of spontaneous settlements in the other two cities, and also typically enabled new illegal expansions of the historical villages, which led the authorities to subject these areas to replanning from the 1980s
onwards.
Table 3: Distribution of new spontaneous settlements
Omdurman
Al-Hittānah
Al-Manārah
Wad al-Bakhīt
Al-Jarrāfah
Al-Sarḥah
Umbadda
Al-Shiqlah

Khartoum
Jabal Awliyyā’
Al-Kalāklah
ꜤId Ḥussayn
Al-Salamah
Sōba West

Khartoum North
Sōba East
Al-ꜤIzbah
Al-Kadarū
Al-Drūshāb
Al-Jirayf East
Al-Samrāb
Umm Ḍaraywah

Source: Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

2. Al-Shuhadā’ neighbourhood
Figure 2: Location of Al-Shuhadā’

2.1. Location
Al-Shuhadā’ is located right at the
heart of Omdurman city. It has a total
area of about 23.8 hectare and consists of about 720 plots of land used
for residential, healthcare and commercial purposes, with a gross population density of about 100.5 people per
hectare (p/ha) (Project survey 2018). It
is bounded from the north by Abū Rūf
Road, Mahatma Gandhi Road from the
south, Al-Khalīfah Road from the east
and Omdurman main market to the
west of the site (see Figure 2). It is one

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land
Nexus Research Team
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of the oldest residential settlements in the town, established long before the Mahdiyyah.
Its location made the area a strategic zone, in close proximity to major governmental and
non-governmental buildings, including: the Municipality, Omdurman Market, Omdurman
Teaching Hospital, central bus terminals, as well as many other health, educational and business facilities (see Figure 3). The site is one of the busiest areas in Omdurman; activity begins
at dawn and ends after midnight, contrary to the central area of Khartoum city where the
day’s activities end at sunset.
Figure 3: Al-Shuhadā’, details of surrounding areas

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

2.2. Historical background
The site was named after graves located in the area that were the burial place of some of the
martyrs (shuhadā’) of the Mahdists’ war against the British colonial government. By virtue of
its planning pattern (spontaneous planning that lacks regularity and a clearly defined road
network), the area, together with Al-Rikābiyyah, Abū Rūf and Al-Mawradah, belongs to the
old medieval town of Omdurman.
Before the arrival of the Mahdi (c. 1884), Omdurman was a port; boats from the north
brought Arab merchants, who came with their commercial goods, and established Qur’anic
schools to teach the local population Islamic beliefs. Similarly, traders from the south brought
their goods by boats to be sold or traded at the Omdurman ports. Al-Mawradah and Abū Rūf
were the main gates to the town. Both areas were known for their boat-making industry. AlShuhadā’ and Al-Rikābiyyah were the places where the sheiks, Qur’anic teachers, established
their khalwa (Qur’anic school). Some of these still exist (for instance, khalwat Al-Shaykh
ꜤArabī, Makkāwī and Al-Naḥās). Being near to Omdurman market, most of the original people
who lived in these areas were merchants who inherited their jobs from their Fatḥers (Abu Salim 1979).
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The area became an exclusive residential development, occupied by well-established
families. Examples are Abū Al-ꜤAlā, Al-Naḥās and MaꜤnnī in the northern part; ꜤAbd Allah
Khalīl (the first prime minister after independence), Al-Dirāyr and Al-Ḥarīth to the east; and
Uthmān Bābikir to the west. Streets were intricate and narrow; houses were large; one
household would occupy a complete block, internally divided to accommodate all extended
family members.4 These blocks were beautifully designed, and internally were spatially articulated to allow the privacy of each individual family as well as social interaction among all families. Families who shared the same block also shared the service areas (bathrooms and toilets)
and would eat from the same pot. Houses were single-storey developments, rarely raised
from ground level, built out of mud, externally plastered with zibālah5 and roofed with timber. Almost all houses reflected, in physical appearance, a utilitarian character; very few
houses showed decorative elements in the form of parapet walls, window and doors detailing.
It is important to note that the area also has a deep cultural and political heritage since
it is located near to the National Broadcasting Station and some known cultural sites such as
the Graduates’ Club, Barambal Cinema, George Mashriqī Coffeehouse and others. These give
the area a very specific sociocultural importance as well as sites for strong social interaction,
which could add to the dimensions of the land nexus in the area.
Figure 4: Al-Shuhadā’, main features

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

2.3. Population
According to the 2008 national census, Al-Shuhadā’ was inhabitated by 2392 people in 455
households. The survey depicts that about 71 per cent were born in Omdurman or Khartoum,
and only 50% have a constant regular income. Residents of the area can be categorised into
four groups:
4

5

An extended family may include uncles, aunts, children as well as distant family members and friends who
were in need of housing.
Zibālah is a mixture of soil, animal manure and straw, left in water for several days and then applied to walls
as plaster.
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 House owners constitute about 81 per cent of the residents (Project survey 2018); and
include those who continue to live in the area either because they prefer to or are forced
to do so. People in this category generally appreciate the living/social pattern of the area,
but some are discontent with the living environment but cannot move out due to the
complexity of inheritance procedures and problems related to reaching a consensus
among family members. These groups may live in a slum-like house, on fragmented plots
that house a number of families, or in a newly constructed/refurbished house.
 Tenant families constitute about 17 per cent of the residents (Project survey 2018); these
are families who prefer to live in the area because of the proximity to work and service
facilities – such as the hospital, schools, markets, transport, banks. These are normally
young, newly established families or families with grown-up children seeking closer and
easily accessible houses.
 Single tenants are people who work in the area and seek a reasonable and convenient
place to stay. They are often unconcerned by quality; they are ready to live anywhere.
They do not want to travel far distances or pay a lot of money. They only come back to
sleep at night. Members of this group work as informal labour, either in Omdurman market or nearby places.
 Homeless and street children have no place to go to. They sleep in vacant premises,
drainage trenches as well as verandahs of commercial buildings. The area attracts them
because it is lively, diverse and with many pockets that enable hiding during security
alerts. Some prefer to live close to Omdurman main mosque where shelter and charity
can be obtained.

2.4. Accessibility
Accessibility to and from the
Picture 1: Al-Shuhadā’ as transportation hub
area to other parts of Khartoum is very high. Al-Shuhadā’
transport hub, located at the
centre of the site, is one of
four transportation centres
(the other three are Omdurman central station, Al-Buṣṭah
and Al-Istād) that link Omdurman with other parts of
Greater Khartoum. The four
hubs are located in close proximity to each other to facilitate effective travel to and
Photo by Amani Hassan M. Elshaikh
from the centre. Historically,
Omdurman central station was the only transport hub serving the town. However, the expansion of the town both in area and population, and the lack of an area big enough to accommodate the traffic necessitated the distribution of transport routes to different zones.
Al-Shuhadā’ site is well integrated with the surrounding areas through sets of connected streets: Abū Rūf, Mahatma Gandhi, and Al-Mawradah. Internally, higher accessibility is
achieved through the presence of Al-Sayyid ꜤAlī Road, that crosses the site east to west, and
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Al-Khalīfah Road that crosses north to south. Moreover, the area is served with a fairly integrated system of interconnected alleyways.
3. Focus of the study
The study aims to investigate the reciprocal interaction between the market area of Omdurman and the adjacent residential neighbourhood of Al-Shuhadā’, and the consequent changes
in land nexus. The main objective of the study is to develop policy recommendations pertaining to land nexus processes such as densification and subdivision, gentrification and physical
transformation, and the tendency for commercialisation and for central business district
(CBD) functions to encroach on residential functions. The intention is to identify actions that
can augment positive trends and inhibit urban degradation.
4. Research questions
The overarching research question is how best to respond to the social and physical transformations occurring in the area as a result of its adjacency to the market area. These transformations, even if positive in important ways, are leading to various forms of urban degradation. Particular attention will be paid to who are the losers and who are gainers of these
transformations, and how they could be made more inclusive.
Other research questions focus on:
1. What challenges affect the functioning of the market activities, and how can these be addressed?
2. What challenges hinder the quality of life in Al-Shuhadā’ neighbourhood, and what can be
done to overcome them?
3. In what ways can spontaneous areas benefit from special planning and sociospatial handling?

5. Development challenges
Al-Shuhadā’ is closely located to the CBD of Omdurman and in close proximity to all the important administrative and service sites in the area. Although the area was upgraded by the
planning authorities in 1969 to a market zone (Ministry of Planning), actual implementation of
this has been minimal, judging from current observations. About 75 per cent of the site retains the old, peculiar characteristics of the area (Project survey 2018). In terms of planning,
the area remains untouched. This is despite the many initiatives of Khartoum State planning
authorities, at various times in recent history, to improve the road pattern and service networks. Their efforts failed for two main reasons (as attributed from the interviews with the
corresponding planning authorities): 1) because the State government faced compensation
claims arising from those efforts, which were beyond its financial abilities; 2) the strong social
structure that was historically established in the area has resisted change. People of the area
have opposed the replanning activities since these would change the style of life and social
relations in the area. This has been one of the main reasons the area has withstood the encroachment of market activities in the neighbourhood for a long time (see Picture 2).
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The expansion of the market has eventually
Picture 2: Physical transformation of Alprevailed – not without physical and social
Shuhadā’ roadside by commercial activities
costs to local inhabitants who are effectively
being pushed out of their historical neighbourhood. Emerging phenomena observed
during research in the area are changes in
land tenure and physical transformation,
pressures on the service sector and urban
degradation. Physical transformation involves densification and subdivision, with
multi-storey buildings erected beside traditional one-storey houses.
Old spontaneous areas, regardless of
their development status, support diverse
activities and functions, and accommodate
various categories of population. The ‘push’
factors that led some of the original population to move out of the area are ‘pull’ factors
for others to move in. The area is perceived
negatively by households with large families
and high financial means, and by those who
prefer bigger spaces and better amenities.
Smaller, lower-income households and individuals, particularly those in the informal
labour force, favour the area for its accessiPhoto by Amani Hassan M. Elshaikh
bility, closeness to job opportunities, and its
range of housing options. As a result, a continuous cycle of degradation and displacement can
be seen – almost the reverse of gentrification.
Trends of regeneration for new spontaneous urban areas were attractive because these new
areas offered large plots, better services, cleaner environments and support the traditional
lifestyle of households. Many households preferred moving to these areas (shown in Table 3)
rather than obtaining plots in the new residential areas of state housing schemes, with much
smaller plots and only rudimentary service provision.
The urban degradation that occurred in Al-Shuhadā’ was similar to that described by El
Zebeidi and El Dalfi (2017), in which out-migration and a failure to maintain or upgrade a settlement lead to a slow decline. The residents failed to benefit from planning decisions to upgrade the area and convert it into a market zone due to several factors:


upgrading cannot be achieved without proper physical planning concerning the road system, road width, plot frontages and the provision of parking and public spaces;



most local inhabitants could not afford the high taxes due to be paid to authorities for
upgrading;



the subdivision of the land by numerous inheriting owners, and the different economic
capacities of these inheritors, prevented a clear consensus from being reached on how to
maintain properties or whether to take advantage of opportunities that arose.
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Figure 5: Land parcels morphology

Figure 6: Land parcels morphology

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning

Source: Google Earth

These factors left the area exposed to use for market-related activities, such as storing products, and for housing groups of male workers, which lowered the value of the land relative to
its potential. At the same time, land subdivisions, co-housing and densification all increased
(see Figure 5, Figure 6).
Due to haphazard and unmanaged densification, there is now no public space in the area, no open space for children to play in, no parking lots, no proper disposal services for solid
and liquid waste, a lack of internal courtyards, and many other symptoms of physical degradation.

5.1. Land tenure
Like other spontaneous areas, land is a freehold asset. Land is transferred, generation to generation, through inheritance. The survey shows that 94.4 per cent of lands in Al-Shuhadā’
were obtained through inheritance, while just 2.8 per cent were bought from a previous
owner. A lot of land parcels are registered under multiple land-owners. Since the area is fairly
old, the current owner of a plot of land is often in the fourth generation of residents to be living there. Due to the division of land ownership between the inheriting owners of each generation, land distribution and redistribution becomes increasingly contentious. Land fragmentation and subdivision is thus an issue that can hinder development. It is very common for
people or families to acquire a small piece of land, of less than 50m2, yet the land laws in Sudan prevent registration of land of an area less than 200m2.
Land registration needs to fulfil three conditions: the area is not less than 200m2; the
frontage not less than 10m; and the ratio of length to width should not exceed 1:3. Very few
plots meet all three conditions. As a result, inherited and subdivided land in Al-Shuhada cannot formally be registered in ways that reflect the subdivisions, and many households live in
compounds of extended families; some live without updating the registration of their lands.
Occasionally, social and family conflicts reach the courts, pitting family members against each
other, and destabilising social relations among the new generation of inheritors.
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5.2. Land-use development
Although the area was once a purely residential district, land-use transformation is very evident, as observed from the survey. Many reasons, such as high residential density, lack or inadequacy of services, small fragmented plots, strict building bylaws that impede urban development, have contributed to the partial abandonment of the area by descendants of the original residents. Since the levels of education and income in this area are high (Project survey
2018), a considerable number of individuals find access to land through the formal mechanisms in the site-and-service projects (half of questionnaire respondents stated that they
owned a piece of land through the official housing plans). Self-employed people (i.e. merchants) tended to have bought plots in the 1980s in new spontaneous sites such as Wad AlBakhī, Al-Sarḥah, Umbadda, and others.
As some families abandoned their homes in Al-Shuhadā’, there was further degradation
of considerable parts of the neighbourhood. The departures, especially if inheritance issues
were not resolved, often create vacant premises, attracting people whom otherwise would
have to live on the outskirts of the town and find here substandard but cheap housing units
close to places offering work. The area soon became attractive to a variety of commercial activities: medical clinics, offices, shops, storage areas and various types of rented accommodation. Al-Shuhadā’ neighbourhood also began to surrender to pressure from the market area.
Submission to encroaching market activities tends to be associated with transitional areas.
Some houses turn into stores, breaking the physical homogeneity of the area, and the area is
invaded by different groups of ‘foreigners’ such as vendors, customers, and market workers,
dramatically transforming the social structure of the area.
Figure 7: Land-use distribution in Al-Shuhadā’

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

Figure 7 shows how the historically residential area of Al-Shuhadā’ in 2018 became dominated by all other activities except residential. However, in spite of the urban degradation of the
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area, 41 per cent of tenants expressed their intention to continue renting there, and 86 per
cent of the resident owners expressed that they were happy in the area and had no intention
of changing residential location. This reveals the complexity of these transitional processes
and how they affect inhabitants’ feelings of satisfaction.

5.3. Physical characteristics
The spatial structure of the site, which
Picture 3: Imported decorative building elements
dates back to the eighteenth century,
has a simple pattern characterised by
narrow alleyways that lack a coherent
structure; these were the result of satisfying the immediate needs of their time
period. Streets range between 3m to
5m in width, while those which were
expected to serve as a main access to
the area may be up 15m wide. The majority of the houses are single-storey
buildings with mud walls plastered with
Photo by Amani Hassan M. Elshaikh
zibālah.
Economic as well as social stratification is reflected in the inhabited homes. Well established
and financially secure families may build their houses using red bricks, and apply imported
decorated building patterns and high-quality construction detailing (see Picture 3).
Though the area still retains most of its old physical features, new buildings are slowly
emerging. Recently constructed buildings are of up to five floors, built for investment purposes; they are used as shops, offices, apartments, training facilities, clinics, and so on. New
buildings are constructed of concrete structures and brick walls; some are externally cladded
with aluminium and glass. New developments are mostly observed along the main roads that
serve the area (Mahatma Gandhi, Al-Khalīfah and Abū Rūf) and in the area facing Omdurman
market.
The physical transformations in the area

Figure 8: Land value in Al-Shuhadā’

and the new land uses have pushed land
values up, simulating the Omdurman CBD
area (see Figure 8). The rising land value
has been accompanied by further commercial land uses at the cost of residential. The rental sector is still small (19 per
cent) compared to other sectors of the
city, and the survey showed that rental
properties are new to the area. From observations, tenants come mostly from
outside the area and usually include
Source: Project survey 2018
small, newly formed families, who have
some social or business connections in the market area.
The physical changes display lots of urban degradation aspects. Some houses are being used
as stores, which create physical barriers to residential interactions in the area, and which
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draw in users and customers who are not integrated with the social fabric of the area. The
new land uses and densification put pressure on the service sector and on the road system.
5.4. Services
The area is well serviced with piped water and electricity; however, existing networks are rather old. There is a lack of capacity within the service network (for water and electricity) to
cope effectively with the pressure due to increasing demand for such services; incidents of
power and water cuts are frequent, especially during summer when demand is high.
Beside drainage channels located in the main streets, there is only one permanent trench for
the disposal of rainwater in the area. Every year, before the wet season, Omdurman locality
will dig, clean and open new drainage channels and the area will remain flooded by rainwater
during the whole period.
Sanitation is problematic; most
Figure 9: Sanitation types in Al-Shuhadā’
(% of respondents)
households use isolated septic tanks
and pit latrines (see Figure 9). Only a
few families have constructed proper drainage facilities (i.e. septic tanks
connected to percolation wells). Pit
latrines are sources of environmental pollutants; at the same time individual sanitation systems face problems with the high level of the
ground water table. It is observed
from the survey that almost all individual sanitation pits, in the area,
are frequently blocked. Tankers are
Source: Project survey 2018
used to empty pits on a weekly basis; the cost of this process (about $50 per week) is very high and puts a lot of financial pressure on families. However, in Al-Shuhadā’ area the water table rises in rainy seasons to a
depth of 3m to 4m and in dry seasons to 5m. Solutions that use pit latrines or soak-away wells
are not workable and septic tanks are very expensive to run and maintain. Sanitation in this
area is now an environmental hazard.
Social services (schools, hospitals, shops, etc.) are not present within the defined administrative boundaries of Al-Shuhadā’. However, all these services are available within close
proximity in the wider context of Omdurman town. The area lacks public spaces, children’s
playgrounds and car parking areas. The densification of buildings due to market functions introduced in the area generates extra traffic including trucks and vans through the zigzag
roads. Traffic problems occur such as traffic jams, bottlenecks and congestion (see Figure 10).
The existence of the transport hub in the area eases accessibility to the area but does
have its disadvantages. Lots of pedestrians using the transport hub cross Al-Shuhadā’ neighbourhood on their way to or from the market area, causing congestion and a nuisance to residents. They overuse the existing facilities of the neighbourhood, adding to a dense combination of vendors and commercial traffic, with subsequent environmental hazards, improper
solid and liquid wastes disposal, air and water pollution, and other urban hazards.
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Figure 10: Areas of congestion in Al-Shuhadā’

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

6. Conclusion
Old spontaneous areas are vital parts of historical cities. These are places of culture, diversity,
mixed-use developments, high densities and shared values. Khartoum’s old spontaneous
neighbourhoods are among the least-developed residential sites. They lack proper infrastructure and an adequate supply of basic services, leading to urban degradation.
The presence of these areas is also vital to the preservation of cultural identity and the
heritage of the community. They are important tourist attractions. Khartoum Planning Project
5 (2012) captured the cultural importance of Omdurman’s old spontaneous sites (including
Al-Shuhadā’) and recommended the preservation of their character; and that any future development should be directed towards promoting these areas as positive urban centres
properly integrated within the overall city fabric.
Al-Shuhadā’ is now is an area that is pushing its inhabitants out of their premises. Many
inhabitants left the area to go to new spontaneous neighbourhoods, while other groups
benefit from ‘sites and services’ housing plans and live in other corners of the city. While 67
per cent of inhabitants said they intended to sell their lands and search for a better location
(Project survey 2018), a considerable portion of both tenants and owner-occupiers (about 17
per cent; Project survey 2018) expressed their interest in continuing to live in the area, citing
their social roots in the area or their engagement with market activities there. Some inhabitants benefit economically from the proximity of the market either by providing rental facilities
in parts of the plot or by providing services to market workers. The survey shows that 66 per
cent of households owned a tuktuk or a rental car that they used in the market area.
The changes in land nexus, leaving inheritors facing difficulties in being able to exploit
the valuable opportunities available to them and instead feeling compelled to leave their orig-
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inal neighbourhoods for other areas in the city, is a focal point around which policy needs to
be developed.
Urban development in these areas requires special attention to this ongoing contentious
transition. Considering the current economic challenges, commercial activities may push out
what residential land-use remains, altering the character of the area dramatically. If it is felt to
be important to preserve the cultural identity of the place, new development proposals sensitive towards such issues are needed.

7. Policy options
Policies are needed to overcome all these obstacles. Any proposed developmental policy is
likely to face and deal with the following issues:
 Lack of adequate services and urban amenities, and challenges that hinder their
provision.
 Challenges related to the current land registration and building regulations; the minimum standards established by both laws are impossible to meet. Existing plots are
extremely fragmented and irregular in shape, and returning these to large plots
would require major re-shaping of sites.
 Almost all plots have been transferred through a series of successive owners, in a
chain of inheritance. The current generation of owners may be the fourth in the
chain. A family, going through the proper processes, may get a plot of only 50m2.
Such plots then have to be developed vertically, requiring multiple floors, to meet
the minimum level of space needed by each family for housing. Once building bylaws that specify minimum setbacks from all sides are applied, the plot area will vanish and development may not be achieved.
 Real public participation and involvement are vitally needed when deciding any plan
or policy towards the spontaneous areas.
 Levies on market areas are also extended to adjacent spontaneous areas; this puts
pressure on owners and weakens their capital resources that could be oriented towards the physical development of the area.
 Taxes set in order to upgrade the area from residential to market land use are vastly
beyond the economic capacity of most owners.
 These issues combined create a vicious circle of urban degradation, poverty and inability to make use of the opportunities that do exist.
 To upgrade the spontaneous area of Al-Shuhadā’, the policy should cater for the
vendors in the market area, the homeless people who find refuge only at the market
area, the pedestrians and the customers.
 Special land registration and exchange laws are needed, as well as special building
and urban control regulations.
 Finally the reciprocal urban interaction and linkages between residential and commercial uses should be subjected to a fair policy that puts the land nexus of both ac-
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tivities as a focal point when distributing benefits. It would also help to minimise
negative trends in both land uses.
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Case study 2
Urban resilience, transformation and densification in the old inner city neighbourhoods:
Ḥillat Ḥamad, Khartoum North
Salah Mahmoud Osman, Amani Hassan M. Elsheikh,
Tahlil Osman Ahmed Wini and Wahat Mohamed Ali Abugroon
1. Introduction6
Urban change is inevitable in the life of a city; it occurs as a result of changes in the population’s size, culture, and economy. Cities in Sudan are undergoing fundamental changes as a
result of several intricate factors. Change is a neutral word and so can be positive or negative.
The urban literature distinguishes changes according to their impacts, and draws several terminologies such as transformation, renewal, regeneration, revitalisation, re-planning, and redevelopment when a positive impact is expected; and degradation, deterioration, decay, and
sometimes transition when the reverse is most likely to occur.
However, in this paper transformation is used to denote the spatial implications of
structural changes taking place in the urban context, but not necessarily of a negative nature.
Gentrification could also be used positively to express the phenomenon of affluent groups
arriving in an existing area, leading to better changes in the urban and physical context there,
and increasing rents and returns from the real estate and service sector. But in this study, the
other half of the cup is being referred to, i.e. gentrification as the phenomenon where economic pressure displaces the poor from their settlements to lower-quality urban areas, leaving their significant properties and locations to the wealthier incomers who can afford the
new trends of regeneration and revitalisation in the area. However, districts that withstand
changes and gentrification trends could be described as resilient to change, if the prevailing
living trends sustain its original inhabitants.
Khartoum is the largest human agglomeration settlement in Sudan, and the main destination for all the types of population mobility, internal migration, and immigration, and it
therefore undergoes continuous change which requires the population to organise itself differently, and we need to understand the mechanisms and forces behind these changes.
One very effective urban change in Khartoum is generated by the city centre functions
(e.g. commercial, office facilities, parking, etc.) over adjacent neighbourhoods, especially
when these are weak in structure like the old spontaneous settlements. Ḥillat Ḥamad is an
example of such an area: this neighbourhood is taken as a case study to focus on certain land
nexus processes within the old quarters of Khartoum city which are expected to be affected
by the city centre functions of Khartoum North, and the consequent phenomena generated
within this area such as densification, physical transformation, and gentrification.
The study of Al-Shuhadā’ (case study 1) concluded that changes in the spontaneous settlements near the centre of Omdurman take place in the physical and spatial structure of the
district, distinguished by the newly emerged activities in the use of land (commercial, service,
recreational, tourism, etc.), and include changes in the urban pattern, in addition to changes
in the social and cultural fabric of the district.

6
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The mechanisms and forces behind these changes are the consequence of economic,
social, and spatial variables, or a response to public intervention measures, decisions, and activities carried out in a phased manner under the name of upgrading and re-planning the old
inner city neighbourhoods. But sometimes they take place as a random shift that emerged as
a reaction to the pressure of external or internal factors.

2. Objectives
Creating a better future for a neighbourhood in transition needs to deal with two different
domains: how positive changes should be pushed to be more effective and efficient, and how
negative changes can be subdued or at least their socio-spatial impacts minimised. This leads
to the main objective of this study: to scrutinise the dynamics of change taking place in Ḥillat
Ḥamad in order to investigate tempos of gentrification and exclusion, and to strengthen the
positive transformative changes more effectively. It also examines the forces and mechanisms
influencing the urban interactions in Ḥillat Ḥamad and investigates the logic for discrepancy
between the city’s needs for change and the residents’ aspirations to safeguard their current
lifestyle.
Figure 1: Location of Ḥillat Ḥamad

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

3. Research problem
The research problem is focused around the geographical location of Ḥillat Ḥamad, which is
situated in the south-western corner of Khartoum North town, with the neighbourhood of
Ḥillat Khōjalī to the north, the city centre to the east, and the Blue Nile to the west and south
sides (see Figure 1). The prime location and the continuous pressures from the market func24

tions of the city centre put the area under severe pressure to change. But observations reveal
that the area withstood all forces of change at least until the beginning of this century. An urban conflict situation highlights the city’s need for change and an expansion of the city centre
functions, with the neighbourhood’s steadfast hold against external forces being reinforced
by internal socio-spatial counter forces. There has been evidence of transformation in the district following the building of transit roads and the erection of bridges, and huge real estate
investments. Urban changes are expected to be commensurate with the new urban transformations around the district.

4. Research questions
The study asked the following questions:
1. How can we shape the urban development, in special areas, towards sustainable and prosperous futures for all?
2. How do the forces and mechanisms instigating resilience and transformation (urban, physical, economic, social, and cultural) interact with the main variables and milestones in the
district?
3. How could policy strengthen the positive impacts and minimise the repercussions of the
negatives within the prevailing socio-spatial structures?

5. Methodology
There is little data on Ḥillat Ḥamad specifically, or on the issue of transformation and gentrification in Sudan. The following steps were taken to formulate a reliable base of information on
which to build discussion for the study:


Information was gathered from secondary sources such as books, magazines, and urban
studies to complete the historical urban background, and the socio-spatial composition of
the area.



Available cadastral maps and satellite images were collected to work out the spatial pattern and to relate them to data on the social context of the district.



The gaps in data needed to handle the discussion were identified.



Design of semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions with community leaders, brokers, planners, and residents selected on a random basis from each sector of the
neighbourhood.



Visits to planning, surveying, and structural plan administrations initiated a series of
meetings and discussions that were supported with maps and official reports. Historical
and future plans of the area were discussed. The waterfront projects as well as the prospective road and bridge conceptual mapping were also discussed and evaluated.
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An observation-based field survey was conducted to ascertain the physical condition and
current status of the neighbourhood services and facilities.



Personal interviews with families that have a number of generations living in the area,
and with an urban historian (Prof. JaꜤfar Mirghanī), discussed the status quo of the district and the social aspirations of residents towards their neighbourhood.

6. Historical and planning background of the neighbourhood
Ḥillat Ḥamad is one of the oldest neighbourhoods in Khartoum North. Abu Salim (1979) wrote
that its development started with the arrival of Sheikh Ḥamad Wad Umm Maryōm to the district in the sixteenth century AD. He had been one of the followers of Sheikh Arbāb Al-ꜤAqā’id
of Tuti Island, but left him following a disagreement, and settled in Khartoum North near his
cousin Sheikh Khōjalī Abū al-Jāz (who initiated the adjacent neighbourhood of Ḥillat Khōjalī).
Sheikh Ḥamad began the neighbourhood by building his mosque compound (masīd) and a
school for classes in the Qur’an (khalwah), and residencies for hundreds of his followers and
students.
The land belonged to the kings of ꜤAbdallāb of the Ḥalfāyah region, who leased it to him
for a one-tenth share of the land’s yields. The land was cultivated by the Sheikh’s followers to
support the masīd residents. Later, the kings of ꜤAbdallāb gifted the land to Sheikh Ḥamad.
The land was bordered by the Blue Nile to the west and south, to the east by the Darb alJamāl road, and in the north is Marsa ꜤAlī (Interview with Al-Maqbūl, 2019). By this description, it is the same land now occupied by Ḥillat Ḥamad. Al-Maqbūl argued that the British
government, under its plan for Khartoum, had confiscated all the eastern parts of Sheikh
Ḥamad’s land against satisfactory compensation to the owner. The government used this land
to locate important governmental facilities such as the military warehouse, Kober Prison, mechanical transport, and the River Transportation Corporation, and the neighbourhood officially kept the name of Ḥillat Ḥamad.
In 1900, the Municipality of Khartoum North implemented a re-planning project for Ḥillat Ḥamad, within the comprehensive planning project for the town, where some farms were
changed into residential plots and streets were opened. Affected residents were compensated with land in other areas such as Al-Danāqlah, Al-Amlāk, and Al-Khatmiyyah. The initiation of big government facilities south of Ḥillat Ḥamad attracted many non-Sudanese residents (mostly Turks and Egyptians) who came to work in these government institutions, thus
initialising the trend of transformation in the area (Khatab 2019). Physical transformation and
densification compelled the local authorities to run three re-planning efforts – in 1910, 1930,
and 1940. The neighbourhood’s previous market was built in the 1930s near the Bahri Grand
Mosque, but the whole marketplace was relocated north to the central station, east of Ḥillat
Ḥamad (Khatab 2019).
The resultant layout of the area is distinguished by an amalgamation of the modern grid
patterns made by intersecting streets and the old spontaneous irregular pattern based on the
centralisation of mosques with houses built radiating out from them (El Bushra 1976).
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7. Physical and urban features of the neighbourhood
7.1. Connectivity and street pattern
Ḥillat Ḥamad is located in the south-west corner of Khartoum North, with the Blue Nile to the
west and south. With the absence of any means of river transport, Ḥillat Ḥamad had previously been accessible only from the east and north. The area is reached via Al-Sayyid ꜤAlī AlMirghanī Road which forms the eastern border of the neighbourhood. Al-Sayyid ꜤAlī AlMirghanī Road connects between the Mak Nimir Bridge and the Shambat Bridge that cross
the river to Khartoum and to Omdurman respectively. Opened in 2007, the southern side of
the Mak Nimir Bridge opens directly towards the Khartoum Central Business District (CBD)
zone. The planned Tuti-Khartoum North Bridge is expected to affect the area very much, since
its western edge will open directly to Khartoum CBD. Ḥillat Ḥamad is now physically connected by transport to the main centres of the three towns comprising Greater Khartoum – Khartoum, Omdurman, and Khartoum North (or Bahri). Both the road system and the bridges are
playing a significant role in the existing or expected trends of change and transformation.
Figure 2: Main features of Ḥillat Ḥamad

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

Most of Ḥillat Ḥamad’s main streets run east–west because the original residents were farmers and were well connected to their land at the riverside. The streets are also connected to a
major road leading to the Ḥamad Cemetery (see Figure 2). From observations it was noted
that the emergence of real estate investment projects at the western side (such as the
Friendship Palace Hotel, Al-Ḍifāf project, and the Korean ambassador’s residence) created a
barrier from the Nile at the western side and cut connectivity of both the residents and the
road system to the Nile on that side.
Street widths range from 10 metres to 20 metres, and there are also corridors of about
five metres wide, which was enough when donkeys were the mode of transportation in the
last century. But more than one interviewee attributed clumsy and narrow roads to the sub27

division of plots and other densification trends in the housing sector, while more than half of
the plots are registered in the names of families who inherited them. A considerable portion
of new and expanding families practices internal subdivision of family plots or multistorey
buildings to accommodate new demand, as verified by the focus group discussion with the
old family members (Project survey 2019).
The neighbourhood was re-planned during British rule on a grid pattern over the spontaneous irregular pattern, which resulted in some cutting of corners and diagonal street connectors. Plot areas as measured by the survey department ranged from 400m² to 1,800m².
There is a significant change in the plot size due to subdivisions, creating irregular forms of
residential plots. Some subdivisions could not be legally registered under the end user’s name
because they measure less than the 200m² stipulated by the 1994 Planning Law; the Building
Regulatory Act 2008 and the acting by-laws and regulations cannot be applied too. The area is
in need of appropriate planning and building laws, and, foremost, special land registration
stipulations.

7.2. Buildings and building materials
Nasifa (2012) surveyed the area and found that two thirds of the buildings are one-storey,
and one third is two or more storeys (see Figure 3). This was confirmed by the field survey
conducted in 2018, but some three- and four-storey buildings began to appear here and
there. These multistorey buildings are normally part of a plot, meaning that some plots were
subjected to subdivision and building densification due to the natural increase in the neighbourhood’s population, i.e. new and expanding families; very few of these apartments are
open to rent. The portion for rent is less than ten per cent as approximated by Nasifa (2012)
and the field survey.
Figure 3: Building heights in Khartoum North

Source: Nasifa (2012)
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Through the field visits it was noticed that some (less than ten per cent) of the buildings are
still built of mud but externally maintained with cement plaster and paint, and others have
been rebuilt using red bricks and concrete, which formed a variation in the street scape of the
area. Nur Alsham, an old resident in the area, mentioned that most of the low-quality buildings had been reconstructed after the 1988 floods, which destroyed half of the neighbourhood which was then all built out of mud (see Figure 4).
Having registered the very low percentage of buildings open to rent, the field survey
noted that the process of exchange of land (selling and buying) in the neighbourhood is almost non-existent. When asked about this, Muḥammad Rustom and Nūr Al-Shām, both old
residents, replied that their Fatḥers had made it clear to them that if anyone wants to sell
land it should be sold to a relative, or a resident of the neighbourhood. Strong social relations
affect even the land market mechanisms of the neighbourhood.
Figure 4: Conditions of buildings in Khartoum North

Source: Nasifa (2012)
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7.3. Population study

Figure 5: Population grouping in Ḥillat Ḥamad

According to the interviews with the
residents of the neighbourhood conducted as part of the field survey, most
of the inhabitants are a group of families whose roots extend to the ancestors of Sheikh Ḥamad Wad Umm
Maryōm (Maryōmāb), or his followers,
who originated from Maḥas tribe from
Tuti Island across the Nile. According
to interviews with three of the oldest
residents of the area, some of them
find it difficult to accept outsiders who
rent or buy in the neighbourhood, but
for the younger generation it is viewed
as an economic equation.
Some ethnic groups share living
areas in the neighbourhood, such as
the Shallāliyyah, who originated from
the Kenuz tribe in Egypt, famous for
Source: Google Earth (base map),
working for the River Transport CorpoProject survey 2019
ration; also, there are some big families of Turkish origin, such as the Mitwalliyyah and Rustom families. The Coptic community
make up a significant social segment of the neighbourhood population, and most of them
were workers at the River Transport Corporation. They settled in Ḥillat Ḥamad and neighbouring areas, centred around the church of the Great Martyr St. George, built in 1913, with a
Coptic school in the churchyard that followed the Egyptian curriculum until 1960 (Interview
with Tawfīq, 2019).
Ḥillat Ḥamad presents as a harmonious social mosaic: though different in origins and
ethnicity, the residents all have an intimate connection to their neighbourhood, and retain
strong social relations.

7.4. Social services in the area
Ḥillat Ḥamad is famous for two important features: the Sheikh Ḥamad masīd and Ḥillat
Ḥamad Cemetery. The Sheikh Ḥamad masīd, which includes the mosque and supplementary
facilities such as the Qur’an school, dormitories, and residences of the followers, forms the
focal point of the neighbourhood and is a landmark, and is the spiritual arena that all the residents are linked to. At the Ḥillat Ḥamad Cemetery, located on higher land at the riverside (as
Ancient Egyptians used to do), can be found the tomb of Sheikh Ḥamad, and all his deceased
followers’ relatives from all over the city are buried here, in addition to his deceased relatives
from Tuti Island. This cemetery also strengthens the bonds and relations between the residents, and the whole of Khartoum identifies the neighbourhood with it (El Bushra 1976).
The neighbourhood’s two-storey primary school, located next to the high-rise highdensity Mushayrib Project, was built in compensation for the former school when the land
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was sold to Qatari Diar Real Estate Investment Company. Another primary school, in
Shallāliyyah zone, has two kindergartens, one of which is in the Sheikh Ḥamad masīd. There is
a school for the deaf and one health centre, but no clinics or secondary schools (Project survey 2019). The religious components in the neighbourhood include a Coptic church and a
Catholic church (Interview with Tawfīq, 2019).

8. Transformation and resilience to change in Ḥillat Ḥamad
From the previous discussion it could be concluded that the two phenomena of resilience and
transformation are being experienced in Ḥillat Ḥamad, though at different locations within
the neighbourhood; but the future is not with resilience, the younger population of the area
argued (Project survey 2019).

8.1. Neighbourhood resistance to change
Those who live in core of the neighbourhood, which is in the vicinity of the Sheikh Ḥamad
masīd, are strongly resistant to all types of change, and are not responsive to the pressure of
capital or land market mechanisms. As discussed, there are landmarks that help create a
strong social network that shapes the neighbourhood’s integrity to withstand change, viz. the
Sheikh Ḥamad masīd, the Ḥillat Ḥamad Cemetery, and the Coptic and Catholic churches.
However, there is a continuous trend of physical betterment leading to increased densification in the area due to the natural population increase and the improved economic situations
of the inhabitants.
The neighbourhood withstands changes that affect the ownership of the land, in spite of huge
pressure from the capitalist functions of the CBD, but residents are open to internal changes
and betterment mechanisms that inevitably entail densification and subdivision of land.

8.2. Transformation trends in the neighbourhood
There is some evidence of a transformation trend in the neighbourhood. However, from the
investigations of the historical data together with the focus group discussion with the old family members in the area, it could be surmised that the transformation that does exist is either
a direct or indirect result of government intervention via planning mechanisms, not market
mechanisms.
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Picture 1: Physical transformation in Ḥillat Ḥamad

Photo by Amani Hassan M. Elshaikh

Four interventions in support of this discussion follow:
a. Abolition of the Municipality Park
Ayūb (2019) argues that just before 1900, when the people in the neighbourhood were maintaining the Sheikh Ḥamad Mosque, one of its Greek residents, Khawājah Nicolas, wanted to
share in this very important social activity. He contributed a lot of timber from his farm at
Sōba for repairing the mosque. After finishing the maintenance work, the residents rewarded
him with a large farm locally. Nicolas built a large house for his family and well planted the
farm. In 1930, the British Inspector considered that the neighbourhood lacked a public park.
As part of the re-planning of Khartoum North, he compensated Khawājah Nicolas to leave his
farm for it to become the Municipality Park (hadīqat al-baladiyyah), and later his house was
replaced with the existing Catholic church.
In the late 1970s, the government decided to change the use of the Municipality Park –
the biggest public space in Khartoum North – to be a five-star hotel, the Friendship Palace Hotel, as a foreign investment. The Municipality Park provided social, cultural, recreational, and
sporting activities for different generations in the region, and included a citrus garden, playgrounds, and a social gathering area. This big land-hoarding investment blocked Ḥillat Ḥamad
from the Nile, and at the same time changed its orientation from facing the river, to backing
on to the Nile. If viewed from the wide city approach, this project was a good addition to the
city’s fixed assets and investments; but from the local point of view it was mislocated and
brought some negative socio-spatial impacts on the neighbourhood.
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Figure 6: Ḥillat Ḥamad connectivity

b. Renovation of the road system and bridges
The new urban road system and the new bridges were initiated to solve the traffic problem of
the city and indirectly affect Ḥillat Ḥamad because of it is located near the centres of the
three towns that comprise Greater Khartoum.
When this system has been completed (expected in 2025), it will change the area from an
isolated district to a crossroads zone. The Mak
Nimir Bridge and Shambat Bridge, as well as the
widening of the frontage on Al-Sayyid ꜤAlī Road,
exposed this area to the pressures of the Khartoum’s CBD functions and other capitalist pressures, an exposure that may be enhanced if the
planned Tuti-Khartoum North Bridge is implemented. The initiation of Moore Road at the
riverfront, connecting the new edge cities and
investment projects will affect the back (western) side of the neighbourhood and will expose
the back of the neighbourhood to an upward
trend in land value and the introduction of new
urban functions (see Figure 6).

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

c. Huge real estate investment projects
One of the important instigators of urban transformation in the area is the construction of
huge real estate investment projects. The government intended to sell every unique location
at the riverfront in this area to local and foreign investors. On one hand, the Friendship Palace
Hotel, and on the other hand, the Gulf investment projects of Al-Ḍifāf and Mushayrib – located south of the neighbourhood and built on former River Transport Corporation land (interview with ꜤAṭā Al-Manān, 2019) – could be considered as the main landmarks in Khartoum
North that are affecting the land value in the vicinity and the physical structure of the area
(see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Internal road system of Ḥillat Ḥamad in relation to real estate projects

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

d. The KPP5 vision for the neighbourhood
The Khartoum Planning Project No. 5 2012–2030 (KPP5 2012) handled this area within the
waterfront study of the Fifth Sector. The urban strategy welcomes the densification trends
running in the third-class areas, for example Ḥillat Ḥamad. But the use of the adjacent waterfront of the neighbourhood is designed to include public parks, restaurants, water activities,
and children’s recreational facilities (see Figure 8, light green). The objective is for Ḥillat
Ḥamad to face the Nile again and to open the Nile to all residents of the area. Development
stipulations for the zone include a minimum 30-metre-wide cornice along the riverfront, the
area coverage not to exceed five per cent, and building heights not to exceed one storey (interview with ꜤAṭā Al-Manān, 2019). Most of the roads and bridges suggested by the KPP5 in
this area have either been completed or are under construction.
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Figure 8: Future planning of the zone

Source: Google Earth (base map), KPP5 (2012)

However, it could be concluded that Ḥillat Ḥamad will continue to withstand changes and
pressures from the CBD functions and its capitalist trends due to its strong social network,
though the residents are heterogeneous in culture and ethnicity. But symptoms of transformation began to affect the neighbourhood from its edges and back, driven by government
intervention via planning mechanisms, in particular the Municipality Park being changed to a
modern hotel, the initiation of new a road system and bridges, and permission being granted
to locate huge real estate foreign investments in the district. The neighbourhood is heading
towards more exposure to transformation, as recommended by the KPP5. Policy should cater
for the gentrification trends that are expected to accompany these changes.

9. Comparing changes and transformations
Table 1 summarises the changes taking place in Ḥillat Ḥamad compared to Al-Shuhadā’
neighbourhood and Burrī district. It is evident that almost all the generators of changes instigated in the area resulted from either direct or indirect government interventions, especially
via planning mechanisms.
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Table 1: Symptoms and factors generating change
Urban changes

1

Urban transformation

Ḥillat Ḥamad

Al-Shuhadā’

Burrī

 Abolition of the Munic-  Upgrading the
 Changing agricultural
ipality Park, the new
neighbourhood to
land to urban use – Garurban road system,
market use. Renewal
den City district and Albridges crossing to
of road system surShāṭi’ district. The Nile
CBD, change of Alrounding the neighwaterfront governmenSayyid ꜤAlī Road to
bourhood and
tal schemes and huge
commercial road. Abochange to commerprojects. Project to widlition of big governcial streets. Initiation
en Nile Avenue.
mental corporations,
of Al-Shuhadā’
(All resulted from gove.g. River and Mechantransportation hub.
ernment intervention)
ical Transport.
(All resulted from
(All resulted from govgovernment interernment intervention)
vention)

 Land subdivisions.
 Frequent shops and  Initiation of the landLandmarks of the
stores within the res- mark telecommunicaFriendship Palace Hoidential neighbourtions tower. Initiation of
tel, Korean ambassahood. Concentration
Khartoum International
dor’s residence, Alof private hospitals
Fair, National Security
Physical trans2
Ḍifāf real estate proin the area.
Club, Block 4 market
formation
ject, Mushayrib real es- (Resulted from prirenovation.
tate project.
vate sector activities) (All resulted from gov(Resulted from private
ernment intervention)
sector activities)

3

Social transformation

 Co-living of new and
 Gentrification of af-  All types of change exist.
expanding families, exfluent groups to outGentrification (Block 6),
tra land subdivisions,
er zone, extra land
co-living and densificaand densification. Insubdivisions.
tion (Blocks 4 and 5), recreased links with other (Impacts)
silience to change (Burrī
neighbourhoods.
Al-Sharīf), and significant
transformation (Garden
(Impacts)
City).
(Impacts)

 Multistorey buildings,  Difficulty to build
 New abundance of mulbetterment of families’
multistorey buildings tistorey buildings and
incomes by extended
(regulations). Inluxury villas. Increased
Sociofamily mechanisms,
creased revenues of
revenues of land and
4
economic
low revenues from land land and landed
landed properties. Intransformation
or landed property,
properties. Increased creased rent share.
slender share of rent
rent share.
sector.
5

Cultural trans-  Renewal of the Sheikh  Introduction of new  Mutual interactions with
Ḥamad masīd complex.
cultures due to mardifferent social mosaics.
formation
Regenerating existing
ket functions en36

cultures.
(Social activities)

croaching on the area.

Source: Case studies conducted by the Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team;
Burri based on Osman and Abugroon (2019)

10. Results and conclusions


Ḥillat Ḥamad withstands changes such as those that affect the changing the ownership
of the land, in spite of huge pressure from the capitalist functions of the CBD, but the
owners are open to internal changes and betterment mechanisms that inevitably entail densification and subdivision of land.



Transformation trends exist in the area, but they are either a direct or indirect result
of government intervention via planning mechanisms, not market mechanisms. Four
interventions are:
a. Abolition of the Municipality Park.
b. Initiation of the road system and bridges.
c. Huge real estate investment projects.
d. The KPP5 vision for the neighbourhood.



Ḥillat Ḥamad continues to withstand changes and pressures from the CBD functions
and capitalist trends due its strong social network, though the residents are heterogeneous in culture and ethnicity. The social fabric of the neighbourhood is highly interdependent and homogeneous. But symptoms of transformation began to affect the
neighbourhood from its edges and back, driven by the above-mentioned four factors.
Ḥillat Ḥamad is headed towards more exposure to transformation as dictated by the
KPP5 and the views of the younger generation in the area.



Policy should cater for the expected gentrification trends, which will inevitably entail
the densification and subdivision of plots.



There is a specific need for public participation in any attempt to develop and upgrade
the neighbourhood.



Land laws, planning regulations, and building by-laws need reconsideration when they
are to be applied in the area; appropriate clauses should be added to safeguard the
unique social network.



Implementation of the waterfront projects should not contradiction the residents’
prevailing socioeconomic systems, but should provide those urban facilities that the
neighbourhood lacks.



An extension of the sewage network to Ḥillat Ḥamad is badly needed not just as a service but also as a development requirement catering for the densified subdivisions of
landed properties therein.
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Case study 3
Impact assessment of the formal land and housing supply mechanisms:
Al-Khōjalāb, Khartoum North
Salah Mahmoud Osman, Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh and Griet Steel
1. Introduction
From the mid 1970s ‘sites and services’ programmes became the most important formal land
and housing supply mechanism (FLHSM) in Khartoum (Osman 2001). According to this approach, land had to be allocated at subsidised prices to low- and middle-income households
on the basis of specified eligibility criteria, including household income, family size, number of
children and current housing situation. The number of plots allocated through sites and services (S&S) programmes reached 311,792 plots in the period from 1957 to 2007 (Nagm Eldin
2007), providing housing to about 1.75 million inhabitants of Khartoum. In 2012 the total effect of the various allocations through types of S&S programmes was estimated to have
reached 528,500 plots of land (Hamid and Elhassan 2014), providing housing to about 3.1 million inhabitants, about 75 per cent of the urban population of the city of Khartoum, with an
average gross urban density of 238 people per square kilometre (p/km2). Plots and houses
were allocated in affordable instalments to poor and middle-income families as well as to
‘special cases’ that included female-headed households, households without or with a small
number of children, people living with a disability and others.
However, the efficiency of this approach in offering shelter to less advantaged groups is
questioned. A study by Osman (2012) shows that about 64 per cent of the lands allotted
through the S&S approach did not become housing, and that the allocated land remained vacant for many years (Ibid.). This begs the questions, why did real development not take place
in these areas in spite of the pervasive housing shortage in Khartoum; and what are the main
drawbacks that preclude land being turned into housing?
The main objective of this paper is to check the effectiveness of the S&S approach (publicly known as Housing Plans) as a major housing policy in serving the concept of inclusion of
lower-income groups and targeted beneficiaries, and facilitating urban consolidation in the
city of Khartoum. The paper therefore tends to focus on the specific case output, which uses
the traditional S&S approach, and compares outputs with other modifications practised in
Khartoum to rectify historical shortcomings and deficiencies .
Al-Khōjalāb is a new residential neighbourhood that was allocated to middle-class families in 2001 in accordance with the S&S conditions and stipulations. Al-Khōjalāb lies at the
northeastern fringe of Greater Khartoum. It is an historical village incorporated within the
fabric of the city thanks to the Regularization and Planning of Villages decree (Ali 2014). The
historical rain-fed agricultural lands of this urban village were planned to host one of the new
generations of S&S settlements as an extension to the old village. However this case study will
focus on the new Al-Khōjalāb residential extension rather than the historical village.
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2. Objectives
The main objective of this case study is to investigate the mechanisms of transforming residential lands disposed via the S&S approach into housing units, by focusing on three issues:
the housing-production partnership, the financial system, and the government subsidy for the
housing sector.
In addition, the study intends to analyse if governmental subsidies on land have effectively reached the targeted beneficiaries, or if there are certain barriers that effectively cream
off these benefits. This empirical analysis will offer an in-depth understanding of urban land
nexus dynamics and the challenges they pose to S&S projects and socioeconomic trends. The
case study will also throw light on phenomena of land commodification and the replacement
of beneficiaries in an innovative set of relations.

3. Research questions
The general research question focuses on the effectiveness of the S&S approach to provide
housing to all income groups, and specifically the middle- and lower-middle-income groups
targeted in the Al-Khōjalāb case.
To better monitor the achievements of the policy, the following sub-questions are highlighted:


The consolidation period of the neighbourhood is assessed. Has the neighbourhood
been consolidated within the period expected by the housing policy? The Ministry of
Physical Planning literature defines the neighbourhood as fully consolidated if about
70 per cent of plots are built, and 70 per cent of basic services are connected.



Why are some plots still vacant? What chances and challenges are there that the plot
could be turned into a housing unit? What changes in the land nexus take place
throughout the consolidation period, both in the built and the vacant plots?



What types and quantity of services, amenities, facilities and infrastructure are
achieved, how are these achieved and how are these financed? Affordability and accessibility of services to beneficiaries are also investigated.



What specific market mechanisms are pervasive in these areas? Who are the basic
losers and gainers? What new urban trends are introduced? Which economic relations
have changed or emerged? Are there some groups that are succeeding in accumulating wealth under these mechanisms? Are others missing such opportunities, or are
they deprived?



To what extent do these trends affect the city-wide scape, urban sprawl, urban density, urban mobility, and urban system?
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4. Methodology
There is a hypothetical notion that a huge gap exists between policy and practice in the housing sector in Khartoum. Policies and urban strategies, however robust, yield unsatisfactory
results, both in terms of achieving objectives and in the physical repercussions.
Considering S&S as a dominant supply policy in Khartoum, the research questions outlined must offer insight on the efficiency of the S&S policy in terms of two optimisation domains: to optimise the government subsidy for the housing sector, and to optimise the housing-production partnership pertaining to the targeted income groups. In a later stage of the
research, the findings on these two domains relating to the Al-Khōjalāb case will be compared
with other modes of housing supply that adopt different housing-production partnerships.
The comparison will trace the trajectories of government subsidy, services provision systems
and finance, the housing-production partnership, and the enabling agenda.
The case study aims to cover at least the following three main areas of study:
 critical investigation on the basic beneficiaries: how are they selected, how do they
acquire the land, and what are their economic capacity, consumption capacity and
urban priorities?
 critical investigation of land and housing market mechanisms in peripheral areas and
white lands;7
 city-wide reciprocal interactions; and linkages with the broad urban policy and modes
of land disposal and supply.
To cover these areas of study, the case study builds on a wide collection of secondary data,
and complementary primary data from interviews with beneficiaries and land experts. The
real challenge was to reach the beneficiaries, since the area is not yet developed and the
beneficiaries are living in different corners of the city. From the site visit, it was found that
most of the beneficiaries wrote their phone numbers in the stone corners demarcating their
plots. In addition, there is an organisation, called ‘Society of the Reconstruction and Development of the City of Al-Khōjalāb, New Housing Plan’, which was established in 2017. Again
the beneficiaries have an official society initiated specially for the purposes of developing the
area. The beneficiaries also have several groups on multimedia and an account on Facebook.
Through these different channels we were able to approach the beneficiaries and conduct
semi-structured interviews and informal conversations with them. Data were also collected
from direct interviews with a variety of urban land specialists including government officials,
local land brokers, and land registration authorities. The study also benefited from the data
collected from the 2018 survey for the Urban Land Nexus project in five other neighbourhoods.
The analysis will handle the basic housing-production partnership, being interpreted as
tracing the payments of beneficiaries (and the government) from the initial application for
land to building the housing unit. Other modes of supply or other versions of S&S, when
needed, will be critically compared to this basic partnership.
7

White lands are lands not specified for any urban use, and not registered in the name of a beneficiary, usually located on the outer fringes of the city.
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5. The structure of housing provision in Khartoum
In Sudan, the Un-Registered Lands Act 1970 secured for the government vast land ownership,
enabling it to become the main landlord in the country. The government has a free hand to
deal with this land, secured by the federal Physical Planning and Land Disposal Act of 1994,
which amalgamated the two Acts of Land and of Planning 1985.
Accordingly, the government utilises land for two very crucial purposes. First, and since
independence in 1956, the government leases land to beneficiaries at subsidised costs, aiming to enable them to achieve their housing through an S&S approach. Unlike the World Bank
experience,8 S&S in Sudan is accepted as a comprehensive housing policy rather than a simple
mode of supply within other modes. According to Osman (2008), about 82 per cent of the
housing units in Khartoum were achieved via this mode. Second, towards the end of the
1990s, and due to the pervasive economic difficulties, the government turned to auctioning
land in different ways and through partnerships to finance the provision of services for the
housing sector.
Land then is a pivotal asset, and plays the principal role in structuring housing provision
in Sudan. The S&S process is composed of four pillars:
1. selection and classification of beneficiaries;
2. the points system and allotment preference;
3. the partnership for housing production;
4. land settlement, registration and compensation.

5.1. Selection and classification of beneficiaries
To be selected for the S&S programme, beneficiaries have to start by filling in the official application form (against a US$5 fee). In principle, non-Sudanese applicants and those who acquired a land by any other means in the city are a priori classified as not eligible. Although
beneficiaries select the town they want to be allocated to, their place of birth plays a role in
this selection, in that applicants born in the city are given priority when competing for available land.
Land in S&S approaches is provided in three classes. The class of land allotted to the
beneficiary is determined according to the rank, status or the income of the applicant. Highlevel government officials, army ranks and high-income groups are allotted first-class lands;
middle incomes are allotted second-class lands; and low incomes are allotted third-class
lands. The logic behind land classification assumes that beneficiaries from a homogeneous
group of income would produce a community that is more socially integrated.

8

The project-to-project experience of the World Bank has three principles: affordability, cost recovery and
replicability.
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5.2. Points system and allotment preference
Land laws state that residential land is to be allotted in open and closed auctions. However an
allotment preference system is used to subsidise the housing sector and to help more needy
beneficiaries, enabling them to compete for available lands. The system is points-based (see
Table 1). Higher-scoring beneficiaries are allowed to compete for the available lands by drawing lots. This system is used for the general Housing Plan; there is another special Housing
Plan for those who cannot compete under this mechanism, as shown in Table 1. The points
system in the application form calculates the points scored according to the beneficiary’s socioeconomic conditions.
Table 1: S&S points system
Plan type

General Housing
Plan

Special plan:
Professionals plan
Special plan:
Special cases plan
Special plan:
Investment plan

Item / condition

Points

Born in (and) resident of Khartoum
2.5x2
st
nd
Marriage (1 and 2 wives only)
5x2
Children (1st child=5; 2nd=4; 3rd =3; 2 for 5+4+3+2+2
each of the rest)
Resident as tenant now
5
Born (and) resident in Khartoum for
1
more than 10 yrs.
Family members responsible for
1 for each
maximum possible points
Government officials or professionals can compete in
closed plans. They complete the general plan form, but
add 1 point for each year in government service.
Widows, divorced, disabled, orphans, non-married ‘for
acceptable reasons’ (male or female), expatriates,
martyrs and others complete the same form but with
no consideration of the points achieved.
These applicants do not complete the form; beneficiary is excluded from the points system and previous
ownership of land.

Maximum
Cumulative
points
5
10
No max.
Mean =14
5
1
Max. 7
44
No
max.
priority for
higher
No points needed
(Eligible or not)

Land is disposed in open
auctions at market prices.

Source: Data obtained from the official application form

From these criteria it is clear that the scoring system for Allotment Preference covers all the
income groups in society, and considers those groups that cannot compete in the points system, namely, minorities, women and those living with disability who gain special consideration through special plans. People sometimes understand this model as a ‘right’ that they
should take advantage of even if they have acquired housing by private means; however, this
would falsely inflate demand and increase competition for those in lower-income groups.
Those excluded from the S&S programme are young people, and newly arrived and recently arrived migrants, especially young migrants. These migrants rely on their networks and
on strategies such as squatting to gain access to the urban land nexus, which explains the high
rate of squatters around the city.
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5.3. The partnership for housing production
The S&S mechanisms are part of a comprehensive partnership among the government, the
beneficiary and the community. The government provides the land at a subsidised cost to the
beneficiaries of less than quarter its market value. The beneficiaries must cover all the building cost of the house. Basic services (including potable water supply, land reclamation, protection from floods, rainwater drainage) and essential services (including electricity supply,
paving of main or connecting roads, sewerage system, rubbish disposal) are provided in partnerships (see Table 2). Communal services – schools, health facilities, police stations, and so
on – are usually built by communal self-help mechanisms but are equipped and run by the
government.
Table 2: Housing-production partnership under S&S
Components of housing
production

Land
Buildings
Basic services
Essential services
Communal services

Partnership for production of
housing
Government
Beneficiary
80%
20%
0%
100%
80%
20%
20%
80%
Assisted self-help

Effect of total on unit production cost*

33%
55%
4%
6%
2%

Source: Osman 2001; *Hamdi 1985

5.4. Land settlement, registration and compensation
How planning functions in Sudan depends on how the federal system of governance operates.
Land for housing is a state-level matter. Three main actors are involved in residential land and
housing:


The Ministry of Physical Planning: this includes the departments of land, physical planning, surveying and building control, as well as the State Planning Board, which give final
approval for plans, urban projects and urban land uses.



The Ministry of Infrastructure: responsible for design, planning and provision of all types
of services and infrastructure in the state.



The Localities: these are the middle level of local governance, responsible for provision of
communal services and running primary education.

A deep-rooted set of land laws binds the process of land demarcation, surveying, confiscation
and compensation, determination of land use, development, and control. These include, for
example, the Land Demarcation and Survey Act 1905; Land settlement and registration Act
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1925; Land disposition Act 1985; Physical Planning Act 1986–1990; Local Governance Act
2015.

6. Case study
6.1. Al-Khōjalāb: the history of the village
Al-Khōjalāb is an historical village on the eastern bank
of the River Nile, in Khartoum North city, 18km from
the city centre. The village counted 5,111 inhabitants in
the 2008 census (CBS 2008). It was incorporated within
the city urban fabric in the late 1990s under the Regularization and Planning of Villages Decree (Ali 2014).
This study concerns the new extension of the village
that was allotted under the S&S approach, rather than
the old village.
The new Housing Plan is located 8km north of the
old village. Villagers originally used this land for rain-fed
agriculture, but due to the poor quality of the land and
the relatively small impact of agriculture, the land use
has changed to residential since 2001.
The residential scheme, consisting of 54 blocks,
was designed to house 280,000 inhabitants, in a total
of 47,922 plots, classified as:
-

Figure 1: Location of Al-Khōjalāb

Source: Khartoum Land Nexus
Research Team

16,202 plots: first class (34 per cent)
8,151 plots: second class (17 per cent)
23,569 plots: third class (49 per cent).

The Al-Khōjalāb neighbourhood consists of 51 residential blocks. Block 1 was first allotted in
2001, followed by Block 2, 3, and 4 in 2002, and continued until reaching Block 51 in 2005.
Picture 1: Al-Khōjalāb, old village

Picture 2: Al-Khōjalāb, new area

Photo by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh

Photo by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh
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6.2. Development of the residential scheme
Eighteen years after the first allotment of land was made in Al-Khōjalāb’s housing plan, no development or construction is actually taking place. The main problem articulated by beneficiaries is the lack of water supply. Geologically there is no ground water in this area; water
could only be supplied by pumping from a water station at the river bank, and via a 20km
supply line up to the site. Electricity is another problem. There is a high-tension line (33kVA)
crossing the area but there is no sub-station.
The first electricity station is 5km away and is too small to supply the almost 50,000
plots. In 2015 the Ministry of Physical Planning contracted Wisam Company to provide an 18inch potable water line from Al-Nayyah village, 20km from the site, at a cost of about US$1.2
million. But the project failed due to financial difficulties. That was the only official attempt to
provide services to Al-Khōjalāb.
To stimulate housing development, the government allotted lands to Al-Neelain University in Block 10; to the hospital of the Sudan International Academy in Block 9; to Alsalam University in Block 16; and to Sports City in Block 8. In 2017 the government allotted Blocks 53
and 54 as special plans for expatriates, hoping that expatriates might pump in capital for seed
development in the area. None of these efforts changed the situation.
Due to the lack of services, owners have to rent in town until a sustainable solution is
found. They tried to resolve the problem themselves by establishing the ‘Society of the Reconstruction and Development of the City of Al-Khōjalāb, New Housing Plan’ in 2017. The
main objectives of the society are:







to organise service provision;
to communicate with government institutions on behalf of the beneficiaries;
to stimulate finance for the development of Al-Khōjalāb neighbourhood;
to encourage productive activities such as urban agriculture;
to work in environmental and green areas and landscaping in the area;
to initiate simple factories for local building materials such as cement blocks.

In addition, the beneficiaries used social media, including a Facebook group
and several WhatsApp groups. As
shown in the extracts below, the beneficiaries use these groups to exchange
information and discuss how the area
could be further developed.
Fadwa Mūsā, a journalist, wrote
in the Akhir Laḥẓa Daily newspaper
that she had received so many claims
from citizens who had been allotted
residential lands in remote areas without basic services. They are in real
need of housing. She referred to the
Al-Khōjalāb area as one of the most
critical cases and criticises the housing
mechanism that provide sites without

Picture 3: Al-Khōjalāb Society Registration Certificate

Source: Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team
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services (Akhir Laḥẓa Daily, no. 1120, 16 September 2009).
ꜤAlī9 is a beneficiary working in a governmental institition. In 2002 he was allotted a piece of
land in Al-Khōjalāb through his labourers’ syndicate. He claims that he and his colleagues paid
their share for the provision of services when they drew lots. They paid SDG3.25 million,
SDG3.25 million and SDG2.25 million per plot for the first, second and third classes of land,
respectively. He claims that if the government failed to pay its share at that time, then the
government should now provide the services at today’s costs, or to refund beneficiaries what
they paid in line with the rate of inflation (interview, 4 January 2019).10
In other interviews, many beneficiaries said how they felt abandoned by the government and were waiting for a sustainable solution in terms of service provision. Expatriates
expressed extreme discontent, saying that they felt they had been fooled by promises to
them to buy land at higher rates and in foreign currency, but in the end they owned lands
without services, at prices much higher than the neighbouring land.
While some plots stay empty, many original owners have already sold their lands. Brokers are speculating on the land. In the Al-Khōjalāb beneficiaries’ Facebook group, one of the
activists, who himself is a land broker, mentioned that the land price of Al-Khōjalāb in 2014
was 50 per cent lower than the price when it was allotted, probably due to speculation. Prices
began to rise again in 2018; however, compared to similar regions under the S&S programme,
this increase in land values is still relatively low, suggesting that it is still not a popular area for
real estate investment (see Table 3).
Table 3: Comparison of land prices in Al-Khōjalāb and other townships
Al-Khōjalāb
’000 SDG
First class
Second class
Third class

12.0
8.0
6.2

Al-Fātiḥ Township
’000 SDG
50 – 55
30 – 32
20

Al-Wādī Al-Akhḍar
’000 SDG
15.0
12.0
7.5

Source: Project survey (2018)11

Al-Wādī Al-Akhḍar is a 2km2 piece of land that was sold through the S&S programme in 2006.
No actual construction is taking place there yet (Kaag and Steel 2019), but unlike in AlKhōjalāb, the Khartoum State Housing Fund (KSHF) followed a modified S&S practice by
adopting an incremental approach, by which it allocated some pieces of land with provision of
wet services and built in Al-Wādī Al-Akhḍar, in a neighbourhood named the Journalist City.
The KSHF replicated the experience in Square 14 wherein land with a two-room house is provided for ‘poor’ beneficiaries who can buy in instalments. At the moment, there is no electricity so most of the houses are not occupied. But these types of dynamics seem to have a positive influence on the land values all around the area.
New generations of S&S plans, such as that of Al-Khōjalāb, remain undeveloped due to
their remote location and mainly because the government is holding back its share in the

9
10

11

In this paper all names have been changed to preserve anonymity.
Official inflation rates increased from 6.9 in 2002 to 63.9 in 2018 (numbers published by the Central Bureau
of Statistics and the Central Bank of Sudan).
The field survey was conducted with owners of residential lands in Al-Khōjalāb, Khartoum, in November
2018.
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housing-production partnership. These two facts – the remote location and the provision of
services – should be the key and guiding principles for future policy on new S&S plans.
6.3. The general layout of Al-Khōjalāb
The layout of Al-Khōjalāb’s residential area depends on the simple efficient grid-iron system.
The urban outer ring road penetrates the area and the township is divided into eastern and
western parts. Each divide was designed to be self-sufficient. A major road separated each
divide into two parts: northern and southern. A minor road divided each part into four sections. A local road divides each section into blocks, with collector roads leading to residential
plots. This robust hierarchy of internal roads is mirrored by a hierarchy in open spaces, commercial facilities, social amenities and community services. Each block has its own central
communal services and public space. The privacy and self-containment of each block increase
the privacy of the residents while their land, positive land nexus and personal lives are positively affected by the hierarchical urban design of the settlement.
Where the urban ring road penetrates the settlement, the design tends to maximise the
economic and urban benefits by allotting big hoardings to high-order facilities such as universities, hospitals and a sports complex at the two shoulders of the ring road. These function as
a buffer zone separating the residential areas from the urban road, and at the same time contribute to stimulating the local economy, leading to the overall development of the area. The
introduction of such high-order facilities introduces new dimensions in the expected land
nexus; all the plots adjacent to these facilities will gain commercial importance benefiting certain beneficiaries, who will also enjoy increases in land value.
Figure 2: Structure of the planned Al-Khōjalāb neighbourhood

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State

While the design respects natural drainage for storm water and keeps all the watercourses
free, the adjacent plots benefit from a good urban landscape in non-rainy seasons, but can be
affected by occasional flooding from these creeks and watercourses in rainy seasons. Beneficiaries in these areas have to spend more on reinforcing their houses against these threats.
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Individual beneficiaries in these areas should be considered as negatively economically affected. At a higher level, these watercourses can facilitate a water harvest project that benefits the area’s local economy, and at the same time will mitigate individual losses on land.
The average plot area ranges between 400m2 and 500m2 divided by relatively wide internal
roads (20m, 30m or 40m wide). In addition, the planned central public space and urban facilities’ area is almost 35 per cent of the block area. This spacious pattern and the subsequent
urban density comply with the characteristics of a satellite town rather than an inner-city
neighbourhood. This fact should be considered in the syntheses used to formulate urban policy.
It could be concluded that the tendency of the S&S approach to provide land or housing
facilities without a clear strategy for further development of the residential environment and
provision of employment opportunities, will not be sufficient to create attractive and affordable living spaces for the targeted beneficiaries. Land, with or without services, acquires a dynamic nexus that needs to be traced and considered in the formulation of any policy for developing a settlement or rehabilitating an existing neighbourhood.
However, new residential settlements will inevitably be located on the outer peripheries of
the city, such as in Al-Khōjalāb, Al-Fatḥ, Al-Manshiyyah East and Al-Wādī Al-Akhḍar. To overcome the problem of remoteness, policy could reformulate these areas into self-sufficient
satellite towns, in terms of jobs, schools, health centres, shopping centres and entertainment
facilities. It is recommended therefore that local economic generators and job creation facilities are included within all remote S&S projects. This recommendation was also made by the
urban strategy of Khartoum 2031 (KPP5 2012), which advised limiting the urban context to
the 2010 urban boundaries and suggested five new satellite townships to host Khartoum’s
population as it develops until 2031.

6.4. Re-thinking government subsidy
Lands in both Al-Fatḥ (case study 5) and Al-Khōjalāb are allotted under the principles of S&S,
where land is given at a subsidised cost and the beneficiary shoulders the burden of all the
building costs, with no financial support. In the study of Al-Fatḥ, which was allotted to relocate squatters from different urban areas in the city in 2003, it is noted that less than 15 per
cent of the plots are vacant, while in Al-Khōjalāb, 99 per cent were vacant (Project survey
2018); and in Al-Fātiḥ, not far from Al-Khōjalāb and allotted in 1999 to middle-income groups,
85 per cent were vacant. The neighbourhoods of low-income groups consolidate within 10 to
12 years, which is very fast in Khartoum, while those of middle- or high-income groups take
more than 20 years to do so. The government land subsidy could be considered as more effective for lower-income percentiles and their neighbourhoods, but less effective for the middle- and high-income percentiles.
In the S&S projects allotted before 1991, the government fulfilled its commitment to
the development partnership of housing production, particularly regarding the provision of
services. But the government did not, and cannot, fulfil its commitment in the new generations of S&S projects, at least at an affordable rate. The government share in basic services
provision is now about 25 per cent instead of the proposed 85 per cent. Given the recent
economic conditions nationally, the housing-production partnership should be reconsidered.
However, financial facilities, enabling trends, the introduction of a developer, and the provision of services (such as by the Khartoum State Housing Fund or other housing developers)
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are proving to be more efficient and effective in house-building, in consolidating neighbourhoods, and in reaching targeted groups.

7. Findings and conclusions
The nature of the FLHSMs, heavily dependent as they are on the S&S approach, leads to a rise
in the owner-occupier type of ownership, and minimises the role of the rental sector in the
urban landscape. Table 4, based on the 2018 survey, shows that 73 per cent of the surveyed
houses are owned by their occupying residents. Al-Fatḥ (an upgraded settlement) has the
highest ratio of owner-occupiers. Rental facilities compose only 22 per cent of the housing
stock, while the inner-city neighbourhoods are average in terms of rental provision; it is found
that the outer neighbourhoods have the highest and lowest ratios in Sōba and Al-Fatḥ). This
could be attributed, from the supply side, to the fact that low-income neighbourhoods are
slow in producing rental facilities because of their weak economic capacity and low level of
services; and from the demand side, to the fact that the outer villages, and their extensions,
provide better services and well-established rental facilities for all strata of newcomers, newly
established families and middle-income beneficiaries than do the upgraded settlements.
Table 4: Types of ownership in S&S (%)
Types of ownership

Owners
Tenants
Shared
Other
Total

Neighbourhoods
AlSōba
Shuhadā’
57
81
38
18
4
1
1
0
100
100

Burrī
71
21
6
2
100

Average
Al-Fatḥ
83
13
1
3
100

Al-Jirayf
West
73
23
2
2
100

73.0
22.6
2.8
1.6
100.0

Source: Project survey (2018)

The survey shows that the majority of rental facilities in Al-Fatḥ provide for renting the whole
house (on the whole land), while the majority of Burrī’s rental properties provide a partial facility from the whole building, in a typical commercialisation process of generating income
from the landed asset. These types of commercialisation processes are more frequent in Sōba
(the outer urban villages) than in the outer upgraded areas of Al-Fatḥ, or even the inner-city
neighbourhoods.
It could be concluded that the scoring system of the Allotment Preference model covers
all the income groups in society and all the groups who cannot compete in the general Housing Plan. The system works as a sound pro-poor policy, serving minorities, women and those
living with disability well. From the survey (Table 5), the majority of beneficiaries (90 per cent)
expressed satisfaction about living in their neighbourhoods. This is understandable in the inner-city areas; but it is interesting to see high satisfaction levels among 83 per cent of Al-Fatḥ
residents, who are experiencing a below-standard quality of urban life, even compared with
the other urban areas in Khartoum. This satisfaction should be read as an indication of good
49

living conditions, but it also points to the poor living conditions that they had experienced in
their previous rural homes.
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Table 5: Satisfaction felt towards neighbourhoods (%)
Are you happy living here?

Yes
No
Total

Neighbourhoods
AlSōba
Shuhadā’
90
94
10
6
100
100

Burrī
95
5
100

Al-Fatḥ
83
17
100

Average
Al-Jirayf
West
89
11
100

90.2
9.8
100.0

Source: Project survey (2018)

People sometimes understood the model as a ‘right’ that they should take advantage of, even
if they were well-housed or had acquired housing by other private means. This pushes up
demand for housing under this mechanism to a non-realistic level.
It is also obvious that the points system of S&S has no place for young, newly formed
families, and does not favour newcomers and migrants. There is no other alternative for them
but to find another solution that most probably is illegal. Migrants take refuge as squatters on
the white land at the periphery of the city and in open pockets inside the city. This explains
the proliferation of squatter settlements before the 1990s all around the city of Khartoum.
With the well-established housing-production partnership, the government aims to
provide a housing project ten times larger than through other methods of supply. The government has, however, failed to provide services to later S&S projects realised after 2000,
mainly because the costs of services rose every time and the financial returns on beneficiaries’ shares lost value due to inflation; furthermore selling remote lands could no longer cover
the costs of service provision.
The government’s failure to provide services to S&S projects has caused the formal
mechanisms for housing supply to perform poorly, with longer consolidation times, and a low
rate of housing production. In Al-Khōjalāb the rate of housing construction is at zero; in AlFātiḥ township, it was less than 15 per cent in 2018. In practice the mechanisms produced
sites without services. As a consequence, land fell prey to speculation, by which all the subsidies directed at the poorer beneficiaries were creamed off.
The poor performance of the S&S mechanism sheds light on the effectiveness of the
government subsidy to the housing sector. Moreover because the system burdens the beneficiary with the building cost, financed from their own savings and resources, this is likely to
produce a low-rise, low-cost physical environment. The survey shows that 72 per cent of the
housing units in Khartoum are built from the savings of the beneficiaries (Table 6), and about
70 per cent of housing in Khartoum is low-rise and low-profile (Murello et al. 2009).
The categorisation of beneficiaries by income level, and of neighbourhoods by classes,
loses its rationale since the services provided (whether basic or essential) are similar for all
classes. Leap-frog development – whereby neighbourhoods are not consistently developed or
provided with services – and opening up white land for new S&S projects sometimes puts a
first-class area beyond a third-class area from the previous project. There is no locational
preference to the upper classes in the new generations of S&S. A trend of designing all the
three classes in one neighbourhood was practised in several areas (e.g. Al-Arkawīt area in the
1970s), although no focused research evaluated the experience; however, academic literature calls for the abolition of the land classification system.
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Table 6: Financing construction of housing units (%)
Method of finance

Savings
Bank loans
Private loans
Gifts
Other
Total

Neighbourhoods
AlSōba
Shuhadā’
86
52
4
0
0
0
6
10
4
38
100
100

Burrī
83
0
0
8
9
100

Average
Al-Fatḥ
89
2
2
1
6
100

Al-Jirayf
West
51
0
3
41
5
100

72.2
1.2
1.2
13.1
12.3
100.0

Source: Project survey (2018)

At the time of the hegemony of the S&S approach in the 1980s, land accounted for about 33
per cent of the total cost of a moderate housing unit in Khartoum; building was 55 per cent of
the cost; and services were 12 per cent (after Hamdi 1985). The survey reveals that in 2018
the ratio between land and building values did not follow the same original assumption. However, by keeping the rate of services at 12 per cent, Table 7 calculates that the upgraded
neighbourhood of Al-Fatḥ is the only neighbourhood where building value is higher than land
value; it keeps close to the basic ratio. But the rent there is almost three times higher than
the basic ratio and the inner-city areas.
In the three inner-city neighbourhoods and in the peripheral neighbourhood of Sōba,
land is almost three times the value of buildings, in a reverse logic to the basic assumption. Of
course building value decreases in time while land value increases in time. From an urban
economic point of view, when land value exceeds building value, the land is ready to be
commodified while the physical environment that results falls into degradation; in Sudan the
situation is publicly known as the ruralisation of the urban context.
Table 7: Comparing housing production partnerships
Neighbourhoods
1980s S&S
Al-Fatḥ
Burrī
Al-Jirayf West
Al-Shuhadā’
Sōba

Land value
SDG
-164,335
5,382,742
4,739,600
5,625,000
2,190,571

%
33
40
64
78
65
66

Building value
SDG
%
-- 55
200,000 48
2,000,000 24
600,000 10
2,000,000 23
750,000 22

Monthly rent
SDG
%
-- 0.04*
488 0.12
3,833 0.05
1,779 0.03
1,819 0.02
1,817 0.05

Source: Project survey (2018); *approximation

Despite the low-profile areas produced by the S&S mechanisms and the low performance and
efficiency of the system, beneficiaries expressed their satisfaction at living there (see Table 4),
and they refused to change lands. Table 8 shows that 74 per cent of beneficiaries prefer to
continue living on their lands in their neighbourhoods. The table resembles a wide social refusal of the phenomenon of gentrification.
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Table 8: Beneficiaries’ future plans for their lands (%)
Future plan

Living there
Sell it to live in cheaper place
Sell it to live in better place
Make investment
Other
Total

Neighbourhoods
Sōba
78
1
10
4
7
100

AlShuhadā’
58
2
17
4
19
100

Burrī
79
2
10
2
7
100

Al-Fatḥ
92
1
3
1
3
100

Average
Al-Jirayf
West
62
1
11
26
0
100

74
1
10
8
7
100

Source: Project survey (2018)

The resident beneficiaries explicitly expressed their interest in building their future urban life
in their existing neighbourhoods, without gentrification or socioeconomic pressures. Policy
should include qualitative measures of development and share with the beneficiaries their
aspiration for an inclusive, equal and resilient city, where nobody is left behind.

8. Conclusion
The S&S approach could be considered a very efficient mechanism when its housingproduction partnership is activated and fully committed to, but it will fail to achieve its objectives if any partner fails to fulfil their role and commitments, as shown in the case study of AlKhōjalāb. The S&S approach is shown to have myriad benefits for low- and lower-middleincome groups, but at the same time it is shown to lose its integrity when it is used to house
groups with middle and mid-to-high incomes.
In all cases the points system of the S&S approach does not benefit newcomers to the
city, nor those not born in the city; these groups have to find another method for housing. On
the other hand, the slow performance of formal mechanisms in meeting the increasing demand for housing for all income groups was one of the causes behind the proliferation of
squatters all around Khartoum before the 1990s. The sprawl of the city, accompanied with
low urban density over time, as shown from the city-wide maps, are some of the repercussions of the prevailing housing policy, leading ultimately to an inefficient urban system and
the exclusion of the urban poor from urban services.
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Case study 4
Impact of the formal land take mechanisms on urban transitions in peri-urban areas:
Al-Manshiyyah East, Khartoum North
Salah Mahmoud Osman and Akram Idriss Abdelraheem Idriss
1. Introduction12
Sudan has a population of 41.5 million (CBS 2018) and a moderate annual growth rate of 2.41
per cent. In 2008, 29.5 per cent of the population were considered as urban, 63.2 per cent as
rural, and 7.3 per cent as nomads. The gross population density of Sudan in 2008 was 13 people per square kilometre (p/km²), but in Khartoum State it was 238p/km² (CBS 2008). Khartoum State population density is estimated according to the data collected by this study as
352p/km² in 2018 (Project survey 2019).
Khartoum State is one of 18 states comprising the federal system in Sudan, with an area
of 22,736km². It registered the highest percentage of urban population (87.9 per cent) in
2008 (CBS 2008). Its population is estimated by the Central Bureau of Statistics as 7,993,851
in 2018, with a growth rate of 4 per cent (CBS 2018), and to host 20 per cent of the population of Sudan.
Table 1: Demography of Khartoum State 2008–18
Year

2008
2018

Population

5,758,234
7,993,851

Rate of
growth
(%)
2.63
4.00

Gross population
density
(p/km²)
253.3
351.6

Urban
population
(%)
74.2
72.0

Rural
Population
(%)
25.8
28.0

Source: Osman (2012), CBS (2018)

Greater Khartoum is a low-rise, sprawling city located around the confluence of the Blue Nile
and the White Nile, and consists of three cities: Khartoum, Omdurman, and Khartoum North
(or Bahri). The growth rate of Khartoum city reached 11.8 per cent in the 1983–93 censorial
era; it doubled its area 13.6-fold13 in the period since Independence in 1956 to 2008, but
doubled its population 17.4-fold in the same era (Khartoum dynamic maps 1956–2017 in
Three City Land Nexus Research Team 2020). Consequently, the gross density was
3,347p/km² (1956), 4,307p/km² (2008), and 4,407p/km² (2017).
Table 2 presents the increase in population and the increase in the spatial coverage in
the urban context of Khartoum while keeping the same density rate, resembling a definite
horizontal sprawl of the city. However, Table 1 shows a decrease in the percentage of the
urban population (people living outside the Khartoum conurbation), meaning that a
considerable number of people (mostly newly arrived migrants) tend to live in the peripheral
villages of the state.

12
13

This article has been reviewed after comments by Gamal M. Hamid.
UN-Habitat (2012: 7) calculated this increase as 25-fold.
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Table 2: Population density in Greater Khartoum, 1956–2017

Year

Area (km²)

1956
2008
2017

73.20
992.08
1,255.84

Increase facIncrease factor comtor comPopulation
Density (p/km²)
pared to
pared to
1956
1956
245,000
3,347
13.6 4,272,728
17.4
4,307
17.2 5,534,100
22.6
4,407

Increase factor compared to to
1956
1.29
1.32

Source: Khartoum dynamic maps 1956–2017 (Three City Land Nexus Research Team 2020)

The above picture also depicts the tendency to increase the rate of land consumption for urban purposes. Land stock in Khartoum is potentially the white land (i.e. unplanned, undeveloped, and mostly government-owned) and agricultural land. The present study hypothesises
that there is competition for land between the traditional production sectors (agriculture,
pastoralism, forestry, etc.) and the other urban land uses such as housing, industry, and services. The impact of this competition can clearly be studied by investigating and tracing the
land take at the urban level. The rate of land take in turn reflects sustainability, inclusion, and
food security measures at the urban level, and at the same time reflects the land nexus complexity generated by the competition.
Tackling the case of Al-Manshiyyah East includes studying the urban land nexus generated by different mechanisms at peripheral areas that include historic villages (Al-Jirayf East
and Umm Dawm), investment urban projects (Blue Nile City), and developed housing projects
(Al-Manshiyyah East).

2. Objectives
The competition for peripheral land between the

Figure 1: Location of Al-Manshiyyah East

traditional and the modern sectors necessitates
difficult trade-offs. Both urban planning and land
management are intervention tools to regulate
this competition and to optimise land take. One
of the missing objectives of urban planning practice in Sudan is to quantify and optimise the land
take in such a way that urban food security
(maintained through agricultural land) and the
demand for housing and urban facilities are balanced. Bearing in mind the continuous demand
Source: Khartoum Land Nexus Refor land and the unlimited horizontal expansion
search Team
or sprawl of Khartoum, it is important for urban
strategies in Khartoum to seek the status of zero land take.
One of the main objectives of this study, therefore, is to design a method of quantifying the
land take and to measure its long- and short-term impacts at the urban level. Other objectives
include:
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To investigate the efficiency of the formal land and housing mechanisms in transforming land into urban use, and to investigate the resultant land take mechanisms.



To check the consolidation period and development rates between different modes of
housing production.



To compare between the efficacy of direct government subsidy on residential land
and the enabling methods within the concept of sites and services.

3. Research questions
Studying the impact of the formal land take mechanisms on urban transitions in peri-urban
areas of Khartoum includes the following research questions:


How does the city of Khartoum formulate its urban land take and use its land stock in
a sustainable manner?



What are the emerging land nexus issues of the competition for land between the different urban functions?



Who loses and who gains from the competition for peripheral land?



What is the definition of ‘development’ in the developed housing projects, what is actually developed and by whom, and did this mode achieve its objectives?



What should be the actual role of the government in the different modes of housing
supply and the prevailing enabling strategies?

4. Methodology
The research method used for the Al-Manshiyyah East case study was designed to combine
the analysis of secondary data, maps, and historical satellite images with empirical data collection about land take and managing land stock in the peripheral area of southern Eastern
Nile Locality. Maps and satellite images provide a robust base for analysis of the dynamic demand on land; these conclusions are triangulated by semi-structured interviews and informal
conversations with a variety of urban land experts ranging from government officials and policy advisors to developers, investors, and brokers. Interviews with the basic beneficiaries and
losers of the different residential and investment projects were run to measure the sociospatial impacts of these policies. To complete the picture, the data of these interviews were
further explored in a focus group discussion with officials from the Planning Administration of
the Ministry of Physical Planning, as well as other focus group discussions with officials from
the National Social Security Fund about the access to developed projects, policies, and managing these projects.
Analysis of the impacts on the peripheral area of Al-Jirayf East in this study will be compared with the outcomes of the Sōba West case study. Also, the study will compare findings
with the Al-Khōjalāb study (case study 3) when handling the formal mechanisms of housing
supply and provision.
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5. Urban land takes in Khartoum
One way to optimise the rate of land take in the urban planning strategy in Khartoum, as recommended in the Khartoum New Structure Plan 2012–2030 (KPP5), is through the redevelopment of brownfield land and filling urban pockets (densification), and by suggesting new
residential sites on non-fertile land, especially in the north-east and north-west of the city.
The KPP5 aims to reserve the agricultural and white land of East Nile Locality and that south
of Khartoum (e.g. Soba) for future uses and for urban functions that demand big land hoardings, rather than the traditional uses of housing (Osman 2010).
However, it is not the objective of this study to trace the implementation of the city’s
strategy (i.e. KPP5); rather, it aims to define the generators and instigators of the land take at
the periphery of Khartoum. Although the urban land stock in Khartoum is reserved as governmental white land, the planning practice considers agricultural land as a type of land stock
that can be changed to urban use when it is needed. This consideration is in itself a part of the
urban problem in Khartoum. Agricultural areas should be considered as an independent urban function, similar to industrial and recreational areas, and be subject to synthetic formulas
relating them to urban food security and certain environmental considerations.
Figure 2: Land nexus of rational urban transition

Figure 2 illustrates the problem of tracing the urban transition at the city’s periphery is that it
intersects with the process by which society or the government utilises the urban land stock.
Consequently, rationalising the land take in practical terms means rationalising the urban
transition. On the other hand, the irrational use of the land take inherits urban disintegration
and exclusive trends, especially when fertilised agricultural land is turned to other urban functions, thus hindering food security and augmenting the consequent repercussions of growing
sprawl, land value increase, and the speculative competition over peripheral land.
This study sheds light on the way the city uses and consumes its land stock. Nonrational consumption and take from the land stock precipitates intricate spatial problems at
the urban level that will stay for generations, and bemuse land nexuses and degrade the local
urban economy. Urban land take as discussed in this study is to be understood as the indicator of the amount – in hectares (ha) – of white and agricultural land that has been changed to
urban use in a particular period of time. The main drivers behind land take in Khartoum are
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grouped in processes that result in housing extensions, services, infrastructure, and solid
waste dump areas.
According to the Project survey (2019), the formal mechanisms for land and housing supply in
the period 1956–2012 succeeded in distributing 482,650 plots to different income groups in a
variety of supply modes. On the other hand, the upgrading mechanisms, which work to formalise illegal and squatter areas, distributed 273,711 plots of land to upgrade, rehouse, and
relocate beneficiaries under particular circumstances in the period 2007–17.
A simple calculation using the above numbers of plots distributed to beneficiaries says
something about the annual land take. In the focus group discussion with the senior planners
at the Ministry of Physical Planning, the planning indices of the ministry for the residential uses were estimated:14


The average single plot area for formal land is 325m², and for upgraded land is 210m².



The average net area for plots is 45 per cent of the total planned area; the rest is for
roads, open spaces, and services.



At the urban scale, the residential land use requires an equivalent area for the other
urban low and high order facilities.

By applying these planning indices, the total urban land take in Khartoum is calculated in Table 3 to reach 12.54km² per year for the formal mechanisms, and 25.55km² per year for the
upgrading mechanisms; and the annual average rate reaches 38.00km² per year.
Table 3: Total annual urban land take
Housing plan

Duration
(years)

No of
plots

Formal
56 482,650
mechanisms
1956–2012
Upgrading
10 273,711
mechanisms
2007–17
Total annual urban land take

Net area of
plots15
(m²)

Gross area
of plan16
(km²)

Total urban
land take17
(km²)

156,861,125

348.58

697.16

Annual average
take18
(km²/year)
12.45

57,479,310

127.74

255.48

25.55

38.00

On the other hand, the Khartoum dynamic maps 1956–2017 (Three City Land Nexus Research
Team 2020), the annual land demand for housing is not regular (Figure 3), as it shoots up fol-

14

15
16
17
18

These indices are not written or documented but are applied in the daily practice of the Ministry of Physical
Planning, Khartoum State.
Net area of plots = No. of plots x average plot area.
Gross area of plan = net area of plots/45x100.
Total urban land take = gross area of plan/50x100.
Annual average take = total urban land take/No. of years under consideration.
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lowing the urbanisation trend caused by the desertification phenomena in the 1970s, and after 1990 when the upgrading process dominates the urban scene in Khartoum.
However, the Governor of KharFigure 3: Urban annual land take for housing 1956-2017
toum State issued a decree in
2007 to stop working with the
sites and services mode, which
lead to a drop in the land take,
and this drop was maintained by
other modes of supply such as the
developed housing projects (Project survey 2018).
The annual take of 38km²
per year for the city of Khartoum
reveals a binary problem. On one
hand, the amount needed annually
for urban use is relatively high: it
Source: Khartoum dynamic maps 1956–2017 in Three
City Land Nexus Research Team (2020)
will augment the unlimited horizontal expansion of the city, and
lead to an increase in the cost of services and the inevitable exclusion of the poor. On the
other hand, this land take will hinder the agricultural land stock, and consequently food security, and undoubtedly lead to environmental hazards. However, this high rate of land take
means that reaching an equilibrium state of zero take in the near future is unachievable.
The change of agricultural land to urban use takes many forms, but mainly through eminent domain, land acquisition, compulsory purchase, or compulsory acquisition or expropriation. The procedure to activate any of these changes of use modes is well stated in the land
laws, including compensations and amicable solutions.
Evidence from the Al-Jirayf West study (case study 7) shows that almost all the agricultural land around the village had been turned to urban. Ten square kilometres of the most
fertile freehold land, and 15km² of rain-fed land were changed to urban use around Al-Jirayf
West village between 1970 and 2019. It was noted that whenever agricultural land is in the
hands of individuals – whether it is leasehold or freehold – the transformation to urban use
occurs.
Also, evidence from the Sōba West case study shows that all the new land take around
Soba (approximately 25km²) is the result of changing the most fertile land over to urban use.
All the rain-fed land as well as the river fronts (jirūf) are now subject to urban use (see Figure
4).
Table 4: Sōba Agricultural Project, ownership types
Ownership type
Freehold ownership
Muqran compensations (freehold)
Leasehold (governmental)
Agricultural Research Corporation (governmental)
Total area

Area (feddan) Area (ha)
10,350
4,347.0
210
88.2
750
315.0
70
29.4
11,410
4,779.6

Source: Mukhtar (2009)
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Percentage
90
2
7
1
100

This land is either freehold or historically owned. The area that has sustained use as agricultural land is the 4,800ha under the Sōba Agricultural Project. Since 90 per cent of this project’s land is freehold (see Table 4), it is not the freehold status that eases the change of land
use to urban, but the method of land management that reserves the land stock and sustains
the agricultural land.
Figure 4: Agricultural land around Sōba West, 1970 and 2019

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team
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Mukhtar (2009) stressed that the Sōba Agricultural Project was initiated in 1969 in an area of
11,410 feddan (4,800ha) to serve as food security for Khartoum. From a land nexus point of
view, the Soba Agricultural Project is very important:
 The type of land management under the project serves to sustain urban land stock.
The project is managed by a steering board from the Ministry of Agriculture, alongside representatives of the owners and technicians.
 It provides much needed employment opportunities for people in the periphery areas.
 It absorbs a portion of the non-skilled migrated population and can work as a reception area for newly arrived migrants.
The case study interviews with some farmers (one owner and three who rent, July 2019) highlighted the problems they face: the non-availability of potable water in the project area, the
lack of paved roads (the inner project is not accessible during the rainy season), the inconsistency of irrigation water flow, and not the least, their land being adjacent to squatter settlements. These problems originate in squatter settlements where squatters use irrigation
water for drinking and for domestic use, causing damage to the canal system, and use soil
from the project’s land for making bricks and other building materials, ravaging the rich agricultural soil and leaving big ditches.
These difficulties could hinder the existence of the project, and thereby cause the land
to be changed to urban use. However, it can be argued that policy to support agricultural projects should not be the sole responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture since these projects
play an important urban role. Management of both agricultural and urban land should gain
special consideration if the urban built environment of Khartoum is ever to be rectified.

6. The case of Al-Manshiyyah East
6.1 Al-Jirayf East village
Al-Jirayf East is a historic village on the eastern bank of the Blue Nile, inhabited before the establishment of Khartoum by tribal settlers working in agriculture who came from northern
Sudan in the fourteenth century AD (Abu-Salim 1979). Now, it is populated by about 150,000
inhabitants (CBS 2018) linked to Khartoum city via Al-Manshiyyah Bridge.
Before the inauguration of Al-Manshiyyah Bridge in 2007, Al-Jirayf East was a remote
village accessed via a single connection road. The bridge divided the area into north (AlQādisiyyah) and south (Old Al-Jirayf and Al-Huda) as follows:

Al-Qādisiyyah

Blocks 5, 6 and
8

The average plot area is 500 sq. m and includes the Eastern Nile Hospital and governmental service offices. It is
well consolidated, and more than 80 per cent built and
inhabited.

Old Al-Jirayf

7 neighbourhoods

Spontaneously patterned, condensed, and consolidated. It
is in need of re-planning.

Al-Huda

Blocks 1, 2, 3, 4
and 7

The average plot area is 350 sq. m. It is well planned and
consolidated, and more than 70 per cent built and inhabited.
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Al-Manshiyyah Bridge has had tremendous socioeconomic and socio-spatial impacts on the
Al-Jirayf East area. Land value increased from agricultural nominal value in 2008 to market
price after the bridge opened (see Figure 5). But when the land value in all parts of Khartoum
declined during 2008–13 in the petroleum export era (land value mapping 2003–17 in Three
City Land Nexus Research Team 2020), both Al-Jirayf East and Al-Manshiyyah East maintained
an upward trend. This could be attributed to the high competition and speculative trends in
that area; in other words, this was not the use value of this land but the exchange value. AlManshiyyah Bridge opened the whole area to the urban functions of Khartoum city. Hence
health institutions, and governmental and public buildings are located at strategic locations
within the area.
Figure 5: Land value of Al-Manshiyyah East and Al-Jirayf East

Source: Project survey 2018, Project survey 2019

The river-fed land, which is predominantly freehold,
changed to urban use to accommodate a modern edge
city, the Blue Nile City, which is designed over an area
of 401ha, with a 10km frontage to the Blue Nile. Owners were compensated with 1,400m² of land for each
feddan (4,200m²), in a strip to the east of the city and
separated from it by a 30m road. Kiln workers were
compensated in cash and promised modern environment-friendly kilns; however, the debate and dispute
over this deal has not abated since. The Blue Nile City is
one of the projects which affects the rising land value
in the area, especially the compensation strip – almost
all of which was interchanged in the land market at
very high prices. One of the owners interviewed bought
his land in the compensation strip in 2015 for $256/m²,
fourfold the value of Al-Manshiyyah East land, and fivefold the value of Al-Jirayf East land. The field survey

Figure 6: Blue Nile City

showed land value in the strip to increase by about 30
per cent in 2019 for its prime location.

Source: Google Earth (base map),
Khartoum Land Nexus Research
Team
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Figure 7: Densification in Al-Jirayf East area, 2003 and 2019

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

The area of Al-Jirayf East is the main source of red bricks to the construction industry in Khartoum; brick kilns are scattered along the riverbank, providing jobs for a significant portion of
the Al-Jirayf population, and attracting a considerable number of workers from all parts of
country, especially migrants from western and southern Sudan. As the brick-making centre,
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the area has also become a pioneer in red brick buildings and is home to the most skilled labourers in brick load-bearing buildings, mosque buildings, minaret construction, etc. (Project
survey 2019). Together with other labour-intensive trends related to the construction industry, the brickwork industry adds to the diversity of the local economy of the Al-Jirayf East area, alongside basic agricultural livelihoods.
The local economy of Al-Jirayf is thus a diverse society comprising blue-collar workers
from different ethnicities who originated from different rural areas in Sudan, living together.
The area has strong relations with the religious centres in the East Nile County; it includes
about 30 mosques representing a variety of Sufi orders that generate links with these movements in adjacent regional centres. The social and spatial impacts of the land nexus on AlJirayf citizens are highly sensitive; both freehold and leasehold land plus residential land affect
the socio-spatial context of Al-Jirayf East since the local economy and citizens’ livelihoods are
interrelated to their land either directly or indirectly.
The old village of Al-Jirayf East is spontaneously patterned with very limited planning interventions to enhance the built environment. Focus group discussions with community leaders depicted how the local authorities issued a sites and services plan to Al-Jirayf in 1971, followed by a supplementary plan in 1995; then in 1989 beneficiaries were allotted third-class
land (300m²) in Blocks 3 and 4, and in 2002 beneficiaries in Block 7 (Al-Huda) were allotted.
This late intervention in meeting the housing demand affects residential density, service provision, and the environmental conditions of this area (see Figure 7).

6.2 Umm Dawm village
Umm Dawm is a historic village on the eastern bank of the Blue Nile, 5km south of Al-Jirayf
East. Populated by about 29,000 inhabitants (CBS 2018), it is surrounded by freehold agricultural land from the north and south, but in the east the huge Umm Dawm Agricultural Project
– owned by the Arab Organisation for Agricultural Development (AOAD) – leased land for 30
years, ending in 2009.
The village is spontaneously patterned, and did not undergo planning so has not catered
for the new demand for housing and urban facilities. However, the big hoardings of land in
the village, vacancies, open pockets, and the strong social interaction between citizens made
it easy for the villagers to absorb the new demand for land, at least till 2010. But on 12 April
2013, the citizens made a second sit-in, a year after the first, to claim re-planning and access
to residential land (Al-Jarīdah newspaper, 26 April 2013). With pressure from the citizens of
both Umm Dawm and Al-Jirayf East, together with the real need of the two villages for decent
urban facilities and housing, the government took the opportunity to change the Umm Dawm
Agricultural Project land to urban use without any opposition from the citizens.
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Figure 8: Al-Jirayf East and Umm Dawm villages

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

6.3 Al-Manshiyyah East neighbourhood
When the leasehold of the Umm Dawm Agricultural Project ended in 2011, the government
changed use of the land to urban, promising to absorb all the special housing plans for Umm
Dawm village (Sudan News Agency (SUNA), on 19 April 2013), and reserved 100 feddan (42ha)
for the citizens of Al-Jirayf East. This was known as the Al-Manshiyyah East Neighbourhood
project. However, at the same time, the government reserved 1,500 feddan (630ha) for the
Investment Unit of the National Social Security Fund (IU-NSSF) and leased 1,000 feddan
(420ha) for 30 years to a Saudi investor, Ṣāliḥ Kāmil.
The Al-Manshiyyah East Neighbourhood project comprises nine blocks (see Figure 9):
Blocks 10 and 11 are reserved as third-class land for Al-Jirayf citizens with an average plot area of 300m²; Blocks 12, 13 and 14 comprise first-class land reserved for a developer with an
average plot area of 400m², sold in instalments over a period of three years that ended in
2015; Block 13 is not serviced yet but was sold in instalments between 2015 and 2018; selling
Block 14 land began in 2016 and will end in 2020. The sale of Blocks 15–18 will follow.
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However, Al-Manshiyyah East neighbourhood was planned for the total agricultural land area of the Umm Dawm
Agricultural Project, which was essentially rain-fed land of Al-Jirayf and Sōba
East villages that had been leased to the
AOAD in 1979 for 30 years to initiate
the agricultural project for food security
and export. This planning did not study
the feasibility of losing a wellestablished food security project to gain
a traditional housing project, or to pay
attention to warnings from the Ministry
of Agriculture – Khartoum State, that
crop yields of some vital agricultural
products had declined in selected areas
from 71 per cent to 29 per cent (Zakieldeen 2010).

Figure 9: Al-Manshiyyah East blocks on the Umm
Dawm Agricultural Project

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land
Nexus Research Team

Figure 10: Wide urban impact of Al-Manshiyyah East project
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Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

Al-Manshiyyah East lies at the far south-western corner of East Nile Locality, about 16km from
Khartoum CBD, covering an area of about 3,000 feddans (1,260ha). Changing the use of this
huge amount of land to residential has worked as an urban bridge that connects several historic villages, creating a new urban development axis, which augments the unlimited horizontal expansion of the city (see Figure 10). The villages of Al-Jirayf East, Umm Dawm, Sōba East,
MarābiꜤ al-Sharīf, Al-Kiriyyāb, and Ḥayy al-Muṣṭafa are filling the gaps in between, affecting
the whole southern periphery of the locality. This tendency will hinder the remaining agricultural land stock, instigate speculative trends on periphery land, push up urban land value, and
increase the cost of services.
On the other hand, the allotment of 21,864 plots of land with an average family size of
five people indicates that a total of 110,000 inhabitants are expected to live in this neighbourhood, in an average density of 87.3 people per hectare, far beyond the prevailing population density in the area. Pressure on both the services and infrastructure in the county are
expected. Overall, this project resembles a phenomena of an urban development bridge
wherein the new development works to physically link separate developments, ultimately
leading to the addition of suburban developments to the existing urban entity. This phenomenon augments the unlimited horizontal expansion of the city.
However, the decision to initiate Al-Manshiyyah East project highlights the problem in
land management and ordering of priorities within the planning practice in Sudan.

7. Housing production relationships in Al-Manshiyyah East
The master plan of AlManshiyyah East neighbourhood
comprises
nine blocks (see Table 5,
Figure 11). Blocks 10 and
11 were allotted as a
special housing plan to
Al-Jirayf East citizens in
2012. They include 4,967
third-class
plots
of
300m².
Beneficiaries
each paid SDG5,680
($710) in 2005 for their
plot in a typical sites and
services housing production relationship, including land value and services costs. Development
of these blocks was estimated at 20 per cent in
2019, but services have
not yet been completed
in the area (Project sur-

Figure 11: Urban context of Al-Manshiyyah East

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State
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vey 2019).
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Table 5: Al-Manshiyyah East blocks 2019
Block
Block 10
Block 11
Block 12
Block 13
Block 14
Block 15
Block 16
Block 17
Block 18
Total

No. of
plots
2,480
2,487
4,228
5,197
5,150
1,347
159
108
708
21,864

Percentage of
development
1
7
30
5
1
1
0
5
0
10

Notes
2012/15, third class, Al-Jirayf housing plan, sites and
services (12% developed).
2012/15, IU-NSSF developer, on development basis
(11% developed).
Block 15 is third class. Compensations to Kryab and
Marabi Sharif villages. Other blocks for different uses.

Source: Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

The typical sites and services housing production relationship stipulates a comprehensive
partnership between the government, which subsidises 85 per cent of the land value and
shares the cost of services provision, and the beneficiary, who burdens the whole construction cost and a share in the cost of services provision (Osman 2001).
It is interesting to recall that in the Al-Khōjalāb case study (case study 3), a total of
47,922 plots were allotted as first, second, and third-class areas in 2001. Al-Khōjalāb is situated 18km from the city centre, and is connected to Ring Road 5; while Al-Manshiyyah East is
located 16km from the city centre and is connected with Libya Road. Eighteen years after the
first allotment of the Al-Khōjalāb housing plan, there is no actual construction going on; but
less than seven years after the allotment of Al-Manshiyyah East, the average rate of development was 10 per cent and in some blocks it reached 30 per cent. The level of provision of services is almost the same in the two areas.
These points were presented to beneficiaries of the two areas, and to real estate dealers and brokers in Khartoum North in a short focus group discussion. While there was agreement among the beneficiaries and real estate dealers that non-development in Al-Khōjalāb is
attributed to the absence of water, for the case of Al-Manshiyyah East there was a variety of
points of view. Some attributed it to the pressing need of Al-Jirayf East citizens for housing,
and others to the active speculative trends in the area, where a considerable amount of the
basic beneficiaries sold their land to the middle-class strata, and thus can afford to build a
house in these circumstances. Further studies could verify this point of view by checking the
records of plots changing hands in the area. However, a discussion with a female engineer
who completed her two-storey building in Al-Manshiyyah East showed that she spent
SDG30,000 ($600) on water delivered by tankers for mixing concrete; if connected to the
network, the monthly bill would be $10.
As some Al-Manshiyyah East beneficiaries mentioned, having the confidence that they
can share facilities (e.g. schools and health centres) of the neighbouring developed areas
means that they can trade off lack of water and basic services, and proceed with building
their homes if the other low and high order services are at catchment distance. To rectify the
undeveloped projects, the under-consolidated neighbourhoods (such as Al-Khōjalāb, Al-Wādī
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Al-Akhḍar, and Nabtah) could share a local centre provided with all high and low order services, i.e. Al-Manshiyyah East, Al-Fātiḥ city, and Al-Jirayf East could agglomerate around a local service centre. This model could be extended to all periphery (out of Ring Road 5) undeveloped neighbourhoods linked by a system that connects them to workplaces as well as the
city centre. This system can substitute the unachieved concept of local urban centres suggested by the KPP5 within the ring road.
After Khartoum State stopped working with the sites and services mode, policy turned
to a different relationship of housing production: under ‘developed’ housing projects a developer mainly provides services and the Khartoum State Housing Fund is oriented to provide
core houses to the lower-income groups.
In 2014, the Ministry of Physical Planning reserved Blocks 12, 13, and 14 as first-class land for
the Investment Unit of the National Social Security Fund (IU-NSSF), as the developer. The developer is responsible for furnishing the neighbourhood with basic infrastructure (viz. electricity, water network, and asphalt roads) in advance, and then selling serviced plots to beneficiaries at market price. In this relationship, the developer pays to the government the market
value of the land and covers the cost of services, both without being subsidised. The question
here is whether this policy is behind the considerable achievement of development in AlManshiyyah East compared to the traditional subsidy of sites and services in Al-Khōjalāb.
To find the answer, discussions were held with both the IU-NSSF as the developer, and
with a representative group of beneficiaries. Discussions with the IU-NSSF officials can be
summarised as follows:


One of the IU-NSSF’s objectives is to ease access to land for all income groups by
providing serviced land at the periphery, where prices are far less than in the inner
city.



The main facility provided by the IU-NSSF to enable beneficiaries to achieve housing is
selling them the serviced land in instalments of three to five years.



Access to land in any developed project (from any developer – not exclusively the IUNSSF) is open to all citizens without any preconditioned requirements or stipulations
like that of the sites and services (housing plans). Owning a piece of land elsewhere
does not deny the right to acquire more plots in developed projects.



The selling price of the land is administratively determined by the developer and is
subject to the land market mechanisms.



The owner can freely sell his land without coming back to the developer.



The process of acquiring land through the IU-NSSF requires a visit to the company’s
headquarters: the land is immediately registered under the beneficiary’s name (but
mortgaged to the name of IU-NSSF) if a premium of 20–30 per cent of the total land
value is paid and bank cheques covering the balance are submitted for the payment
due times.



The IU-NSSF faces the potential problems of inflation and changes in service costs, and
the devaluation of instalment payments. Additionally, provision of services sometimes
fails or is delayed.
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Discussions with beneficiaries conPicture 1: Instalment sheet for payments over three years
firms the ease of acquiring land
through the IU-NSSF and acknowledges the facilities they are given for
paying in instalments over three to
five years. But beneficiaries said that
provision of services was not complete and argue that they end up paying for them. They pointed out that
cost of inflation is not their responsibility.
ꜤAlī (a false name) is an example of a beneficiary who expressed his
deep gratitude to the IU-NSSF for enabling him to acquire land in a good
location without overburdening his
budget. His payment sheet (Picture 1)
shows that he paid 30 per cent in advance and the rest in instalments over
three years. His plan is to begin building sometime in the next three years.
ꜤAlī is married with four children, an
expatriate in an Arab country, and
plans to return after his two-storey
Source: Project survey 2019
house has been built. Another beneficiary was similarly pleased with his experience with the IU-NSSF; he is now living with his extended family and planning to finish building his one-storey house in the next two years.
This discussion concludes that the project and its housing production relationship are
very suitable for affluent middle-class people who are not suffering from an acute housing
problem. Meeting the demand of this portion of beneficiaries is very important so they do not
compete with less affluent classes in other projects.
All the land for any IU-NSSF project is immediately sold. A precondition of the IU-NSSF is
that a failure to pay one instalment, or if a cheque is returned by a bank due to insufficient
funds, means the buyer will lose ownership of the land, and the land will be resold to another
beneficiary from the waiting list, but without the facility of instalment payments. This indicates a highly competitive market for IU-NSSF land between middle-class people, and it indicates the tendency of beneficiaries to buy land – even if it is not subsidised – as a value reserve asset, hence instigating commodification of land in Khartoum.
Selling in instalments is a privilege reserved only for the first owner. When land is exchanged in the market the second owner pays the whole amount in cash to the first beneficiary. The survey revealed that about 20–30 per cent of basic owners of Blocks 10, 11, 12 and
13 sold their land in an obvious speculative interaction. Access to developed land became a
key issue to benefit a new type of land nexus.
In spite of this very successful experience of the IU-NSSF, there are two types of beneficiaries who suffer from late or non-provision of services. The first is those who rent and who
are in immediate need of housing; and the second is those who bought through an intermediate body of the workers syndicate. Fātiḥ Jabrah wrote in his column in Al-Jarīdah newspaper
(22 April 2018) about the suffering of beneficiaries in Block 12 who had been waiting for ser71

vices for more than three years. Due to price inflation, those who bought in 2014 paid
SDG180,000 (SDG162,000 for land plus SDG18,000 for services), and those who bought in
2016 paid SDG284,000 (SDG214,000 for land plus SDG70,000 for services) (Project survey
2019). A simple calculation shows that the total number of plots in Blocks 12, 13, and 14 is
14,575. Beneficiaries were charged SDG18,000 for services, equivalent to $1,800 (normalised
to 2014 exchange rate). This yields a total of ($262m), which is quite enough to provide the
required services.
In 2012, the IU-NSSF reserved about 2,000 plots of land in Block 12 for the workers’
syndicate of the Ministry of Electricity, Petrol and Mining. The beneficiary was to pay
SDG180,000 ($18,000), divided as SDG162,000 for the land value and SDG18,000 for the services. (The average value for a square metre was SDG400 ($40); and the syndicate was to
provide guarantees to the developer.) A discussion with a sample of Block 12 beneficiaries
revealed their discontent regarding late provision of services, and the consequent increase in
service and building costs. ‘Huda’ (a false name) expressed that due to the rampant increase
of building costs and non-provision of services, her dream to achieve a serviced house according to the project’s propaganda has evaporated.
According to the field survey, land value in Block 12 of Al-Manshiyyah East in 2017 was
estimated at SDG535,500 ($24,340) per plot and a square metre of land was valued at
SDG1,190 ($54), registering an increase of 35 per cent in land value in four years (Project survey 2019). To schematise the capital running in the project, the basic capital pumped into this
peripheral area in 2014 for the 21,864 plots comprising Al-Manshiyyah East is approximated
to $394m, and is pushed up to $532m in 2017. Pumping in huge capital like this in a peripheral area prompts accusations of preparing the area for capitalist opportunities rather than assisting urban development. On the other hand, these trends can assist in pushing up the
overall urban land value system of Khartoum from the outskirts of the city, rather than from
the centre as is usual in other cities.

8. Findings and conclusions
The study investigated the competition for peripheral land between the traditional agricultural sector and the modern housing and urban sectors. Both urban planning and land management have proved to be important tools in regulating this competition, and quantifying and
optimising the land take, in such a way that food security in the city (agricultural land) and the
demand for housing and urban facilities are balanced. Other findings and conclusions include:


Planning practice in Khartoum considers agricultural land as another type of land
stock, besides white land, which could be changed to urban use when it is needed.
This consideration is in itself a part of the urban problem in the city. Agricultural areas
should be considered as having an independent urban function, similar to industrial
and recreational areas, and be subject to synthetic formulas relating them to urban
food security and certain environmental considerations.



Agricultural land that is in the hands of individuals – whether it is leasehold or freehold
– is the land most vulnerable to being changed to urban use, following the logic of
maximising revenues. Agricultural land registered as projects sustained its use and was
not changed to urban. Policy change is needed to support existing agricultural projects
and encourage new ones. Agricultural projects should not be the sole responsibility of
the Ministry of Agriculture since these projects play an important urban role.
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Agricultural projects provide much needed employment opportunities for people in
the periphery areas. They absorb a portion of the non-skilled newly urbanised population and can work as a reception area for the newly arrived migrants.



There is a vital need for urban land take in Khartoum to be optimised. Land management for agricultural and urban land needs to gain special consideration if the urban
built environment of the city is to be rectified.



The Al-Manshiyyah East neighbourhood was planned for the total agricultural land area of the Umm Dawm Agricultural Project. This planning did not study the feasibility of
losing a well-established food security project to gain a traditional housing project, or
pay attention to the warnings from the Ministry of Agriculture that crop yields had declined drastically in selected areas. The same scenario was repeated in the Nobles Agricultural Project, and in many other examples.



The Al-Manshiyyah East project exemplifies the problem in land management and ordering priorities within planning practice in Sudan.



Access to land through the developed project is open to all citizens without preconditions like those of the sites and services mode. The developed projects proved efficient in meeting the demand for land and housing for the middle classes.



The housing production relationship of the developed projects, and the enabling
trends practised, proved more efficient and effective in the production of housing,
consolidation of neighbourhoods, and reaching the targeted groups.



Definitions of ‘development’ and the ‘role of developer’ in this context are still far
from being mature enough to be positively incorporated within an inclusive urban
strategy.



From the experiences of the Blue Nile City as an investment project and AlManshiyyah East as a developed housing project, the government’s role in both cases
has been misaddressed: it should be that of a facilitator or catalyst to development,
rather than a mediator. The government should control and monitor the performance
of developers and investors and not be a partner.



The issue of how to determine the land value of new frontiers and peripheral land
should be re-investigated, and not to be left to brokers and profit-based companies.
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Case study 5
Prospects for improved upgrading mechanisms in new residential areas:
Al-Fatḥ, Omdurman
Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh, Dhalia Abuhrayra Elnahas,
Enrico Ille and Rania Elhadi Bushra Hassan
1. Introduction19
Internal displacement and migration from the countryside to Khartoum in the 1980s led to an
enormous growth of population that put much pressure on housing and service provision.
This emerged in problematic dimensions from the early 1980s, and was caused by drought
and desertification in the western and central parts of the country, in the Sahel zone. No special living quarters were established at that time in these parts of the country to provide the
rural migrants with at least temporary housing that afforded some level of welfare until the
end of the crisis. Another wave came with people fleeing after 1983 from war in southern Sudan, followed by rural migrants from areas affected by the 1988 flood that destroyed settlements and agricultural fields. The new millennium saw another large influx of internally displaced people (IDPs) due to civil war in Darfur.
As a result, the capital city received large quantities of rural migrants and IDPs, and the
sudden population growth exceeded its capacities. This affected all public service sectors and
limited the ability of the state to organise the population influx adequately. Accordingly, informal settlement on the outskirts of Khartoum increased and led to environmental, economic, social and security problems. During the 1980s, informal housing increased from about 17
per cent of settlement in the capital to more than 60 per cent. The housing issue has thus become one of the main axes of public policy of the state, especially towards people with low
incomes who are not able to gain access to adequate housing through the formal market
mechanisms. As a response, Khartoum’s governments have since the 1980s initiated new residential areas to where residents of unplanned settlements were successively relocated.
This research addresses the question of whether new residential areas have been
planned, implemented and upgraded in line with the principles put forward by UN Conferences on Human Settlement (Habitat I 1976, Habitat II 1996, Habitat III 2016), that called for
creating adequate, secure, stable and sustainable housing with services to ensure decent living for citizens. Housing includes the creation of an appropriate and suitable residential environment for citizens, their livelihood and wellbeing. A residential environment should not only
provide a group of housing units but more importantly should also provide the necessary services and facilities, including institutions that meet the economic, social and cultural needs of
the population.
The study will evaluate one of the new residential areas, Al-Fatḥ, where informal settlers
were relocated from the Al-Jikhays area in north Omdurman and other areas in Khartoum. It
will assess how far the stated goals of resettlement have been reached in order to provide a
methodology and concrete recommendations towards further, inclusive upgrading of Al-Fatḥ.
The study specifically focuses on service provision, livelihood opportunities and quality of life.

19

This paper was rewritten upon comments of Gamal M. Hamid, Griet Steel and Gordon McGranahan.
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2. Background to the study area
Most of Al-Fatḥ’s initial residents previously lived in Al-Jikhays. Prior to the sudden population
influx, Al-Jikhays was a small village located in the northwestern part of Omdurman. It had a
population of approximately 22 families and was thus overwhelmed by the arrival of large
numbers of people from different parts of Sudan settling in their vicinity. The Al-Jikhays area
can be considered an extension of other areas; during the early 1990s it absorbed population
overflows and most of all relocation from informal settlement areas (e.g. kartūn Kassala),
from IDP camps (e.g. Jabal Awliyyā’) and from Khartoum’s established neighbourhoods (e.g.
Al-cIzbah in Bahri). Newcomers could not legally acquire land in Al-Jikhays. They were rather
relocated to the newly planned area of Al-Fatḥ and had then access to legal land titles according to the Urban Planning and Land Disposal Law of 1994. Later informal settlers who found
no access to land through the formal mechanisms were transferred to this area as well.
Al-Fatḥ was established in 2003 within the upgrading policy for unplanned settlements.
It is located in the northwest of Omdurman, 18km from Omdurman city centre, in the northern part of Kararī Locality. It borders to the northeast Jabal Wāḥid, to the east Jabal Abū
Wilaydāt, to the southeast Jabal Aswad, to the south Al-Thawrah 85 and 86, and to the west
the Northern Artery Road and Al-Huda prison. There are two military areas close by, Wādī
Sayyidnā (airbase and military school) to the east, and Al-Markhiyyāt (military base) to the
south.
For relocation purposes, the unplanned areas of Al-Jikhays were divided into sectors
(East, West, Centre, School District, Palestine) that were enumerated, and a demographic assessment was carried out in two periods (1995 and 1997). First distribution of land titles began in 2002, and relocation started in August 2003. In 2010, the population was estimated at
300,000, from 260,000 in 2007 (Assal 2011: 8).
This case study focuses on the residents of Al-Fatḥ 1, one of four areas that were established. They were mostly relocated from Al-Jikhays (Blocks 1–26, 28, 29). Land in Block 27 was
compensation for those relocated from houses demolished by bulldozers in Sheikan, while
Blocks 30 and 31 (‘Kosovo’) were for those from Al-Jarrāfah. The residents relocated from AlJarrāfah were eligible for compensation because their houses had been demolished as part of
replanning.
Al-Fatḥ 1 was planned in the simple grid-iron system; each block has 615 plots of 200m²
each; a central service area of 23,500m², and about eight community open spaces each of
about 3,200m². Between 400 and 500 plots in each block are actually inhabited (about 65 to
80 per cent). As services were improved, land prices increased, with plots reaching
SDG120,000 to SDG200,000 at the time of the research.20 Most of the houses are built of clay
bricks, a few of cement blocks, with galvanised iron sheets or reed-and-soil roofing (‘baladī’)
(interview with Chairman of Popular Committee Block 4, 2018).
Most of the area’s inhabitants are informal workers and free labourers working in construction, and a large percentage of the population is young. Their ethnic composition is
complex, which goes back to the initial distribution by lottery; most residents came originally
from outside Khartoum due to civil war, economic hardships, lack of educational services, and
environmental conditions such as drought, desertification and floods.

20

During the fieldwork period, the official exchange rate was 47.5 Sudanese pounds (SDG) to the dollar; this
makes these amounts from US$2,526 to US$4,210.
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Figure 1: Study area, location in Kararī Locality

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State; Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

3. Research problem
Informal settlement (al-sakan al-cashwā’ī) describes forms of housing that exist or emerge
independently from or even in contradiction to official urban planning and administration.
This takes several forms, such as:
 cottages from cardboard, tin, wood, and clay bricks (usually built by IDPs and lowincome groups);
 unauthorised occupation of vacant walled plots and vacant buildings held by land
dealers who claim ownership for the purpose of selling (sometimes temporarily tolerated);
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old villages and neighbourhoods that have been extended and upgraded over time
based on communal agreements or individual practices, before they are subjected to
official planning;



unplanned luxury housing built on state land, for instance, land temporarily allocated
as pasture land and sources of firewood.

This shows that the background to and motivation for informal settlement are variable and
distributed across the socioeconomic spectrum of society. In this study, the focus is on informal settlement resulting from housing by groups displaced from their previous settlements,
often from rural to urban areas. Such displacement to Khartoum arose due to:
 environmental reasons (drought, desertification, floods);
 security reasons (war in the south, South Kordofan/Blue Nile, Darfur);
 economic reasons (lack of livelihood opportunities).
The subsequent migration to Khartoum does not inevitably result in informal settlement but
combines with reasons for a lack of adequate housing in planned areas, among which are:
 administrative factors (e.g. failure and/or lack of political will to provide adequate
housing for migrants and IDPs unable to cover the costs, partly to deter more migration);
 legal factors (e.g. erratic enforcement of land ownership laws to deter unplanned settlement on public and private land).
Complex challenges result from the combination of high numbers of incoming new settlers
and the lack of adequate tools or means to integrate them in the existing urban land nexus.
This points at the importance of multi-faceted planning of new settlements: infrastructural
considerations (construction, services) must go hand-in-hand with economic considerations
(such as sources of income, livelihoods), social considerations (change of lifestyle, consolidation of neighbourhoods), and environmental considerations (natural resource management,
quality of life).

4. Objectives
The study aims to evaluate a new residential area that was established to resettle those living
in informal settlements in or around older residential areas in Khartoum. The evaluation thus
deals with the special situation of a neighbourhood that arose in exceptional circumstances. It
can be expected to be characterised by a population with diverse cultural and social backgrounds, and to have a complex relationship to other, more established parts of the town.
The development of these new residential areas merits due attention since the basic rationale behind them is to provide adequate housing to often low-income citizens and at the
same time, to take pressure from the areas they previously were settled in; this can be conceptualised as an upgrading mechanism. To assess whether such upgrading was successfully
implemented is the fundamental empirical aim of this study. The basic parameters for assessing upgrading mechanisms will be mobility, transportation, accessibility, basic urban services, and incorporation within the urban economic system.
Another objective of this case study is to learn from one case of prescribed population
shifts in Khartoum from more central and informal sites to more peripheral and serviced sites,
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in order to propose a methodology for more inclusive upgrading. This implies studying the
consequences of sites-and-services schemes and their potential outcomes in terms of leapfrog sprawl and the (re)production of informal settlements. But it also requires reviewing decision-making processes and the limits of planning that focuses narrowly on quantitative
achievement, rather than considering both quantitative and qualitative aspects of urban development.
The study area is situated in a specific location within Khartoum’s urban land nexus,
with its site-specific connectivity and transport issues, and its specific role in both inclusion
and exclusion in this urban land nexus. Although Al-Fatḥ has a special character as a new resettlement area, almost no social studies have taken place to assess its multifaceted social
fabric and how it integrates into the larger urban context.21
The case study is concerned with the area’s infrastructural challenges (extended families on small plots, low educational level and high drop-out rate, lack of public services, especially electricity and connections to the centre); its economic challenges (low standard of living, dependence on marginal labour in same area, high ratio of daily wage labourers); and its
environmental challenges (proximity to landfill sites, housing in watercourses, WC construction on roads, livestock in residential area). But it also looks at prospects of future developments, especially opportunities arising from an implementation of planned industrial investment in combination with professional training and environmental mitigation.
The research objectives can be summarised in these points:
 assess the access to adequate housing, services, facilities, infrastructure, and livelihoods in the new settlement;
 assess the environmental situation, especially existing sources of pollution (landfill,
sewage/waste water);
 identify criteria and policies of inclusive urban development for upgrading resettlement areas, Al-Fatḥ in particular, and similar areas in general, by integrating infrastructural, economic, social and environmental aspects.

5. Methods
The case study covers Al-Fatḥ 1, which lies in the far northwest of Omdurman. This area was
chosen because it was established for the purpose of resettling the population from the unplanned settlements in Al-Jikhays in Kararī Locality. The time frame will cover the period
2003–18, beginning with the process of relocation of about 137 families to the plots planned
for them.
Field visits were made from September to November 2018. An exploratory visit was
conducted on 12 September 2018 and led to the choice of blocks from Al-Fatḥ 1 for further
investigation; subsequent field visits concentrated on some of the oldest blocks of Al-Fatḥ,
namely Blocks 1, 4, 7, and 15.22 A survey was conducted between 29 October and 6 November 2018 with a sample of 215 plots using a standard questionnaire; 200 responses were collected, evenly distributed among the four targeted blocks.23 In addition, the study uses map21
22

23

Short reference to Al-Fatḥ is made in Assal (2011: 8–9) and De Geoffroy (2007: 14).
Initially, Block 8 was chosen but exchanged with Block 15 after the former’s popular committee was found to
be unwilling to work with the research team.
Fifteen plots were found to be vacant, although they appear as distributed in the official records.
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ping of routes to work, before and after transfers; analysis of available secondary data; interviews and focus group discussions with government officials, community leaders, popular
committees, and general population; as well as direct observation.
The research was challenged by the difficulty of reaching the area due to its distance
from other residential areas, in addition to lack of means for internal transport. The population was also initially reluctant to respond as a result of the hard relocation experiences. Due
to the fact that field visits took place during the day (on working days), 80 per cent of the interviews were done with women, even if they were not head of household, since their husbands were at work.
There was some difficulty in getting appointments with officials in relevant ministries. At
the same time, there was only very limited information on the residents’ previous situation
and the main reasons for the relocation from Al-Jikhays and other places. There was a lack of
accurate demographic information regarding the sites from which people were being relocated; this limited the extent to which the situation before and after relocation could be compared. This was exacerbated by the circumstance that a significant number of residents had
moved to these sites when they learned of the possibility of securing a land title if they were
recognised as an inhabitant of an area designated for relocation. This not only created a sudden increase in population from other areas during implementation, it also created a reluctance among people to reveal their situation before relocation during the survey.

6. Findings
6.1. Housing
All residential plots in Al-Fatḥ measure 200m². However, compared to the size of families living on these plots (10 to 15 persons), this represents a very small area, as living spaces are
actually built on only a small part of these plots, due to a lack of means for more coverage.
The land title secured after relocation did not change the basic economic situation of the
population; in fact, they mostly maintained the same occupations but had additional costs
from transport. Consequently construction was continued with low-cost material that was
found to be often not qualitatively different from the previous, informal settlements. This includes sunroofs from wood and sackcloth (rakōbah, see Picture 1) and clay-brick buildings
without doors and windows (see Picture 2).
Picture 1: Continuation of building styles from informal settlement
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Photo by Dhalia Abuhrayra Elnahas
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Picture 2: Low level of construction

Photo by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh

Limited options for livelihoods as well as economic strategies maintained from before displacement may be behind the often-observed keeping of livestock in houses (see Picture 3),
rather than in separate fenced areas (zarībah), which brings its own adverse implications for
hygiene and health. Due to limited space almost all residents also built their toilets outside
the limits of the residential plots (see Picture 4), which may lead to contamination and future
problems for the construction of internal roads.
Picture 3: Livestock kept inside houses
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Photo by Dhalia Abuhrayra Elnahas

Picture 4: Toilet built outside a residential plot on public road

Photo by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh

6.2. Service provision
6.2.1. Water and electricity
Biographical interviews as well as the survey showed that service provision was at a very low
level when relocation started. While Al-Fatḥ is crossed, for instance, by several natural watercourses (see Figure 2), it took years to establish a sufficient water system. Interviews with residents found that initial water supply was limited to one water yard from where water tankers
distributed to houses; only the initially low numbers of settlers could be sufficiently covered
with this system.24
Currently, supply from the water network is prepaid monthly with fixed fees ranging
from SDG32 to SDG43 in most blocks. However, some households were found to be unable to
pay and were cut off from the network, relying on help from neighbours or buying water from
vendors.

24

Assal (2011: 8) speaks of 8,000 residents when Al-Fatḥ was opened for settlement.
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Figure 2: Natural watercourses in the study area

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State
Note:
Settled area;
Watercourse (seasonal)

A similar but worse case is supply of electricity, which still does not exist at all. The Electricity
Distribution Company demands instalment payments by the residents for service connection
that are well above the average income level in the area. This not only contradicts the sitesand-services policy underlying the resettlement scheme; the lack of electricity diminishes the
quality of life significantly, for instance, by adding to lack of safety at night.

6.2.2. Mobility and markets

Picture 5: Transport route between Al-Fatḥ
and central Omdurman

Transportation services show a similar
picture: after a very bad start there were
gradual improvements but a solution
appropriate to the economic reality of
the residents has still to be found. A
transport route was established only in
2006; during the first years, people had
to commute to the centre of the capital
using trucks and other irregular vehicles
that were passing through. Now there
are three routes to the centre (see Figure 3, picture 5) but costs are on averPhoto by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh
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age SDG40 per day to reach work, university, etc.
Since most work opportunities are in the central areas of the capital, not only the commute is
costly but the limitations put on mobility directly affect income levels and living situations.25
Figure 3: Transport in study area, outer and inner routes

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State

Another example of inadequate service provision is the absence of sufficient market and
shopping facilities. Female tea and food sellers26 recalled in focus groups that they had to rent
accommodation in Khartoum’s more central areas during the early resettlement period, since
there were no markets and therefore no customers in Al-Fatḥ; as a result, they had to work
outside the settlement. This was aggravated by the fact that some men abandoned their
families during resettlement, which left them being registered as beneficiaries of the Islamic
redistributive tax (zakat). In reaction, a women’s market was established in Al-Fatḥ 2 in 2011,
to provide additional livelihood opportunities and to protect women in their often precarious
occupation.27

25

26

27

Due to lack of information on the situation before relocation, one cannot directly compare the income levels
after relocation. However, speaking about the situation in 2010, Assal (2011: 9) confirmed this state of affairs
as well; this means that the situation has at least not improved during the last decade.
Tea and food selling is a gendered occupation in Sudan: while small kiosks with seating are almost exclusively
run by women, restaurants with fixed kitchens are often a male domain.
Formalisation can protect them from confiscation and arrest by officials; tea and food selling in the street has
a grey legal status, as it is often too small for registration as a business and can be interpreted as illegal
commercial activity in public spaces; such arrests often push women even deeper into economic difficulties.
In addition, sellers are often subject to sexual harassment, with little efficient legal protection. A Women’s
Food and Tea Sellers’ Cooperative was founded in 1990, and the Multi-Purpose Cooperative Union for Women, Khartoum State, was set up in 2014, but their status remains vulnerable.
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Figure 4: Al-Fatḥ 1, Block 7 (with market area, northern end)

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State; Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

Picture 6: Shops in Al-Fatḥ’s only market zone

Until today the only general market is in
Block 7 (see Figure 4). It was established in
an unregulated way on residential plots
that were temporarily distributed through
local administration aimed at creating a
market (see Picture 6).28 Lack of affordable
internal transport means that residents
spend a substantial part of their income
not on purchases but on transport to and
from this market, within the catchment radius of 3km.
Photo by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh

28

These commercial plots have a larger size (at 325m²) than the residential plots.
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6.2.3. Education and health
According to informants in Al-Fatḥ, there
was only one mixed school in 2003, where
each class had 350 students. This situation
has improved since then but service coverage is still inadequate. There are now seven
public basic schools in the area,29 with
around 644 to 682 pupils (90 to 120 per
class) and 10 to 17 teachers per school.
There are only around five or six toilets in
bad shape in each school. The model
school30 in Block 4 has fees that greatly exceed existing income levels, and pupils have

Picture 7: Classroom in Al-Fatḥ

to provide themselves with food and water.
Photo by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh
There is one Christian school and two secondary schools, the closest being 3km south of the southeastern edge of Al-Fatḥ 1. Initially,
children had to commute to schools in Al-Thawrah and families started to send their older
children back to the federal states from where they had migrated, in order to continue education.
Table 1: Number of pupils in basic schools in Al-Fatḥ 1
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total

Block 4
(mixed)
77
79
84
107
104
86
95
52
684

Block 7
(boys)
64
65
74
75
92
70
64
35
539

Block 15
(girls)
89
83
85
96
82
82
74
31
622

Block 16
(boys)
76
79
84
95
101
93
70
31
629

Total
306
306
327
373
379
331
303
149
2474

Source: Official information gathered during fieldwork

This demonstrates an immense lack of educational services, with overcrowded classrooms
and high fees that lead, among other reasons, to school drop-outs (see Table 1). Arguably,
lower numbers of pupils in the eighth grade possibly point to an age threshold (13 to 14
years) when children may start to join the informal labour market.
29

30

These are specifically: Block 4 (mixed – officially it was intended for boys but the separate school for girls was
never built); Blocks 1, 7 and 16 (each with one school for boys and one school for girls).
This term is a somewhat imprecise translation of the Arabic nāmūdhijī. In this system, schools in one area are
differentiated based on performance. ‘Model schools’ will have higher standards, both in terms of entry requirements and equipment.
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A situation of underprovision can be found concerning health services as well. The organisation Ana Sudan initially provided some health services from a camp for two years; the
charitable hospital Al-Wālidayn was established in 2004.31 A state hospital was opened in AlFatḥ 2 in 2006, with lowered fees of SDG20 to SDG150, and could handle 100 to 150 patients
daily. It still lacks trained specialists and lab equipment. A planned and registered health centre in Block 16 has not been implemented; several private health centres exist serving the
parts of the population that are able to pay for the services.

6.3. Livelihood opportunities
Low levels of income prevail in the peripheral areas of the capital, for which Al-Fatḥ is a very
clear example. Figure 5 shows an analysis of the income level in the study areas, based on the
survey, and it clearly shows the low level of income in Al-Fatḥ in comparison with other areas
of the capital.
Figure 5: Average monthly household income in study areas

Source: Project survey 2018

This corresponds to a low level of education, and the study showed that a large part of the
population does not move beyond the level of primary education. From the field study and
the questionnaire, the head of household’s low level of education was observed; the percentage of the population reaching at most intermediate education was about 75 per cent, while
none had received post-graduate education. A comparison with other areas of Greater Khartoum shows that Al-Fatḥ is disadvantaged compared to Sōba, Al-Jirayf, and Burrī where this
rate is at 33 per cent, 30 per cent and 26 per cent, respectively (see Figure 6).

31

According to De Geoffrey (2007: 14), the NGO Enfant du Monde Droit de l’Homme ran a mobile clinic for
primary health care during this early period.
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Figure 6: Educational levels in survey samples (% of respondents)

Source: Project survey 2018

As was shown in the distribution of pupils across classes (see Table 1), the present generation
of children does not seem able to escape this cycle of early interruption of formal education:
the eighth grade, when a basic school certificate is acquired, was more than 50 per cent
smaller than the seventh grade in the schools that were visited.
The failure to continue up the educational ladder is due to economic, social and cultural
reasons that need further investigation. Interviews and focus group discussions indicated that
there is a lack of means and interest among the population to invest in education, as they
generally work in marginal professions that do not need a higher level of skills. This points to
an interrelation between the occupational background before resettlement, and low levels of
income and educational prospects in the present situation. The limited public health services
as well as logistic problems and time limits imposed by the lack of electricity may be added to
that.
This is also reflected in the high percentage of respondents engaging in manual labour
(69 per cent, workers or craftsmen) whose low salaries lead directly back to the low average
income of households in the area. Several of the male youth, especially in Block 1, have gone
into the regular forces, police and military. However, about 64 per cent of the respondents
had no regular work; those with regular work, for instance in market 7, represented only 18
per cent, while another 18 per cent found work only in the markets of central Omdurman
(Omdurman Market, Al-ShaꜤbī Market), shouldering the costs of commuting. According to the
survey of 200 homes, nearly all women expressed their wish to have more and better job opportunities available to contribute to household income.

6.4. Environmental conditions
Apart from the distance to the central areas, the residents of Al-Fatḥ are affected by the
presence of a landfill site started in 2007 and located about 2km upwind from the northern
part. Furthermore, Al-Fatḥ 1 Block 1 is close to the northeastern area where sewage water
from the inner parts of Omdurman are frequently emptied from sewage tankers. Both already
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caused the displacement of some families and increased suffering from asthma and allergies.
A planned recycling and power generation plant is not operational (see Figure 7).
Figure 7: Location of landfill site and planned industrial area relative to study area

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

In addition, the attractiveness of Al-Fatḥ as living quarters is limited by the lack of green spaces and entertainment areas (see Figures 8-11); in the study area, only one cultural club was
found (Block 4). All planned open areas have been completely or partially covered by random
construction, and most residents use either the close-by mountain or Grand Omdurman Park
for entertainment. However, readiness and need for such spaces are reflected in the planting
of trees by residents that was observed in or in front of many houses of the area.
Figure 8: Al-Fatḥ 1, Block 1,
showing lack of green areas

Figure 9: Al-Fatḥ 1, Block 1,
showing planned open areas
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Source: Google Earth (base map); Ministry of Physical Planning; Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

Figure 10: Al-Fatḥ 1, Block 4,
showing lack of green areas

Figure 11: Al-Fatḥ 1, Block 4,
showing planned open areas

Source: Google Earth (base map); Ministry of Physical Planning; Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

7. Discussion and conclusion
Based on this assessment, we conclude that the provision of housing alone without regard to
the development of a methodology to improve the residential environment and provide employment opportunities leads back to the problematic situation of sub-standard housing areas
with unhealthy environments. There is thus need for a comprehensive approach that leads to
the development of a comprehensive strategic vision for infrastructural, economic, educational, and environmental development.
The combination of these aspects can be achieved by following concepts of self-reliance
that call for housing, services, employment, and spaces for socialisation and entertainment in
the same area, while providing connectivity to the wider urban context and a clean environment. The plans formulated for land use in Al-Fatḥ but implemented only to a limited extent
show that this is not a completely new concept but needs an improved methodology to inform actual urban development (see Figure 12).
Al-Fatḥ lends itself specifically to the development of an industrial centre that follows
historical examples of integrated housing, services, education, welfare, and profit-sharing between companies and employees. The study showed a high concentration of labour force in
Al-Fatḥ but an insufficient labour market, which causes residents to seek employment elsewhere. Instead, an upgrade of educational service provision can provide such employment if
the implementation of a planned industrial area is undertaken in combination with the introduction of related technical and professional training. The model of industrial schools that
already exists in Sudan can be applied here to give due attention to the technical and professional aspects of establishing training and apprenticeship centres.
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Figure 12: Planned land use in the study area

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State
Colour labels:
– residential;
– agricultural;
– forest;
– industrial;
– service;
– transport hub;
– recycling and waste water treatment;
– touristic;
– graveyard

A focus on technical education also reacts to a lack of skilled labour in Sudan in general. The
construction industry is a case in point: looking at official numbers, the labour force pyramid
appears on its head, with far more fully trained engineers than skilled construction workers
(Table 2). Accordingly, there is a significant shortage of human resources for technicians,
skilled and semi-skilled workers in Sudan. However, these sectors are often regarded as of
low status so that their appreciation in society has to be addressed as well.
Table 2: Number of registered workforce in Sudan’s construction sector
Year

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Skilled
workers
134
68
112
83
80
54

Technicians
(2 years)
64
46
66
15
29
18

Technicians
(3 years and
more)
3,294
3,370
5,688
3,995
3,135
2,071

Engineers

Source: Official statistics of the Engineering Council
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4,248
3,823
5,308
4,212
4,335
3,633

Total

7,740
7,307
11,174
8,305
7,579
5,776

At the same time, it is important that such an industrial area does not add to the environmental challenges that Al-Fatḥ already faces; favouring crafts and light industries, and introducing
mitigating measures are thus important. Concomitantly, industrial waste should be directed
towards the existing landfill site that needs upgrading as well: the establishment of a linked
recycling plant can not only reduce pollution of the adjacent residential areas but be used to
provide raw materials for the industrial production. The establishment of a green belt around
residential areas is essential to mitigate environmental effects, and the extension of green
areas inside the living quarters can increase the quality of life significantly.
A sustainable methodology furthermore considers aspects of inclusivity and includes
residents and their ideas and priorities in planning and decision-making processes. Housing
and services, for instance, belong to the basic functions of urban planning and administration
but beyond technical and quantitative aspects, they touch on elements of personal wellbeing,
and the subjective priorities that characterise what wellbeing represents. This means that acceptable spatial organisation of homesteads also follows social criteria and personal taste,
which can be assessed only in direct interaction with those who are supposed to live in these
homes.
In a similar way, employment opportunities should fit the inclinations of the local residents if they are expected to make use of and support the educational pathways that are created to lead to such employment. Rather than industrial work, for instance, the surrounding
agricultural areas could be activated as cooperative or private projects to provide additional
livelihoods. In addition, environmental measures should be planned and implemented by local administration working with neighbourhoods to develop a sense of ownership and responsibility for the area’s public spaces.
• Educational and
medical awareness programmes
• Vocational and
industrial schools

• Activation of
planned industrial zone
• Productive family programme

Education

Economy

Environment

•

Connectivity

•

Treatment of
landfill site and
planting of green
belt
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Links through
regional roads
with axial cities
within framework
of the structural
plan

In combination, these considerations extend the upgrading methodology by participatory approaches where residents take over essential roles in the improvement of their own neighbourhoods and their environment. It is at this point important to understand better the social
set-up of the area and specific blocks. The research found, for instance, that most residents of
Blocks 16 and 17 formerly settled in Wādī Muqaddam after migrating there due to the
drought of 1983 in western Sudan, and they retained family structures in the residence blocks
over this period. These and other kinds of social networks can be activated to organise consultations, broad-based decision-making processes and cooperative activities.
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Case study 6
Experiences with re-planning and upgrading:
Umbadda, Omdurman (Blocks 6–9 and 14)
Aziza Ahmed Kabashi Abu Elftoh, Dhalia Abuhrayra Elnahas,
Elkindi Hassan Mohammed Ahmed Elaagip, Enrico Ille and Rania Elhadi Bushra Hassan
1. Introduction32
Successive governments have relied mainly on the mode of sites and services to meet the
growing demand of housing under the pressing urbanisation processes, for all strata of society; during the 1990s, this was supplemented by the Housing and Development Fund (Hamid
and Elhassan 2014). However, although effective to resettle low-income communities as practised in Al-Fatḥ, both policies have contributed to Khartoum’s current sprawl, urban pattern,
and leapfrog urban development. The study of Al-Fatḥ (case study 5) also showed that such
an approach does not necessarily address the challenges of urban poverty, that it can foster
new forms of exclusion and marginalisation – spatially, economically, and environmentally –
and that it thus often lacks the requirements of inclusive and participatory urban development. Therefore, there is a need to reassess the results of governmental interventions regarding their contribution to residents’ quality of life and integration into the urban fibre.
In the middle of the twentieth century, Umbadda formed the westernmost extension of
Omdurman and was thus a focal point of immigration to Greater Khartoum from the regions
west of the Nile (Kordofan, Darfur). The settlement grew originally as small trading place out
of a post-Second World War regulation of the colonial administration banning livestock trade
in central urban areas. However, it expanded rapidly after independence in several waves:
industrial workers from the White Nile areas after 1956; contract workers from the Northern
Province after 1969; and migrants from Darfur, Kordofan, and southern Sudan since the
1970s, following droughts and war. Between 1969 and 1983, population numbers increased
from about 30,000 to at least 181,788, and 1990 estimates including unregistered internally
displaced people (IDPs) reached between 500,000 and 750,000.
First administrative interventions started in the 1970s; for instance, with the centralisation of market activities in Abū SiꜤid Market and Libya Market. Since the mid-1980s, the area
has been subjected to several re-planning and reallocation activities to transform it into a
regular urban quarter (Hänsel 1991: 27–29). Re-planning involved resettling residents in the
same area after planning by the government opened roads and cleared areas for services,
schools, amenities, and open spaces. The re-planning process reflected a lack of community
participation in urban development, especially in terms of sociocultural attitudes and needs
concerning the inner and outer organisation of living spaces (Eltahir 2005; Hamid and Eltahir
2014).
While the challenges of connectivity and economic integration of low-income, often migrant
populations are similar to those of Al-Fatḥ, Umbadda forms a much older settlement with its
own social history that needs be taken in account.

32

This paper was rewritten based on comments by Gamal M. Hamid.
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Figure 1: Outline of the study area

Source: Google Earth (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

2. Background to the study area
The study area lies in Umbadda Locality, Omdurman, of which it forms Blocks 6–9 and 14; the
latter is called ‘Abū Nayrān’.33 In the south, it is bordered by Al-JāmiꜤat Al-Ahliyyah Road and
Al-Rāshidīn Road, and in the north, by the extension of Al-Arḍah Road leading to Libya Mar-

33

According to one informant, the name goes back to the earliest resident, Bābikir Abū Nayrān, from AlJamūꜤiyyah; the post-1989 administrative name is Al-Rāshidīn (interview with Official of the Ministry of
Physical Planning, Khartoum State, also resident in Umbadda Block 14, June 2019).
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ket. In the east, it is bordered by Umbadda Al-Wājihah Road, and in the west, by the street
dividing Blocks 6 and 8 in Umbadda (see Figure 1).
The area was originally vacant land that was occupied with informal livestock pens by inhabitants of Ḥayy al-ꜤArab; at the end of the 1940s, it was a central hub for trading livestock and
crops from western Sudan into Omdurman Market. It transformed into an informal residential
area around those pens in the 1960s, based on decision making by influential members of the
dominant social groups of adjacent quarters. The settlers came from diverse ethnic groups
and were livestock owners and workers from different sectors who aimed to live close to present or potential workplaces, such as Omdurman Market, Al-ShaꜤbī Market, Libya Market
(livestock, butcheries), the industrial area, and military institutions (Military Hospital, Artillery). Buildings were made from adobe. In-migration from other areas in the capital, such as
Shambāt, Al-ꜤAbbāsiyyah, and Al-Mawradah led to an increase of land and rent prices in the
later 1960s (interview with Official of the Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State, also
resident in Umbadda Block 14, June 2019).
Informal settlements were founded through occupation (ḥiyāzah) or long-term usage
(waḍꜤ al-yad), at that time on the outskirts of Khartoum State according to official planning.
The process was accelerated by a hold put on residential planning decisions by the state, and
a huge increase of displacement and in-migration due to wars and droughts, especially in the
southern and western regions during the 1980s, as well as due to the concentration of economic opportunities in the capital.
Umbadda was an extraordinarily attractive area for people coming from the south and
the west due to:
 its advantageous position vis-à-vis work opportunities, as outlined above;
 the absence of natural obstacles to reaching it; and
 the easy accessibility of land plots by occupation.
The study area was one of the first that was classified and targeted as an informal settlement
area by way of the executive body for addressing informal settlement formed under the Ministry of Housing and Public Utilities in 1984 (interview with Official of the Ministry of Physical
Planning, Khartoum State, also resident in Umbadda Block 14, June 2019). The process was
initiated in 1976 by geographical demarcation, physical and demographic enumeration, and
interviews. The enumeration started with the so-called ‘red number’ system, followed by
questionnaires that documented names of household heads and number of family members
(interview with Director of Land Survey Office Omdurman, Khartoum, July 2019). This social
study has been conducted with the participation of the popular councils, and documentation
has been retained by the National Records Office (interview with Official of Research Administration, Ministry of Physical Planning, June 2019).
Re-assignment started in 1982 with the identification of eligibility and distribution by
lottery (al-qurꜤah). This long void between beginning and ultimate implementation of replanning facilitated its perception as an attractive opportunity to access land via compensation. Accordingly, there was an additional influx into the area by citizens from outside the capital.
The re-planning mechanism distinguished residential plots and residents on the official
map by using red, white, and green numbers, according to the length of settlement in the area where a longer presence meant being prioritised in redistribution: the red number showed
900 eligible occupants based on the 1976 assessment; the white number showed 15,000 occupants found when implementation was initiated in 1983; and the green number described
developments in 1987 (interview with official of Ministry of Physical Planning, June 2019; in96

terview with Director of Land Survey Office Omdurman, Khartoum, July 2019).34 Families were
considered large if they had more than five members and were allocated 400m²; smaller
families were allocated 300m² (interview with Official of Research Administration, Ministry of
Physical Planning, June 2019).
The structure of streets and plots in the study area, as reflected in Figure 1, show the
different patterns that resulted from diverse planning processes and policies at different
stages. In the northern part, formed by Blocks 6–9 (surrounding Al-Sabīl Road), these patterns
are irregular streets and have a lack of, or inadequate, basic services such as schools, health
centres, public squares, and markets. This concerns the older quarters, whose inhabitants
were among the first in Umbadda, and surveys and planning activities were done in close contact with the communities. One of the consequences was the lack of re-planning of residential
plots and the concentration of schools, commercial areas, and basic services along the main
street, rather than inside the blocks. The southern part (south of MajmaꜤ Al-BuraꜤī Road)
shows the grid structure of dominant urban planning concepts, as well as a regular number of
public utilities. The upgrading of the former informal settlement, Block 14, was done through
relocation and centralised planning, resulting in a high priority of regular structures.
These two models of planning processes in the study area highlight the need for research on planning policies and practices, and on the extent to which they succeeded in
achieving socioeconomic integration that links directly to basic issues of inclusive urban
growth.

3. Research problem
The political economy that underlies the reproduction of low income and social exclusion are
among the most decisive challenges of inclusive urbanisation, since inequalities in access to
capital and representative positions result from societal structures that are mostly resistant to
change. Identifying new pathways and highlighting ideas and opinions of the residents of
these areas are an important input for urban developers, administrators, and policymakers. In
this way, the case study will provide, together with the Al-Fatḥ study, recommendations for
concrete steps and methodologies for upgrading mechanisms in low-income areas with the
potential to be developed into pilot projects.
Re-planning acknowledges, to some extent, the existence of a land nexus for present
occupiers. A clearer understanding is needed for both the administrative practices of this
acknowledgement (who is (not) resettled where and why; what kind of claim to local residency is acknowledged), and the social realities they deal with. This allows a better interpretation
of how urban developers, administrators, and informal settlers relate to urban land, and what
inclusive/exclusive dynamics result from this relation. Policy recommendations with regard to
upgrading through re-planning will benefit from insights into what community consolidation
processes are, and what challenges arise from development of existing but informal residential sites in low-income areas.

34

An alternative division was given by another informant: ‘red number’ 1974, ‘white number’ 1976, ‘yellow
number’ 1980–83; all arrivals of 1984 and later were relocated to Dar al-Salām (interview with official of the
Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State, also resident in Umbadda Block 14, June 2019).
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4. Objectives
The main objectives of this case study are to:
 provide insights and recommendations for handling upgrading; and
 propose a goal achievement analysis for the re-planning policy specifically concerning
inclusion and sustainability.
Key areas of interest include issues of accessibility to transport and basic services and how
this impacts inclusion and exclusion of communities from the urban economic system. Comparison of the quality of life before and after re-planning provides a yardstick measuring the
achievement of objectives, while a review of decision-making processes and the concrete
practices of re-planning and resettlement will show the level of inclusivity that has been
reached.
This combined analysis of goal achievement and administrative practices is intended to
inform policy recommendations for the upgrading mechanisms in Khartoum State. Replanning as a policy (or concept behind a policy) is evaluated upon goal achievement critiques. Pros and cons of the produced urban life could induce policy amendments or recommendations. Investigating issues such as reproduction of slums or vicious circles of urban
poverty, or non-coping with the wide urban economic system are the key nodes that will lead
to policy shift.
Unlike relocation policy, re-planning basically keeps the social structure of the settlement and strengthens the socio-spatial engagement with urban land. Land nexus in replanning policy is expected to be more deep and diverse, and more effective in reshaping the
urban landscape. To assist formulating policies for upgrading mechanisms that addresses
both infrastructural and social challenges and needs, the following research questions will be
highlighted:
 What were the goals of re-planning in the study area, in the historical context of replanning and upgrading Umbadda?
 To what extent have these goals been achieved? What were the reasons for success and
failure of goal attainment?
 Has re-planning improved the infrastructural and economic situation of the residents, as
well as their integration into the wider urban fibre?
 In which ways have these goals been attempted to be reached, especially in terms of voluntariness and inclusion of communities into decision making? Has this had an impact on
the level of acceptance/refusal of the implemented re-planning decisions?
 What were the shortcomings of both goal formulation and implementation in terms of inclusive urbanisation and quality of life?
 What are the views of local administrators and community leaders/residents on future development of their area? What are their priorities and what kind of community participation do they envisage?
 What relation to the urban space can be derived from the aforementioned aspects? What
does this say about the role of communal consolidation and inclusive urban development
for the depth and diversity of the urban land nexus?
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5. Methods
The initial formulation of research questions was based on a review of the re-planning history,
as well as the analysis of maps and satellite imagery (see Section 2). Data collection was directed towards interviews focused on the specific research questions put forward:
 Direct observation: Physical properties of urban patterns (street network, plot patterns, building configuration, building heights); general properties of service coverage
(public transport, water/electricity, public spaces; complemented by information from
administrative officials and residents).
 Semi-structured interviews and informal conversations: Snowball sampling; themes include general background (residents’ origins, economic activity, family type), living situation in the neighbourhood (infrastructure, sense of safety and security, quality of
life), the way in which the inhabitants experienced and perceived the re-planning process, and residents’ points of view on the future of the area.
 Key person interviews and focus group discussions:
o
Government officials and ex-officials working in the area
o
Community leaders and key personnel
o
Ministry of Physical Planning, Ministry of Infrastructure and Transportation, and Central Bureau of Statistics
 Secondary data: Historical background and context of the study; statistical socioeconomic properties (general demographics, income levels/occupations, educational profile).
The following interviews were conducted:
 Eight officials (former and present)
 Three community leaders
 Twelve local residents (individual interviews and one focus group discussion)

6. Findings and discussion
The study area is divided into two parts where different experiences with re-planning were
made: one as upgrading of an older neighbourhood, and the other as transformation of an
informal settlement into an organised town quarter (see Figure 2). The experiences will be
discussed separately in the following sections.

6.1 Northern part: upgrading and community involvement
The streets in the northern part are irregular and their width varies between seven and 15
metres. Apart from the influence of natural features (e.g. the Abū ꜤAnja Creek), this irregularity is a direct result of the residents’ involvement with the technical planning team: according
to an official who had been involved in re-planning in 1976 (interview with official of Research
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Administration, Ministry of Physical Planning, June 2019), the lack of public service areas inside the quarter was based on the residents’ refusal to give up parts of their plots. Therefore,
the services are concentrated along the main road (see Figure 3).
Figure 2: Northern and southern part of the study area

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

Figure 3: Example of irregular road structure and service areas around main road
in Umbadda Blocks 6 and 7
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Source: Google Maps (base map, labels), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

This has been confirmed by field visits, showing sudden narrowing without clear distinction of
primary and secondary roads (see Figure 4). The same can be observed in the variability of
buildings in material and design (see Picture 1). Buildings from the 1960s had unstable materials, such as so-called green clay, and today they form about 10 per cent of the stock. For
economic and social reasons, construction in general has not developed much since the
1970s but there are a few examples of complete rebuilding in terms of style, height, and materials: these are multi-storey buildings made from reinforced concrete.
Figure 4: Irregular streets in re-planned areas of Umbadda Blocks 6–9
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Source: Ministry of Physical Planning (base map); Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team
Photos by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi, Dhalia Abuhrayra Elnahas and Elkindi Elaagip

The research suggests that this is the result of the social set-up of the quarters: most households consist of extended families who have little interest in leaving the area or incisive
changes to its structure. Residential continuity since the 1960s strengthened this attitude.
With the entry of re-planning and the demarcation and registration of land property for these
families, a slow process of thinking towards the future was triggered that led, eventually, to
an increase of coverage as well as upwards construction for the extended families.
This also means that physical transformation strengthened rather than diluted social
ties. The cohabitation of different generations in one building facilitated their cohesion via the
housewives, as confirmed in interviews. Women had a strong role in the acquisition of land
and push towards extended construction in the area, which gave them a stabilising influence
on families. Migration to Umbadda had already been based on the women refusing their husbands’ demands to remain in their previous settlements, strengthened by their substantial
role in providing livelihoods and catering for daily needs, such as bringing water and wood,
cooking, and other household chores. Most of the interviewed women continued to have a
clear vision for their future in the area.
Picture 1: Variability of buildings in material and design in Umbadda Blocks 6–9
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Photos by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi, Dhalia Abuhrayra Elnahas and Elkindi Elaagip

Figure 5: Examples of ethnic conglomerates in the study area

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning (base map), Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

The background to the study area has already indicated that initial distribution of land was
based on decisions by community leaders (Ꜥumda or nāẓir). Accordingly, the social structure
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of settlement reflects the social structure perceived and/or envisaged by these leaders. In
consequence, there is an ethnic element to the distribution of the population in the area that
consists of Shayqiyyah, JaꜤaliyyīn, Danāqlah, and Maḥas (interview with official of Research
Administration, Ministry of Physical Planning, June 2019), similar to other parts of older Omdurman. One respondent stated, for example, that she was directed towards her piece of land
by her paternal uncle who had been Ꜥumda of Al-JamūꜤiyyah at that time (interview with female local resident, Umbadda Block 6, July 2019), and a concentration of Al-JamūꜤiyyah in her
area, Block 7, can still be discerned, similar to examples of concentrations of Shayqiyyah and
Ḥalab elsewhere (see Figure 5).
Figure 6: Distribution of services in the study area

Source: Ministry of Physical Planning, Khartoum State (base map),
Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team
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Picture 2: Service areas concentrated at main roads in Umbadda Blocks 6–9

Photos by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi, Dhalia Abuhrayra Elnahas and Elkindi Elaagip

Another aspect highlighted previously was the concentration of commercial areas along the
main streets; the only previous market was Karōr Market at the outer limit of Umbadda Block
14, a formerly small structure now fully incorporated in the quarter. The intervention of residents in planning affected the possibility of creating open spaces for the establishment and
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distribution of services inside the residential areas. This resulted in limiting the quantity and
quality of public services in relation to the number of residents. This caused such services –
namely education, health, and trade – to be shifted to the main streets that could be classified as commercial areas (see Figure 6 and Picture 2). At the same time, extension of public
services such as water and electricity were financed by the residents themselves during the
second half of the 1990s, not by the government (interview with official of Research Administration, Ministry of Physical Planning, June 2019).
Concerning the impact of natural features, the planning of streets and construction of
buildings was in some parts following the contours of natural watercourses and riverbanks.
This has not always been done with consideration of the dangers connected to this location;
for instance, the primary school in Umbadda Block 7 has been flooded twice and its walls destroyed, highlighting the technical shortcomings of this community-involved re-planning process.

6.2 Southern part: relocation and central planning
The area that lies south of MajmaꜤ Al-BuraꜤī Road comprises the plots of Umbadda Block 14.
It is the result of the re-planning of an informal settlement in that area. The streets were laid
out in regular, grid patterns with a width of between 12 and 30 metres, following the policies
of the executive body for the remediation of informal settlements (al-jihāz al-tanfīdhī limuꜤālajat al-sakan al-Ꜥashwā’ī) that worked in the area from 1976 until the beginning of the
1980s (interview with official of Planning Administration, Ministry of Physical Planning, July
2019). Services were likewise distributed in a way that they are equitably accessible for the
residents, in addition to the commercial areas around the main streets.
The following groups were distinguished among the informal settlers:
1. Those whose houses were not affected by the new street grid remained there and
were considered pre-1976 residents (red number).
2. Those whose houses were affected by the new street grid or whose plots were too
small for registration were compensated outside the area.
3. Those who arrived in the area between 1984 and 1989 were relocated to Dar alSalām.35
4. Those who were classified as ineligible were deported to camp sites and lands confiscated according to Presidential Decree No. 58 (1992).
The implementation of this re-planning policy seems to have been a tense process. One of the
officials who had been involved in it mentioned not just conflicts over the reallocations but
direct attacks on survey workers (interview with official of Research Administration, Ministry
of Physical Planning, June 2019). Another involved official spoke of a survey worker being
killed and other attacks, as well as the suicide of one resident who had been denied eligibility
(interview with Director of Land Survey Office Omdurman, July 2019). This indicates that replanning was also a negotiation of the future of the area and its inhabitants and whose priorities take precedence over others.
35

There has been some reconsideration of individual cases as well as of those not interviewed during the survey. In addition, a statute of 1990 gave special appeal related to the 1988 floods: the settlers at Abū SiꜤid
Market in Umbadda were all relocated to Umbadda Block 17; the rest were relocated to Blocks 33–38, and a
part to Dar al-Salām (interview with Director of Land Survey Office Omdurman, July 2019).
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Those who remained in the area saw a slow process of service provision and physical transformation. The buildings in the area had been dominated by so-called green clay; after replanning, the dominant materials were red bricks and similar materials that are suitable for
constructing multistorey buildings (see Picture 3). This upgrade of the stock happened mostly
after 1995 when water and electricity connections were established but took off to a large
extent after 2000, according to local residents (e.g. interview with male local resident,
Umbadda Block 14, July 2019). Physical transformation can thus be considered here as an expression of stability and economic growth experienced by the residents.
Picture 3: Multi-storey buildings in Umbadda Block 14

Photos by Aziza Ahmed Kabashi, Dhalia Abuhrayra Elnahas and Elkindi Elaagip

Women had a central role for the residential continuity as well, often as original settlers on
new land. This included wearisome domestic chores, such as bringing water balanced on their
head from the distant well in Ḥamad al-Nīl when otherwise water had to be bought in barrels,
as remembered by one of the oldest residents of the area (interview with female local
resident, Umbadda Block 14, July 2019).
The social fibre of the area was much more complex, as displacement brought together
previously unrelated groups to one place – from Darfur, the Nuba Mountains, and central Sudan. Their employment was similar, though, with manual labour in the markets of Omdurman
and in industrial areas, in addition to soldiers and a few formally employed residents (interview with Director of Land Survey Office Omdurman, July 2019).
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In addition, social ties based on ethnicity are much looser in the neighbourhoods of Umbadda
Block 14 than in the northern part of the study area, as action was taken to prevent ethnic
conglomerations during the re-planning process, following a related directive by the Minister
of Housing and Public Utilities at that time.36

7. Conclusions and recommendations
In both parts of the study area, informal settlement has been addressed and formal land titles
established. Land was registered in the name of both male and female residents, which not
only protects women from sudden expropriation but also pays tribute to their central role in
the foundation of new residential areas, as shown in the study. For those with a low or middle
income, this often represented the only way of gaining access to land property, since they
lacked the means to purchase land, and a starting point for economic growth due to the removal of economic stress from payment of rent.
Recommendation: Housing policies leading to secure land titles for lower-income groups
should be continued and strengthened.
Social heterogeneity, a characteristic of inclusive urbanisation, has developed in both parts,
albeit to different extents (see below). This has nurtured social tolerance, educational progress, and cultural exchange.
Recommendation: Cultural centres should be established and rehabilitated to strengthen social
ties and cultural exchange in the neighbourhoods.
The strong social ties in the northern part of the study area were also reflected in a high level
of inclusion in urban planning activities that could develop into new forms of selfadministration.
Recommendation: Inclusive forms of community representation can provide a basis for local
self-administration that includes more responsibility for maintenance and
upgrading of neighbourhoods and their infrastructure.
Another aspect of this incorporation of formerly remote Umbadda into the capital was the
improvement of transport and connections. The previous close proximity to central markets,
industrial areas, and military installations had been one of its attractions for the working population; this characteristic as commercial and occupational hub was strengthened by better
transport.
Recommendation: Additional asphalt roads should be built to increase the traffic flow towards
central areas. Congestion due to increased traffic inside the residential areas should be reduced by bypasses and flyovers.

36

The directive was issued after an incident of ethnic violence in Soba Al-Silik where 27 policemen were killed.
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The study noted that several years passed between the initial assessment (1976) and the beginning of implementation (1982). This gave existing residents the chance to extend the presence of their own groups in the area, and they subsequently dominated in the redistribution
and compensation process. This was the case in both parts of the study area but extremely so
in Umbadda Block 14 where numbers of informal settlers increased by more than 1,500 per
cent during that period.
Recommendation: The time period between assessment, planning, and implementation should
be reduced as much as possible and accelerated by improved, constantly
updated demographic statistics, and communication with communities.
While the stronger social ties in the northern part of the study area led to its residents having
a strong voice in planning activities, this also had negative consequences. The ethnic groups
already dominating the area confirmed and extended their control, thereby undermining the
1995 policy that called for dissolution of ethnic conglomerates in the capital. At the same
time, the lack of technical oversight led to detrimental shortcomings in the location and performance of public service utilities, as reflected in the concentration of commercial and other
facilities along the main road and damage to houses and public buildings due to lack of flood
protection.
On the other side, re-planning and relocation in the southern part was full of conflicts, and
the resulting neighbourhoods, though technically sound, lack the character, liveliness, and
social fibre of organically grown communities.
Recommendation: Urban planning and its implementation should always maximise the beneficial effects of both community participation and technical oversight, rather
than letting one of them dominate the process.
In combination with the development imbalance between the capital and the rest of the
country, the general halt to planning for housing caused an increase of informal settlement:
more people came to look for livelihoods, which they could not find in their home regions,
but they found less ready housing. In Umbadda and elsewhere, increased demand for housing
had already increased land prices, thereby exacerbating the problem. The perception of the
capital as being the (only) economically attractive residence and the subsequent in-migration
also aggravate the existing stress on service provision.
Recommendation: A new housing policy should be developed to increase the availability of viable housing units that are linked to employment opportunities in the capital. This should be combined with development policies that stress balanced
development of Sudan’s regions as well as their macroeconomic complementarity (e.g. regional specialisation).
However, previous housing initiatives also turned into economic enterprises where citizens
who received land titles by compensation or re-planning sold or otherwise commercialised
their plot and occupied new land by informal settlement. This also made previous housing
policies unviable and prevented them from solving conflicts arising from informal settlement,
including Khartoum’s outward sprawl.
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Recommendation: Housing policies providing adequate access to land property should be
combined with stronger legal deterrents to informal settlement. This requires an efficient system of tracing eligibility and housing history of residents to avoid both punishment of the needy and exploitation of the system.
Some of the processes that were different in the two parts of the study area had consequences that cannot clearly be seen as positive and negative; these need further civil dialogue
to see them in the context of the areas’ social development.
There is a distinct difference in the social fibre of the areas: one having grown out of
ethnic groups where their leaders distributed land, and the other having been reorganised by
centralised planning actively avoiding ethnic conglomerates. The latter was affected by a 1995
policy of the Ministry of Physical Planning, but the other was not. The basis of this different
treatment did not become fully clear from the study but it indicated that Umbadda Block 14
hosted most of the IDPs from areas of drought and wars, while the other blocks were extensions of communities already established elsewhere in the capital, most of them from regions
and groups well represented in Sudan’s political institutions at that time. The timing of the
eligibility system, which made 1984 the threshold for compensation in the area, rather than in
remote Dar al-Salām, strengthened this distinction.
In other words, the political weight of the residents influenced how much planning policies could be implemented, also against the wishes of residents: in Umbadda Block 14, in
spite of some violent events, this was possible. In conclusion, the implementation reflected
the political status of residents, and the extent to which it was inclusive concerning residents’
own priorities. Since this was also a result of a sudden rapid increase in numbers of informal
settlers, there are organisational reasons that can be seen behind the distinction. Future policies have to be conscious of the implications, though, since those citizens fleeing from
drought and war were, in this case, pushed into remote areas with weak services and accessibility, while migrants from well-off regions in Sudan – informal settlers as well – often retained the advantageous location in Umbadda. To some extent, the policies addressing displacement by the 1988 floods represent such an effort, less so the relocation practices of the
1990s and early 2000s.
Recommendation: Informal settlements that have grown out of hardship should be addressed
in a way that elevates rather than adds to such hardship, for instance social
housing close to existing service areas rather than camps in remote areas.
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Case study 7
Non-Sudanese immigrants and the urban land nexus:
Al-Jirayf West, Khartoum
Salah Mahmoud Osman and Rehame Hamza Gasem Alsid Hassan
1. Introduction37
In-migration has been an historically constant phenomenon for the area around the Nile confluence, and the settlements that grew on the Nile banks integrated numerous waves of new
residents into a complex social urban landscape. This has not been an invariably amicable
process, and occupation, displacement and land appropriation have been and continue to be
part of this process. This situation connects to land nexus issues all over Sudan but with features specific to the implications of population density in conurbations.
The short- and long-term presence and integration of non-Sudanese immigrants in the
national capital Khartoum is an important element of these dynamics. The persistently changing notion of ‘foreigners’ serves as a caveat to approach their position in society as an integral
part of its formation rather than merely as an ‘external’ influence. In consequence, nonSudanese immigrants constitute an administratively distinctive but sociohistorically inherent
element in the urban land nexus and the changes it experiences.
Present in-migration to Khartoum includes migrants who have come across international borders from countries such as Uganda, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Chad, and South Sudan, and more
recently from Syria and Yemen; many of them have fled from drought, famine and civil wars.
These migrants struggle to find a way to sustain their lives in the capital, interacting with and
transforming neighbourhoods across the city, sometimes in prominent central areas.
Al-Jirayf West is one of the areas in the centre of Khartoum where migrants from neighbouring countries, especially Ethiopia and Eritrea, remained able to sustain their presence
and created vibrant communities despite rising land prices and significant economic pressures. With increased accessibility and connectivity to major city hubs, the area is undergoing
many physical transformations. More commercial land-uses are emerging and new residences
are being built with multiple storeys and concrete structures to replace the old single-storey
mud brick structures. Under such circumstances, the migratory dynamics that have formed
the neighbourhood are under pressure to evolve in different directions.
This case study will seek to explore these pressures and processes of the urban land
nexus in further detail, with special focus on immigrant households, co-habitation patterns
and gender discrepancies in access to housing, basic services and livelihoods. It analyses the
existence and concentration of migration into the area, and its impact on land use and the
resources and services in the area. On this basis, it speaks about the present relationship between immigration and residence, as well as types of housing, service provision and quality of
life, with a view on the requirements for achieving more sustainable development of this
neighbourhood.
The study focuses on dynamics around the increasing number of Ethiopian and Eritrean
immigrants in this neighbourhood and how they affected (negatively or positively) the available sociospatial network in Al-Jirayf West. Eritrean and Ethiopian immigration happened over
several periods, giving rise to a heterogeneous residential situation. Their presence also forms
37

This paper was rewritten following comments of Gordon McGranahan on the first draft.
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part of recently intensifying discussions about illegal migration to and through Sudan, especially from the Horn of Africa (Marchand et al. 2016; MGSoG 2017).
2. Background to the study area
Al-Jirayf West lies at the western bank of the Blue Nile, in the eastern sector of Khartoum city.
It is about 10km from the city centre, covering about 9.83km². Al-Jirayf began as scattered
agricultural small settlements before composing the existing agglomeration (Abu Salim 1979:
12). The area was replanned in the early 1970s as a third-class area when incorporated within
the city fabric. It ultimately retained the character of a low-rise area with spontaneous development patterns and a winding road system. Currently, Al-Jirayf extends for about 8km, surrounded by the most expensive neighbourhoods in Khartoum such as Al-Manshiyyah, AlRiyāḍ, Al-Ṭā’if, Arkawīt and Al-Mujāhidīn (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Al-Jirayf West, blocks and adjacent neighbourhoods

Source: Google Earth (base maps); Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

According to the 2008 census, the population of the study area counted 44,814 people (7,666
households); the Firdūs extension, which was initiated on the southern lands of Al-Jirayf, had
15,815 people (2,645 households). The total population of Al-Jirayf and Firdūs (58,961 people
or 10,311 households; see Table 1) represented 9.2 per cent of Khartoum City’s population of
639,598 (Central Bureau of Statistics 2008). Gross population density in 2008 was 5,998 people per square kilometre (p/km²). Using projection rates of growth from Nasifa (2012), the
population of the Al-Jirayf area is expected to reach 106,000 people in 2032, and gross population density to reach 10,783p/km2. For comparison, average population density of Khartoum State is 992p/km2 (CBS 2018) while Khartoum Locality registered 4,119p/km2 in 2008.
Population density in the Al-Jirayf area is thus more than state and locality level, as is the rate
of population growth.
The main economic activity in the area has long been agriculture. Settlement divided
the agricultural land into river-fed and rain-fed areas; the river-irrigated lands (jirūf, sg. jarif)
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of Al-Jirayf lay east between the settlement and the Blue Nile, and the rain-fed agricultural
land (matarī or buqur) at the open western side of the village.
Table 1: Population density at Al-Jirayf West
Year
2008
2012
2017
2022
2027
2032

Population
58,961
66,514
75,034
84,193
94,469
106,000

Gross density
(in p/km²)
5,998
6,766
7,633
8,565
9,610
10,783

Source: Nasifa 2012

This situation was subject to significant transformations over the past decades. Several reasons led to land-use changes, such as progressive increase of local population and agglomeration of extended families, the attraction of prospective Sudanese and non-Sudanese tenants,
and the extensive use of adjacent lands by government for housing. In addition, the droughts
of the 1970s and 1980s and the general decrease of gains from the agricultural sector motivated the older population to sell their agricultural lands or change it to residential use. This
shifted the urban land nexus to forms of renting, real estate investments and brick-making at
the fertilised river banks, with the latter dominating in the 1980s as a new economic activity
in the area with faster and more reliable profits. The environmental hazards of kilns, such as
the removal of fertile soil cover, and the escalating transfer of agricultural to industrial urban
usage land pushed the state authorities to stop the brick-making activities in the area in 2010.
Some riverine agriculture with vegetable, fruit and fodder cultivation continues; however, the
expansion of residential areas led to constant change in land use away from agriculture.
Figure 2: Historical agricultural lands of Al-Jirayf West
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Source: Google Earth (base map); Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team

The planning decisions of the Ministry of Physical Planning demonstrate that the 1970s and
1980s witnessed a total transformation of Al-Jirayf’s rain-fed agricultural lands into urban areas. About 15km² of agricultural land were redefined as residential, and host what is now
known as the town quarters of Al-Riyāḍ, Al-Ṭā’if, Firdūs, Al-MaꜤmūrah and Al-Manshiyyah
neighbourhoods, interestingly some of the most expensive areas in Greater Khartoum. Since
the 1990s, when land value in Khartoum shot up, most of the owners of the river-fed agricultural lands transformed them into residential areas as well: about 10km² have been turned
into closed compounds, luxury villas and investment housing projects.
These factors greatly reduced agricultural activities and the social life connected to
them. Local residents shifted to other, urban professions and livelihood strategies, especially
renting facilities, real estate investments and urban service provision. The latter sector also
provided new work and business opportunities for migrants, including foreign immigrants.

3. Background to immigration to Sudan
Sudan serves as source, transit and recipient country for migrants (IOM 2011: 27). Among the
immigrants, Eritreans, South Sudanese and Ethiopians form the most numerous group; in
2017, respectively 188,411 (25.6 per cent), 154,931 (21.1 per cent) and 71,631 (9.7 per cent)
of an overall stock of 735,821, with slightly more men than women (around 51 per cent; UNDESA 2017; see also MGSoG 2017).
The historical depth of population exchanges and mobility between Sudan and Ethiopia
is well-documented, as is the increasing number of refugees who have entered Sudan over
the twentieth century (e.g. Kibreab 1996: 135–38). Since the 1960s, the Ethiopian–Eritrean
war prompted waves of immigration as the search for refuge from the insecurity became the
primary reason for migration. The reception of refugees was comparatively welcoming; with
prolonged and extended settlement of these immigrants, however, the level of access to land
and services to be granted became subject to debate and political concern.
By the 1980s, a large number of immigrants were urbanised and had often carved out a
self-reliant status for themselves, despite restrictions on property and employment. Accordingly, the government policy of the early 1980s to resettle them outside urban central areas
was often resisted (Smock 1982: 455–56). A 1984 survey with 1,000 Ethiopian refugees in
Khartoum found that 67 per cent were mostly urban Eritreans, 37 per cent of whom were
single. Conflicts and persecution were reasons to flee for 62 per cent; the search for employment for 31 per cent. At that point, almost 60 per cent were from Ethiopia’s middle or upper
class, where political reasons superseded economic reasons to migrate; 30.9 per cent had
stayed for two to three years but 12.2 per cent had been there already for more than five
years. Less than a third had no education (29.2 per cent); 21 per cent had attained elementary education; and the rest, i.e. about half, attained secondary education or higher. Still, the
vast majority was employed in the service and domestic sector, an employment inadequate
to many immigrants’ educational level at a time when the out-migration of skilled Sudanese
was causing economic problems in the country (Weaver 1985: 149–50).
The legal status of refugees, including their exclusion from unions and denial of business
licences, weakened their position in the labour market and their access to urban facilities.
Economic integration remained thus limited, according to that survey. However, the survey
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did not support an often-raised complaint about the presence of refugees putting pressure on
rent prices, educational and health care service provision (Ibid.: 153–54).
According to more recent long-term studies of Ethiopian and Eritrean immigrants, those
among them who resisted being housed in refugee camps grew accustomed to being outside
official and international circuits of aid. Although they remained somewhat marginal in the
urban economy and society, they still sustained themselves and their families. Self-settled
refugees in urban areas have thus been argued to have succeeded most in integrating, at
least economically, into the host society, rather than those in separate, pre-organised settlements (Kuhlman 1994). At the same time, the treatment by the government and society in
general of all immigrants from Ethiopia and Eritrea as ‘refugees’ had its own effect on the
identity formations among these migrants, in that it combined with and sometimes replaced
the social differentiations dominant in their home countries (Kibreab 2000).
In effect, the pre-definition of these migrants as refugees has significant implications. It
has long been government policy, inscribed into law since 1974, that the long-term integration of refugees is to be discouraged through restrictions on their mobility and economic activities, however long the refugees stay in the country (Kibreab 1996: 140). In other words,
the status perpetuated a discriminatory treatment in comparison with other foreigners, especially for long-term residents. This is in contradiction with the UNHCR principle that refugees
should ‘receive at least the same rights and basic help as any other foreigner who is a legal
resident, including freedom of thought, of movement, and freedom from torture and degradation treatment’ (UNHCR 2002).
Attempts have recently been made to remedy this situation. In 2014, Sudan issued The
Asylum (Organization) Act, 2014 to harmonise national laws with the UN Convention and the
African Union Convention pertaining to immigrants. According to the Act, refugees are to be
equal to Sudanese citizens in access to public relief and assistance, basic education, rationing,
litigation, and religious freedom (§13-1), and at least equal to other foreigners in post-basic
education, affiliation to non-political societies, housing, and permits for movement and residence. Free labour and owning movable property is allowed but regulated; immovable property can only be acquired after approval by the Council of Ministers (§13-2). Further permissions are needed to leave the place of residence (from the Commissioner of Refugees, §14-2),
and to work (by the labour office, §18-1), while any security- and defence-related work is categorically excluded. But the Act (§13-1) privileges only someone ‘who has been granted the
asylum right’ (authors’ italics), and maintains a refugee identity, renewable every year.
Overall, a significant number of recent arrivals do not envisage a long-term stay. The International Organization for Migration’s (IOM) 2017 study on migrants’ motivations conducted in Khartoum showed in the general sample that financial and economic reasons were dominant. Coming to Sudan was for most respondents the beginning of a longer search for better
livelihoods, and they rather moved away from lack of chances in their home countries than
towards secure jobs and livelihoods in Sudan.38 This lack of long-term perspective is also reflected in the decision of many not to seek full legal status in Sudan: only 37 per cent of the
Eritreans stated having finished the registration procedure,39 and only 36 per cent of the

38

39

However, lack of freedom and political security in the country of origin was a strong motivation for almost
half of the respondents as well (IOM 2017: 35). Among respondents from Eritrea, the latter was a major motivation for almost 80 per cent; much less so for Ethiopians (Ibid.: 39). Conflict was a reason for almost half,
even among Ethiopians (Ibid.: 48).
In contrast to Ethiopians, Eritreans are prima facie refugees who only have to register with the Commissioner
for Refugees to gain a full refugee status (Ibid.: 40).
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Ethiopians applied or were granted the full refugee status according to the Asylum Act (IOM
2017: 43).
The IOM study thus confirmed that Sudan was considered a transit point for the overwhelming majority of recent immigrants, 93 per cent of Eritreans and 69 per cent of Ethiopians.
However, only 24 per cent of the former felt safe in Khartoum as compared to 64 per cent of
the latter, and questions about level of freedom, basic need coverage, and general satisfaction showed a similar pattern (IOM 2017: 73–74). Still, 94 per cent of Eritreans and 87 per
cent of Ethiopians replied that they would like to move on to another country (Ibid.: 75): they
come to Khartoum to continue their migration trajectory but due to lack of money often ‘get
stuck’ for a couple of years in neighbourhoods such as Al-Jirayf West.
This difference between the older generation of long-term migrants (1960s to 1980s)
and more recent migrants (since the 1990s) is an important aspect of the case study, and has
relevant implications for urban development policies.

4. Research problem
Almost all of the river-fed lands owned by Al-Jirayf’s old residents were freehold but most of
the rain-fed lands were grazing and wood usufruct. In both cases, the government initiated
changes in land rights, on the grounds that these lands were needed for housing projects or
later for investment purposes. As a result, a considerable amount of capital was transferred
to the freeholders of the area in form of compensation for their loss of freehold land.
Owner occupation is still the dominant mode of housing in the area where extended
families live on large plots subject to continuous informal subdivisions as households expand
and divide. Renting was almost negligible until formal government-led land conversion coincided with a rising demand for rental accommodation. These dynamics have combined in a
slow but steady process of transformation since the 1960s, when immigration to the area
strongly increased and government officials began to seek residence there to benefit from
advantageous connectivity and proximity to the city centre; both groups looking for places to
rent. The process accelerated during the 1970s and 1980s, when government policies pushed
the redesignation of agricultural land to urban residential areas. This led eventually to the
present situation, where owner occupation is still dominant, but renting is no longer negligible.
Before 1973, owners were able to turn their agricultural lands to residential use by paying an upgrading premium. After the Unregistered Land Act 1970, owners were compensated
by one-quarter of the net value of residential plots planned on land registered in their names
in freeholds or leaseholds, typically according to the original registration of the land, or with
plots in Al-Ta’if, Block 84, and Ferdos. Observations and discussions with old owners indicated
that the majority of those who were compensated with more than one plot have sold off one
plot and built a second house on the plots that remained. The majority of those who were
compensated with one plot, or who were allotted a plot in the special site-and-service plan of
Al-Jirayf West, built houses for their families, according to their available means. Some owners changed buildings of their old houses to bricks or concrete instead of the pervasive mud
constructions. A very low percentage of compensated owners entered commercial activities,
especially in the real estate sector.
A consequence of the trend towards reallocation and compensation of land was that
this increased the housing stock in the area, which – as noted above – led to Al-Jirayf West
becoming one of the first areas to provide a large number of rental facilities. This describes a
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fundamentally transformed urban land nexus, with an incisive shift to extraction of profit and
capital.
Since most people remained as residents in the area, however, there is the question of
why additional capital in the hands of the owners did not lead to physical upgrading in the
area, or even to an enhancement in the quality of services and the built environment. Case
studies parallel to this one traced this question in terms of morphology and sociohistorical
background (see case studies on Burrī, Al-Shuhadā’ and Ḥillat Ḥamad). In this study, the focus
is on the conditions of residential units leased to non-Sudanese immigrants, and the consequences of their state for the subsequent tenancy arrangements.

5. Objectives
This research aims to gain insight into the migratory dynamics, level and kind of integration of
Ethiopian and Eritrean migrants in Al-Jirayf West, with emphasis on their sociospatial relation
to the hosting neighbourhood and how it relates to their administrative status. This includes
an analysis of how economic pressures and gentrification have influenced the lives of Ethiopian and Eritrean migrants, especially in relation to the household formulation, the use and
sharing of available spaces, and the resulting spatial and social (including gender) configurations. A further aspect is the drivers of migrant-related transformations that have taken place
in the settlement, especially impacts on land value, real estate investment and the rental
submarket. The objective is to get a better understanding of processes of urban inclusion and
exclusion in the urban land nexus, such as differences between long-term and more recent
migrants, and between men and women.

6. Methods
The case study combines direct observation with other qualitative, quantitative and spatial
data. Observations were gathered during field visits to support the analysis of spatial distribution and visible impact of the immigrant population, and to corroborate impressions on social
life and the built environment that were communicated during interviews. A five-page structured questionnaire was used to conduct a random stratified survey, covering information on
households, tenants, owners, building stock, services, and general observations on the quality
of life in the neighbourhood; 14 cases of households with tenants were recorded in Al-Jirayf
West. A 30-question supplementary semi-structured questionnaire for focus group discussions was formulated based on these findings; interviews with residents and officials, and focus group discussions were employed to draw migration histories and assess the social and
economic situation of immigrants. Interviews and discussion groups were conducted to complement direct observation and survey statements. Participatory mapping of migrant spaces
was undertaken, particularly of housing units exploring the co-habitation options prominent
in the communities. Questions on legality were often problematic and thus mostly omitted
and covered from other sources. All interviews were conducted in Arabic and translated by
the authors.
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7. Findings and discussion
7.1. Immigration and legal status
Over the years, Khartoum has become an important migration hub for Ethiopians and Eritreans who were escaping economic deprivation, war, conflict, and military service. Al-Jirayf
West seems especially attractive to these groups and is known for its high concentration of
Ethiopian and Eritrean migrants. The area has been, next to Al-Daym, a concentration point of
Ethiopian and Eritrean groups since the 1950s. It is close to the centre and to work opportunities in the domestic, construction, and service sectors in higher-income areas, such as AlRiyāḍ, Al-Ṭā’if, and Al-MaꜤmūrah.
Access to work is facilitated or even channelled by the older residents, therefore new
arrivals often initially live with them. Focus group discussions suggested that Al-Jirayf West
attracts newcomers due to well-established social networks that assist them in entering the
labour market. It is the first preferred destination for the new migrants in order to circumvent
the initial language barrier and to ease the entry to the local labour market by the older residents, especially in the neighbouring first-class neighbourhoods. In the words of respondents
in a focus group discussion, ‘[they] just find that situation and continue with it’.
However, in a more recent development, new concentrations have appeared in other
areas that have become cheaper than Al-Jirayf. Newcomers now tend to change place of residence because of the rising rents that have accompanied general economic decline and the
degradation of the Sudanese currency.40 The population of migrants who are being thus
pushed out from the area are mostly those resident for less than five years and who have
succeeded in organising new agglomerations in Al-Ḥāj Yūssif, Umbadda and other low-income
neighbourhoods.
While differences between long-term and recently arrived Ethiopian and Eritrean migrants in Al-Jirayf can be discerned, they typically share a similar legal status and associated
problems. A fundamental issue is the way the country was entered, as immigrating irregularly
implies vulnerabilities connected with smuggling and an illegal status. While Eritreans enjoy a
prima facie refugee status, many do not follow
Picture 1: Example of a temporary ID card for
through with procedures to confirm this status,
foreigners

neither at UNHCR nor at the Commissioner of
Refugees. This illegal or at least not fully legalised status puts them in a generally weak position.
However, the survey and group discussions indicated that Ethiopian and Eritrean migrants rarely know about the Sudanese or international laws regulating the residency of
immigrants, or the procedure to access urban
services, educational and health services in the
40

Source: Khartoum Land Nexus Research Team
In early 2019, annual Sudanese currency (SDG) depreciation against the US dollar reached 579 per cent. To
send money home, the immigrants exchange their income in SDG for dollars. Prices for consumption goods,
many of them imported, are steadily rising due to SDG depreciation; owners of real estate try to compensate
by higher rents. Meanwhile, salaries have remained stagnant or rise at a slower pace. Accordingly, real income is decreasing and disadvantageous exchange rates exacerbate the situation further for immigrants who
are working to send home remittances.
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hosting country. Irrespectively if they have or could have a refugee status, Eritrean and Ethiopian migrants have to register in two places: 1) at the Foreigners’ Registration Directorate,
Ministry of Internal Affairs, to get a temporary foreigner’s identity card, for SDG2,000 ($33),
annually renewable and explicitly prohibiting the holder to work in Sudan (see Picture 1); 2) at
the police station in charge of the administrative unit where they reside, in order to receive a
non-professional workers’ identity card, annually renewable for SDG80 ($2) and especially
issued for Eritrean and Ethiopian migrants who can work with this card in the service sector.
Even in cases where the refugee status is applied for and approved, or in cases of lifelong residence in Sudan, regulations do not favour achieving a better status. Significant limitations remain. Eritreans and Ethiopians who have been born in Khartoum have to renew their
registration card for ‘refugees outside camp’ every two years at UNHCR. With this card they
are not allowed to buy a car, a house, or to buy land should they have the money to do so.
They can work as freelancers in the informal sector but cannot officially register enterprises
unless they fall under the Investment Law that favours large-scale investments. Most of the
Ethiopians and Eritreans in Al-Jirayf West work in the informal sector and share the rent of
single rooms where room occupancy rates tend to be high.
Respondents in focus group discussions did not mention systematic tracking or harsh
treatment by authorities. But Eritrean and Ethiopian workers would sometimes be stopped in
main roads and asked about identity cards. If unable to produce one, they would be detained
until somebody brought the card to the police station, or else they would be released against
the presence of a warrantor (kafīl) and a fine of SDG4,000 ($65). A new ID would then be issued if none had been obtained before. The detrimental effect on any sense of belonging, also in relation to land, was clearly formulated by an interviewed Ethiopian who was born in
Sudan and has lived for years in Al-Jirayf:
As a child I did not feel anything, there was no difference between me and my Sudanese
friends, but this is when you are a kid. When you grow up you start to feel different and
the moment that I realised that I am different is that in contrast to my Sudanese friends, I
have to rent the whole time; I do not have a land. So that is how you start to notice the
difference. (Interview, Al-Jirayf West, October 2018)
This raises awareness of the fact that the national regulations and international covenants
pertaining to immigrants can satisfy only the minimum rights that long-stay migrants can expect. They might be enough for the transitional migrants but definitely not for the permanent
or long-staying ones. As the quote emphasises, the experience of difference is closely linked
to status with respect to the land nexus, and in particular in being tenants.

7.2. Socioeconomic status
As indicated in section 3, immigrants mostly see Sudan as a transitional place of residence.
But restrictions on migration to the targeted countries enable a considerable number of the
immigrants to stay for more than a generation in Sudan. The study found both inclusive and
exclusive dynamics affecting their presence.
Focus group discussions suggested that Ethiopian and Eritrean migrants succeeded in
forming lively and self-sustained communities in the area, experiencing little conflict with the
surrounding society and maintaining minimum dependence on support from the government
or donor organisations. Respondents claimed to be unimpeded in practising their own cultur119

al customs and religious worship, for instance, in Orthodox churches, partly sharing Christian
festivities with non-Christian neighbours, such as the Easter feast. Private occasions, like
weddings, were sometimes shared with neighbours, and some cultural elements, such as
Ethiopian dances, became known and appreciated in wider Sudanese society. Six Ethiopian
ensembles were especially popular in Al-Jirayf in this regard. In the five local market areas,
facilities and shops run or frequented by Ethiopians and Eritreans were well established.
There are, however, also clear structural differences. There is a difference in access to
schools between Sudanese and non-Sudanese families; the latter cannot join governmental
schools except with special permission after satisfying certain conditions. This ought not to be
a serious impediment, since one of the principle conditions is the availability of space in the
targeted school, which seems widely given.41 With permission, they can enter private facilities
at any level on the same fees and conditions as Sudanese citizens, without additional procedures (discussion with Locality official). Focus group discussions with Ethiopian and Eritrean
residents indicated, however, that the majority of them prefer schools that cater to children
of their own nationality, which are subsidised by their governments. Concomitantly, none of
them knew about the procedure for joining Sudanese schools, or had tried to do so, suggesting a general divide – either by choice or through lack of awareness – between the educational careers of Sudanese and non-Sudanese children.
While socioculturally appropriate services (schools, churches) thus exist in the area,
they also may compound cultural and educational gaps in terms of the Sudanese environment
and thus limit access to wider labour markets. Almost all respondents in the project survey
and group discussions had not attained reading and writing skills in Arabic. However, spoken
Arabic has widely been acquired. While spoken proficiency may overcome linguistic barriers
with Sudanese people in day-to-day interactions and the informal labour market, it does not
provide access to further professional skills related to reading and writing.
As a consequence, informal employment
Picture 2: Example of an ID card for unseems to preponderate among these immigrant
skilled workers
groups. In fact, it was stated in focus group discussions that the well-educated and professionals may
gain access to work permissions easily through the
Ministry of Internal Affairs but mostly prefer not to.
This was the case especially during the present economic crisis, as payment in the depreciated Sudanese currency is not financially attractive to them;
they would rather go directly to Lebanon, the Gulf
States and Europe for more remunerative and othSource: Khartoum Land Nexus
erwise rewarding employment.
Research Team
Only when registration as a foreigner has been
completed can an identity as a non-professional worker be accessed as well; as a card-holder
explained in an interview:
41

A 2012 study found generally low class occupancy. In boys’ primary education, mean class occupancy was 37
per cent in governmental schools, and 19 per cent in private schools, with one teacher for every 37 pupils in
governmental schools and for every 7 pupils in private schools. For girls, mean class occupancy was 34 per
cent in governmental and 18 per cent in private schools, with one teacher for every 9.4 and 7 pupils, respectively. Secondary school rates were higher, due to a lower number of facilities: mean class occupancy for
boys was 31.4 per cent in governmental and 43.2 per cent for private schools, and for girls 41.8 per cent in
governmental and 25 per cent in private schools. While boys had one teacher for every 11 (governmental)
and 10.1 students (private), there were respectively 25 and 12.3 students per teacher for girls (Nasifa 2012).
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Work is permissible in Sudan for us, and in all sectors, except in government and the
public sector. Work is preferred according to qualifications and experience. We prefer
work as free labourers in the service sector, such as work in restaurants, domestic work,
private academic institutions and as tuktuk drivers; professionals do not prefer to work
in Sudan although the procedure is not so complicated. The construction industry is not
preferred by us.
Due to their focus on the service sector, their income levels in dollars were strongly affected
by Sudan’s monetary decline. In 2016, they were reportedly able to transfer about US$100
monthly to their families; that is now about US$50 irregularly. Monthly income from domestic
work and restaurant service fell from US$110 (which cost SDG1,800 in 2016) to US$52 (which
cost SDG3,200 in 2019).42 The drivers of small commercial vehicles (tuktuk) were said to be
earning only half their previous income. Parallel to this development, living expenses increased significantly; respondents estimated a minimum of US$60 per month to cover basic
costs; education in private schools (the only education they could access), cost US$65 per
person per year. As a result, many labour migrants have been returning or moving on since
2018; only artisans remained mostly unaffected, with incomes of between US$150 to US$320
per month, similar to their Sudanese colleagues.
One coping strategy was the shift to more crowded tenancy arrangements. Another
strategy, available only to women, was increased employment as a live-in domestic worker,
since extra costs for food, transport and other living expenses can be reduced this way.

7.3. Tenancy arrangements
Unlike the luxury buildings in the areas around Al-Jirayf, the poor-quality buildings in the old
village of Al-Jirayf attract low-income tenants, especially immigrants from neighbouring countries. The recent buoyancy of the rental sector has enticed owners of any type of building to
offer rooms to rent, even those without services. Al-Jirayf West’s favourable location has
meant that service coverage there is relatively good (for water, electricity, sanitation). However, the condition of rental properties was poor. Most (60 to 70 per cent) of rental properties visited in Al-Jirayf were not in good condition: 10 per cent were concrete buildings, and
80 per cent had load-bearing brick walls with galvanised steel sheet roofing that becomes hot
in summer. No maintenance had been undertaken on the units for at least the past five years.
Water and sanitation services were not to standard and of low quality; 95 per cent of visited
plots had only pit latrines and between eight and ten persons had to share one bath. Water
and electricity were always available but half of these rental facilities did not have a separate
meter, so the owners would collect payments for electricity and water in addition to the rent,
based on their own calculations. While fans were generally available, no air conditioning was
observed.
Discussions with owners of rental facilities in the old parts of Al-Jirayf attributed the
physical degradation of the area to the fact that rents do not leave sufficient profit margin to
be invested in fixing up or even maintaining the buildings, especially for less affluent owners.
Renovation costs are very high, and income from rents cannot cover owners’ needs and such
42

This uses unofficial market rates, since the formal exchange market is less relevant for much of Sudan’s informal economy, especially since there has been a liquidity crisis in both domestic and foreign currency since
2018.
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costs at the same time. Owners claimed that only renting low-profile buildings with minimum
maintenance is profitable and that this situation ‘is a matter of affordability and capacity to
pay’: new buildings and sophisticated apartments are available but cost beyond what Ethiopians and Eritreans can afford or are ready to pay. The temporary nature of the stay of these
groups in Sudan, makes them, so the owners claim, unwilling to invest more in rent.
Under these conditions, owners saw rental for residential use as very lucrative. They
singled out Ethiopians and Eritreans as the best tenants; one owner said,
…they cause no problems, are decent, and no renting case reached court in the area,
while Sudanese tenants prefer living as separate families, therefore paying less, and rely
on courts to solve conflicts.
Rental for commercial purposes is seen as not lucrative compared to residential purposes;
indeed, Ethiopians or Eritreans rented less than 5 per cent of shops in the market area. But
within the neighbourhood, there are numerous retail shops for clothes, food and other services (e.g. barbers) that they rent, selling to both Sudanese and non-Sudanese customers.
Those retail shops are the result of business agreements with the Sudanese. Refugees
and immigrants may rent under their own names but the law does not permit ownership of
land or real estate. Legally, tenants have to be registered or hold residency; however, the fact
that there is a high percentage of illegal migrants in the active rental market suggests that this
requirement is also bypassed. For commercial enterprises or other investment, partnerships
with Sudanese people is the preferred solution; these seem to work in most cases, and are
otherwise dissolved out of court. But most immigrants remain in a weaker position due to a
lack of legal endorsement of their status or the partnership. One respondent indicated this
vulnerability, saying ‘we protect ourselves [from being cheated] by clearing accounts and
debts every month’.
Almost all of the tenants interviewed had no rental contract with the owners. Some just
wrote an agreement on a paper at the beginning of the rental period, under the tenant’s
name, and almost all of them knew nothing about rental law in Sudan. Even registered migrants and refugees avoid bringing cases to court as procedures are complicated, costly and
normally take more than three years.
The non-existence of a rental contract enables owners to increase rent without notice,
to whatever level they see fit, and enables them to levy extra money for electricity, water and
solid waste without showing the actual official basis for this demand. More than half of the
houses visited have shared electricity meters, whether shared with the owner or with other
tenants. Tenants felt unsatisfied but had no alternative than to pay. One explained how ‘the
previous month an increase on these costs was collected while there is no official announcement of an increase in these services’.
Rental income pursued for investment and such unregulated prices lead to population
densification as subdivision or sub-letting occurs, as does multiple land usage. Several plots
were divided between multiple families, and the survey found an often-raised claim by older
residents that Al-Jirayf West experiences large tenant groups that ‘occupy’ houses and put
stresses on the public service system (interview, Al-Jirayf, October 2018). While this cannot be
empirically supported by this study, the complaint points at a significant change in how residency is organised in the area. Observations showed that landed property is widely rented on
a monthly basis but that there is now a method of rent agreement where these properties are
rented either per room or per head: the owner collects rent for each room separately without
bothering how many people use it, or may collect rent from each individual tenant separately.
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Rent is generally paid in cash to the owner, not by transfer or via middlemen. The survey recorded a minimum rent value in Al-Jirayf of SDG450/month and a maximum of
SDG5,000/month, depending on the quality, location and area of the rental unit; a ground
floor flat renting for the higher-end value of SDG5,000 (US$80) in 2018, for example, consisted of three rooms and two baths. Two examples from the survey are as follows:
1. A flat on the first floor, four rooms, two baths, syphon, concrete structure, was being
rented to Eritreans for SDG4,000 (US$66) per room per month in June 2019 (up from
SDG1,800 (US$60) per room per month in 2017); the total rent collected was
SDG16,000 (US$260)). The total number of residents was ten. The occupancy of each
room was: four people / two people (married) / three people / one person. The flat
had a separate electricity meter.
2. One room, bath, kitchenette, pit latrine, small courtyard, load-bearing zinc roof, rented to four Ethiopians for SDG1,800 ($30) per month, plus service costs.
These examples indicate that the method of renting per room or per head as practised in the
Al-Jirayf area increased the total rent to values higher than rent rates in first-class areas. Assuming that the recommended average monthly expenditure for housing for a person is 25
per cent of income, the tenants in the first example would have to reserve SDG1,000 per
month just for renting a single room. This explains the tendency towards larger tenant
groups.
But interviews with female workers in the service sector – which could include live-in or
daily domestic service, restaurant work, etc. – also showed that they reside in groups to enjoy
communal living, especially at weekends. This account from live-in domestic workers was indicative of statements from other service sector workers:
We are living the whole week in the house we are working in, we share renting a house
as a group to spend the weekend; one or two families might be permanent residents in
the rented house who are not working in home service and we join them on the weekend. Newcomers find free lodging and help until they find decent work. That explains
why we live in groups and communities. (Interview, Al-Jirayf, October 2018)
A myriad of different tenancy arrangements exist, as documented in additional interviews
with survey respondents. One Eritrean, aged between 40 and 50 years, had come to Khartoum 18 months before the interview, to join relatives in Al-Jirayf West. He now rents part of
a house with one entry shared with the neighbours; the ‘house’ is rather a sunshade with
grass roofing and a latrine, with water and electricity provided. The rent is accordingly low at
SDG450 per month, and is one of the reasons he preferred this area over others. He also described it as a comfortable place without conflicts and with many relatives who help out in
times of need (interview, Al-Jirayf, October 2018).
Another example is a young Ethiopian worker, aged between 20 and 30 years, who
works in Omdurman and is married with one son. He lives in Al-Jirayf in a house that has four
rooms with a shared kitchen and shared bathroom but that also hosts four families who share
costs of rent, water and electricity (interview, Al-Jirayf, October 2018). A similar but more extreme example was a South Sudanese driver, aged 30 to 40 years, who was born in Al-Jirayf
but had rented for only three months in the present residence. This residence had one room
and one bathroom for him, his wife and a son; however, on the same plot there were six oth123

er rooms, each rented by a different family (interview, Al-Jirayf, October 2018). A noteworthy
arrangement has been established with another South Sudanese man, aged over 50 years,
who has two sons and three daughters with his wife. They had been living in Al-Jirayf for only
a year. The courtyard of their present residence is used as storage for construction materials,
as the house has been rented by a construction company while the Fatḥer was employed as
guard for the storage (interview, Al-Jirayf, October 2018).
Another sociocultural observation was that not all of the immigrant respondents arrive
and live within the framework of a family but may be in mixed-group tenant arrangements.
This represents a significant shift in local housing practices and may lead to significant irritation at a cultural level among the non-immigrant population. This is especially the case with
very crowded living arrangements: most rent a room in mixed-group tenure arrangements for
which they pay SDG1,000 to SDG1,500 minimum for a room without a kitchen and bathroom
that they have to share with tenants from up to four other rooms. Mostly the rooms are rented in the big houses of Sudanese families, but separated from them by big walls. The floor of
one room visited was fully covered in mattresses, although one tenant stated that previously
he had lived in a shared room that did not even have enough space for mattresses, so they
had to sleep on mats taking turns (direct observation, October 2018).

8. Conclusion
This study has shown how Al-Jirayf West has transformed over the past 50 years from one of
Khartoum’s oldest agricultural residential areas at the western bank of the Blue Nile to a very
complex mix of land use and sociospatial relations. It also outlined that the area became a
central area for immigrants from Ethiopia and Eritrea who partly succeeded in socially and
economically consolidating themselves into a self-sustained community in an otherwise uneasy urban environment. For a long time, they represented the largest group among tenants
in the area and were thereby part and parcel of the urban land nexus shift towards landed
property and densification through subdivisions and sub-letting. However, in the last few
years, newcomers have tended to change their place of residence to other low-rent areas,
such as Al-Ḥāj Yūssif and Umbadda, because of rampant rental costs accompanying the depreciation of the Sudanese currency.
The study also identified some dynamics that call for corrective policies to achieve more
inclusive and sustainable urbanisation processes:


National laws and international conventions pertaining to immigrants and refugees
cover the minimum needs of the recent and short-stay immigrants, but fall short of
fulfilling the needs of the long-stay immigrants and those who have yet to legalise
their situation within the host country. Immigrants with a lower educational level or
few labour skills, irrespective of the length of stay in the host country, still suffer in
particular from not getting equitable access to urban facilities and stable access to a
living environment that provides them with a decent quality of urban life. This calls for
a review of policies, regulations and administrative practices, as well as an investigation into why present legislation fails to lead to stable and sustainable regular immigration that also integrates long-stay residents.



It was found that the rental sector in Al-Jirayf West has stabilised and has become an
enduring part of the urban land nexus. However, this has emerged from landowners’
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pursuit of revenues from dilapidated areas, which undermines neighbourhood selfupgrading. The concern is that the reliance on temporary, low-income tenants who
put up with living in harsh conditions will further the physical degradation of the area,
as maintenance and repairs are considered unprofitable. Land is then exploited by the
owners to maximise revenues, with little of the capital being reinvested within the
same built environment. The rental sector in Al-Jirayf West is thus in vital need of a
package of policies that can attract investment from the landed revenues while avoiding exclusionary gentrification, as has started to take place.


High room-occupancy rates, with resultant rent rates per unit of area higher than the
average ‘regular’ rates, and without contractual relationships, undermines social integration and inclusion of immigrants within the host environment. Immigrants still felt
that they were foreigners even if they had been living for more than 15 years in the
same area, as in the case of Al-Jirayf. To rectify the rental sector, both owners and migrants should firstly be educated on the existing laws and regulation, and the enforcement of these should be strengthened. Policies to sustain co-living with citizens
should be designed around the respect of humanity and should prohibit exploitative
trends sometimes practised against immigrants.



Measures taken to prevent neighbourhood degradation should be analysed to consider the probability that they lead to gentrification by making the neighbourhood too
expensive for the present tenant groups to afford, including immigrants. In this case,
corrective action is needed which either increases the supply of affordable housing in
this sort of central location, or offers more housing alternatives in more peripheral areas while improving their connectivity to central areas.



Social policies to help rectify immigrants’ position in the urban land nexus are also
recommended. These would begin by providing both immigrants and the host society
with a clearer orientation of their mutual rights and duties within the urban environment, as well as recognition of cultural dialogue as a principle of urban integration.
This is of essential importance for sustaining amicable sociocultural relations and mutual respect.
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